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1.1 The chemical composition of a star
In 1835 the famous philosopher Auguste Comte wrote that “On the subject of stars,
all investigations which are not ultimately reducible to simple visual observations are
(...) necessarily denied to us. While we can conceive of the possibility of determining
their shapes, their sizes and their motions, we shall never be able by any means to
study their chemical composition”.
At first sight, this appears to be a sensible thought, indeed the nearest star
beyond the Sun is located 4 lightyears, or 4 ×1013 km, away from us, a distance
that no human or human device has ever crossed. So even if it were feasible to
make a device that could stand the star’s heat, to simply travel to a star, take a
sample from its structure and analyze it, is still impossible in our era of space
science. Nevertheless, Comte’s statement was incorrect and it did not take long
before this was demonstrated. The physicist Gustav Kirchhoff was the first to show,
only 14 years after Comte’s statement, that the chemical composition of a gas can
be determined from its spectral (absorption) lines, by splitting the light by color for
instance with the help of a prism. This analysis is possible even for very distant
objects (provided they are bright enough), making the journey to a star to measure
its composition unnecessary.
Only in the era of quantummechanics was it understood that a spectrum arises
because electrons in an atom move between orbits which are well defined in their
relative energy, and that the complete structure of levels is unique for a particular
atom. The photons absorbed or emitted by electrons when they jump from one
orbit to another, have a very specific wavelength for each element. Around 1925 the
astronomer Cecilia Payne was the first to understand that although the spectrum of
the Sun is dominated by lines from iron and other elements, its main constituent
is actually hydrogen. In fact, about 71% of the mass of the Sun is in hydrogen,
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which is converted into helium through nuclear fusion and this process results in
the main source of its energy. About 27% of the solar mass is in helium and only 2%
of the mass is in other, heavier, elements. For some time the dominant view was
that all stars in the Universe had approximately the same chemical composition
as our Sun. This view was dramatically challenged by Chamberlain & Aller (1951)
who measured significantly lower abundances in iron and calcium for two stars.
Soon it was accepted that stars can have a range of chemical properties and metal
fractions1 to hydrogen. Most commonly iron is used as a representative metal and
measurements of the ratio of iron to hydrogen can reach from 2-3 times solar (see
McWilliam 1997, and references therein) to five orders of magnitudes less. Themost
metal-poor star known to date has ∼1/250000 of the solar iron (Fe) value, that is
[Fe/H]=−5.4 dex 2 (Frebel et al. 2005).
1.2 Stellar spectroscopy:
The toolbox of a Galactic archaeologist
1.2.1 We are all made of star stuff
The elements created in the Big Bang were hydrogen, helium and some lithium.
All heavier elements, or metals, were formed later through nuclear fusion in the
interior of stars. Currently, our Sun fuses hydrogen to helium. Massive stars carry
on, after the phase of hydrogen fusion to fuse their helium into carbon. This
process can be continued in a sufficiently massive star (which can reach a high
enough temperature in its interior) until iron is created. When the star dies in
a supernova explosion, a significant fraction of all these heavier elements will be
expelled into the surrounding medium. New stars and planets formed in gas clouds
in such an environment, will thus contain some of the expelledmaterial. In this way
the abundance of heavier elements, the “metallicity”, is increased in subsequent
generations of stars. Also in a supernova explosion itself, new elements can be
created due to the high energies associated with these events and the large number
of particles present. All metals we see around us today, including for instance the
oxygen in the air and all the carbon in our bodies, were once created in the interior of
a star (or in its violent death) which lived and died long before the earth was created.
Very literally we are therefore “made of star stuff” (Carl Sagan, 1980).
1.2.2 The first stars
Since in the Big Bang only the very lightest elements hydrogen, helium and lithium
were created, the very first stars started out with only these elements. Although
1In astronomy it is customary to call all elements which are heavier than helium “metals”.
2The notation [X/H] provides the difference between the logarithmof the abundance of element X over
H and the logarithmic ratio found in the Sun (i.e. [Fe/H]=0 corresponds to the solar abundance ratio)
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many stars have lifetimes longer than the current age of the Universe, 13.7 Gyr, we
have, until now, never observed a star containing only these three elements. From a
theoretical point of view, it is not completely understood how these first stars form
(see Bromm&Larson 2004, and references therein). Although low in overall fraction,
the metals are very important in the formation of stars, since they allow the gas
to cool. Through transitions of electrons into lower orbits light is emitted which
may leave the gas cloud, allowing the cloud to collapse further. In a primordial gas
cloud the most dominant coolant, in the absence of metals, would be the hydrogen
molecule, H2. However, it is very difficult to model the formation of H2 since it is
also easily destroyed by radiation. Most theories predict that the first stars must
have all been more massive than the average star we see around us today, because
of the inability of the gas cloud to cool and fragment further into smaller units. This
would explain why we do not see any of these stars today, since such massive stars
have very short lifetimes (∼ 106−107 years, which is much shorter than the age of
the Universe).
1.2.3 A star’s fingerprint
For most of its life a star will convert hydrogen into helium. The radiation pressure
created by this process balances the inward gravitational force that would make
the star collapse. During this phase the star’s atmosphere does not significantly
change. Therefore the chemical imprint of the cloud from which the star formed
remains present in its outer layers through most of its lifetime and is sometimes
referred to as a “chemical fingerprint”. Since stars of different masses do not create
the same amounts of all elements and also different types of supernova explosions
leave a different chemical signature, the exact chemical composition of a star reveals
important information on its birth environment. Through its fingerprint one can
determine in what sort of environment a star was born, even though it might be
located currently a long way away from its actual birthplace (e.g. Freeman & Bland-
Hawthorn 2002). Additionally, the metallicity of a star within a larger stellar system
can be used as a clock, because it increases with each generation of stars, and so the
older stars will generally be more metal-poor. This clock is not an absolute measure
of time since in denser environments more stars will form and stellar generations
will follow each other more quickly than in low density regions. Also, infall of gas
from outside, or outflows can influence the metallicity of the next generation of
stars.
Metals are distributed back in the interstellar medium through supernovae,
heavier elements can also be created in these processes. Stellar winds are most
active near the end of the star’s lifetime and can also eject large quantities of mass
from the outer layers of the star. The most common types of supernova explosions
are divided into Type Ia and Type II (SN Ia and SN II for short). The detailed
mechanism for Type Ia explosions is poorly understood, but it is generally believed
that it originates from a carbon-oxygen white dwarf star in a close binary (e.g.,
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Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000, and references therein). By accreting sufficient mass
from the companion, a nuclear fusion reaction sets the supernova explosion going.
SN Type II, on the other hand, originate from the rapid collapse of a massive star
which ran out of nuclear fuel and the violent explosion of its outer layers (for a
detailed description see for instance Woosley & Weaver 1995). While SN type II
create mostly α-elements (neon, magnesium, silicium, sulfur, argon, calcium and
titanium, see explanation below), SN Ia are responsible mainly for iron. The ratio of
α-element production compared to iron is often used as an indication of the relative
number of SN progenitors of each type in a particular environment.
Figure 1.1 presents a “periodic table for astronomers” indicating the different
groups of elements and the processes from which they originate. Below we list a
short overview of the elements that are frequently measured in stellar spectra and
what they can teach us about chemical evolution of the environment in which the
star is born (for further details see McWilliam 1997; Tolstoy et al. 2009; Frebel &
Norris 2011, and references therein).
■ α-Elements are produced from multiples of α-particles (He-nuclei consisting
of two protons and two neutrons) during the various burning stages of heavier
elements in massive stars and they are spread out in the interstellar medium
by SN II explosions.
■ The Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen (CNO)-cycle: Carbon and oxygen can be pro-
duced through α-particles. The reason that these three elements are never-
theless discussed separately and together is that they are all used as catalysts
in the H-burning phase of the star. In the process of turning H into He the
abundances of C and (to a much lesser extend) O are decreased while N is
produced. Also the isotope ratio of C changes. Because H-burning happens
deep inside a star, the results are not directly visible sincewe can onlymeasure
the chemical composition in the outer layers of the star. For the results of the
CNO-cycle to become apparent we have to wait until the elements from the
interior are brought to the surface bymixing processes. This process generally
only significantly changes the C and N abundances. When brought to the
surface these elements can also be released in stellar winds.
■ Aluminium (Al) and Sodium (Na): Theoretically these are not α-elements
because they have odd proton numbers and are not created by α particles.
However, since they are mostly created and dispersed in SN II, as are the α-
elements, they are sometimes called “mild α-elements” (McWilliam 1997).
■ Iron-peak elements: Because Fe is formed at the turning point where nuclear
fusion stops releasing energy and starts requiring it, there is a peak in the
likelihood of finding elements around the atomic weight of Fe relative to the
surrounding elements in the periodic table, hence the name “iron-peak”. They
are produced in various fusion stages and in SN type II.
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■ Neutron-capture elements: Since only elements up to zinc can be produced via
nuclear fusion, heavier elements are produced by neutron capture processes.
These processes take place in two main modes which are most probably
related to very different physical events: the slow and the rapid neutron
capture processes (s- and r- process for short). The s-process takes place in
low and intermediate-mass stars at the end of their lives and in the helium
and carbon burning phases of more massive stars. It is called slow because
the neutron densities are relatively low and thus the timescales for capturing
a neutron are larger than that of typical decay time to a more stable atom.
By adding neutrons to iron, heavier stable nuclei are built. The r-process
takes place in an environment where the neutron flux is extremely high and
neutron-capture takes place on timescales shorter than the decay time so that
unstable isotopes can be build on before they decay. Where exactly the r-
process takes place is not well understood. Most heavy elements (number of
protons > 30) can be created through both channels, since they have various
stable isotopes which are created through one of the two processes.
1.2.4 Radial velocities
In addition to the chemical composition, a stellar spectrum provides the radial
velocity for the star. The exact wavelength of the observed absorption (or emission)
lines will slightly change if the star moves towards us or away from us. Since
distances are very difficult to obtain for individual stars, its velocity can tell us
whether a star belongs to a galaxy (it is moving with a velocity comparable to that of
all the other stars in this galaxy) or is more likely to be a foreground starmoving with
completely different kinematics. Additionally, velocity information can be crucial to
reveal which stars are traveling together in a group. The kinematic properties of a
stellar system can also be used in a variety of dynamical studies.
1.3 The formation of galaxies and hierarchical growth
Galaxies are gravitationally bound systems containing large numbers of individual
stars. They exist in various shapes and sizes, from disky to elliptical and from
dwarf to giant. Any theory of galaxy formation has to explain how the Universe
evolved from a very smooth and homogeneous state at the earliest times into the
Universe we see around us today, which is very clustered, heterogeneous and rich in
structures in the form of galaxies containing stars and planets.
Gravity is believed to be the primary force responsible for the progressive
clustering observed in the Universe with time. We know the Universe was very
homogeneous at early times through measurements of the Cosmic Microwave
Background by the satellites COBE and WMAP, that take us back to the times when
the Universe was only ∼3 ×105 years old. Tiny density fluctuations can be seen
6 Chapter 1: Introduction
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Figure 1.1 — The periodic table of chemical elements color-coded by origin from an
astronomer’s point of view (see main text). The heavy elements incorporate all elements
with proton numbers (which is printed for each element in the figure) greater than 30, but
only a few examples are highlighted here. The classification of those elements predominantly
originating from s- or r-processes is taken from (Burris et al. 2000).
in these background radiation data with a relative magnitude of ∼0.0004. Small
overdense regions have grown in time through the larger gravitational attraction
on their environment, leaving the underdense regions more and more empty. It
has been argued that also galaxies do not form monolithically, but are the result
of the merging of several distinct subsystems, or building blocks, over time (e.g.,
White & Rees 1978). Models which follow galaxy formationwithin a cold darkmatter
cosmology, assuming that most mass is in the form of a cold dark matter particle
which emits no electromagnetic radiation, clearly show this so-called “hierarchical”
growth. Because dark matter dominates the total mass budget of the Universe, it is
an important component in the formation of structure by gravitational collapse.
The consequence of this theoretical framework is that every large galaxy we
see today, such as our own Milky Way, must have been assembled out of smaller
systems that came together due to their mutual gravitational attraction. From a
simple comparison one could expect the dwarf galaxies to be the building blocks
of larger galaxies. Their small total masses and the ubiquitous presence of stars
with old ages (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2009) would seem to favor this scenario. However,
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observations of the stellar populations and chemical properties have excluded such
a simple scenario (e.g., Unavane et al. 1996; Venn et al. 2004, see also Section 1.5.1).
The building blocks of the Milky Way likely formed out of somewhat higher density
fluctuations in the early Universe than the dwarf galaxies that still survive today.
Some of these building blocks could havemerged even before stars formed in them.
Some others probably contained the oldest stars (Helmi et al. 2006; Salvadori et al.
2008). The mergers which have provided most of the material for the Galactic halo
are expected to have merged earlier than ∼9 Gyr ago (De Lucia & Helmi 2008). As
a consequence, the dwarf galaxies we still see today are the survivors and have
had a much longer chemical evolution history than these building blocks. This
could explain why they look so different today: possibly the earliest stages of star
formation in the dwarf galaxies and building blocks (now forming the Milky Way
halo) were similar and the differences we see today have risen due to the prolonged
star formation history in the surviving dwarf galaxies. Although observational
evidence of chemical properties of the oldest stars in these systems is rather sparse,
it indeed confirms that the lowestmetallicity (and thus oldest) stars aremore similar.
Nonetheless, some fraction of themerging processes have continued until today
resulting in “cosmic cannibalism” events, in which smaller galaxies are swallowed by
larger ones, and even mergers between galaxies of comparable mass are observable
at the present day. In particular stars in the outer halos of galaxies provide evidence
of merging events, as would be expected since these regions are dynamically young,
and the timescales for merger debris to mix away are very long (e.g., Johnston et al.
1996; Helmi &White 1999).
Perhaps the most fascinating observational example of cosmic cannibalism is
the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy which is currently being disrupted by tidal forces in the
Milky Way, and is leaving behind large tidal streams of stars on the sky (e.g., Ibata
et al. 1994; Majewski et al. 2003). These and several other features can be clearly
observed in the halo of our Galaxy (see for a review Helmi 2008), as is illustrated
in the top panel of Figure 1.2 which shows the stars in the part of the sky visible
to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Belokurov 2006). Large tidal features have also
been discovered around our neighboring galaxy Andromeda (e.g., Ibata et al. 2001a;
Ferguson et al. 2002; McConnachie et al. 2009) and in several other larger galaxies
(e.g., Shang et al. 1998; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2008; De Jong et al. 2010). Such
tidal features are also seen in large cosmological N-body simulations (see bottom
panel of Figure 1.2). The amount of substructure in simulations is comparable
to the observational evidence found in the Milky Way halo, although quantitative
measurements are difficult and scarce (Helmi et al. 2011).
1.4 The Local Group
In the Local Group we can study galaxies on a star by star basis and we can thus
also resolve substructures, including tidal streams, in great detail. The Local Group
consists mainly of two large spiral galaxies, the Milky Way and Andromeda, each
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Figure 1.2 — Top panel: “The field of streams” shows substructure in the individual stars in
the Galactic halo as seen by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (First published in Belokurov 2006,
this version was published at http://www.sdss.org.) The color coding is provides distance
information, where the most nearby stars are colored in blue and the most distant stars in
red, while stars in between are green. (Courtesy: V. Belokurov, the SDSS II). Bottom panel: A
field of streams from one of the Milky-Way like Aquarius simulations (Helmi et al. 2011). The
modeled stars are colored according to their birthplace (i.e., the satellite in which they were
born) and all modeled stars shown here have a distance of ∼35 kpc.
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with its own gravitationally bound system of satellites. Dwarf galaxies are also found
farther away and are more in isolation (for an overview of the dwarf galaxies in the
Local Group and their properties see Grebel 1997; Mateo 1998).
A clear morphology-density relation can be seen in the population of dwarf
galaxies in the Local Group: dwarf spheroidal galaxies which are devoid of gas
are generally found in close proximity to the larger spirals (two exceptions are the
isolated dwarf spheroidals Cetus and Tucana), whereas gas-rich dwarf irregular
galaxies aremostly found farther away (with the exception of the SMCand the LMC).
More and ever fainter dwarf galaxies are being discovered by deepwide-field surveys
like the SloanDigital Sky Survey (e.g.,Willman et al. 2005; Belokurov et al. 2007c) and
in the future the number of faint galaxies known will probably increase significantly
(e.g., Koposov et al. 2008). It still remains unclear whether some of the faintest
objects are really galaxies, as they can have properties more comparable to globular
clusters (e.g., Belokurov et al. 2007c). It is also unclear to what extent these smallest
systems are being influenced by tides (e.g., Niederste-Ostholt et al. 2009).
1.5 Dissecting theMilkyWay halo and its satellites
1.5.1 Observations
The Milky Way and Andromeda provide us with an excellent opportunity to study
the processes of galaxy formation and evolution in detail and over a wide range of
masses and luminosities. From photometric studies of individual stars in a galaxy
valuable information can be derived since different regions in the color-magnitude
diagram (CMD) reflect different stages in the stellar evolutionary sequences. The
main-sequence is where a star spendsmost of its lifetime burning hydrogen. A long-
lived star of low- or intermediate mass, for instance, will subsequently move on to
the red giant branch (RGB)when the core is inactive helium, but hydrogen continues
to be fused in the surrounding shells. After this a low mass star evolves into
helium core- and shell burning phase on the horizontal branch (HB) or red clump
(RC) and then the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and finally ends up as a white
dwarf. By comparing the CMDs of real galaxies to theoretical CMDmodels, the star-
formation history of a galaxy can be derived (e.g., Cignoni & Tosi 2010). Even more
information can be extracted from a CMD if it is coupled with the measurements
of the metallicity of the stars in the galaxy, thereby breaking the age-metallicity
degeneracy of stellar evolution tracks (e.g., de Boer et al. 2011). Photometric studies
of dwarf galaxies within the Local Group have provided evidence of a great variety
in star formation histories, even among galaxies which have similar luminosities
(see for an overview Tolstoy et al. 2009). Most satellite galaxies are dominated
by populations of stars older than 10 Gyr, but there also exist those which are
dominated by an intermediate-age stellar population. While most star formation
histories of nearby dwarf galaxies showa continuous star formation that lasts several
Gyrs, more bursty histories are also observed. The most typical bursting example is
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the Carina dwarf galaxywhich has three distinct bursts of star formation each lasting
less than 2 Gyrs (e.g., Hurley-Keller et al. 1998).
Spectroscopic studies of the resolved stellar populations of Local Group dwarf
galaxies can roughly be divided in two types depending on spectral resolution used.
Studies at low spectral resolution require less telescope time per star, because they
focus on some very broad lines and they can oftenmake efficient use ofmulti-object
spectrographs (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2006; Simon & Geha 2007;
Walker et al. 2009; Kirby et al. 2010). Three lines which are mostly used for this
type of study are the relatively strong Ca II triplet lines at near-infrared wavelengths
(∼8500 Å). The radial velocities measured for each star allow us to determine the
dynamical structure of the galaxy. From the area carved out by the absorption line(s)
compared to the continuum flux of the star and information on the temperature
and luminosity of the star from photometry, a metallicity can be estimated. The
metallicity distribution of all the stars studied in one galaxy provides important
information on the chemical history of the galaxy. From the metallicity studies it is
evident that all Local Group galaxies follow a luminosity-metallicity relation: more
massive (and thus brighter) galaxies have a higher average metallicity than lower
mass galaxies (e.g., Skillman et al. 1989). This trend is also followed by the smallest
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (e.g., Kirby et al. 2008). Dynamical studies have suggested
that the dwarf galaxies are among the most dark matter dominated objects in the
Local Universe (e.g., Mateo 1998; Battaglia et al. 2006; Strigari et al. 2008; Walker
et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010).
High-resolution spectroscopy of individual stars in dwarf galaxies is demanding
and requires much more observing time than low-resolution spectroscopy. Such
studies measure the composition of a range of different elements in each star to
learn about its chemical history and also to perform detailed comparisons to similar
observational datasets in the Galactic halo (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2003; Venn et al.
2004; Tolstoy et al. 2009). An important result from these studies is that, at higher
metallicity ([Fe/H]&−1.5), the stellar populations of dwarf galaxies show a different
chemical composition to those in the Galactic halo at a similar iron abundance (see
Figure 1.3). In particular the α-element abundances suggest that the timescale of
star formation and/or chemical enrichment has been different in these systems.
The progenitors of SN Ia have a longer lifetime than those of SN II and as soon as
SN Ia start to contribute significantly, Fe is produced at much higher rates, therefore
bringing down [α/Fe]. The point at which this happens is called “the knee” (e.g.,
Matteucci &Greggio 1986;Wyse &Gilmore 1992) and from the limited data currently
available there is some evidence from observations that the exact position of the
knee varies even between dwarf galaxies (Tolstoy et al. 2009). The knee starts at
higher [Fe/H] in the Milky Way than in the dwarf galaxies and this tells us that the
star formation ratemust have been higher and/or that the chemical enrichmentwas
more efficient in our Galaxy, so to reach a higher [Fe/H] at the onset of SN Ia.











Figure 1.3 — The α-elements magnesium (Mg) and calcium (Ca) compared to iron (Fe) in
four nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies: Sagittarius (Monaco et al. 2005;McWilliam& Smecker-
Hane 2005; Sbordone et al. 2007, red symbols), Fornax (Shetrone et al. 2003; Letarte et al.
2010, blue symbols), Sculptor (Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Tolstoy et al. 2009,
green symbols) and Carina (Shetrone et al. 2003; Koch et al. 2008a, magenta symbols). Open
symbols refer to single-slit spectroscopy measurements, while filled circles refer to multi-
object spectroscopy from the FLAMES instrument on ESO’s VLT. The small black symbols are
a compilation of the MW disk and halo star abundances, from Venn et al. (2004). Figure from
Tolstoy et al. (2009).
1.5.2 Models
A parallel effort to the observational studies is in theoretical work to understand the
formation of galaxies in the Local Group using cosmologically motivated simula-
tions. Such simulations follow the dynamics of structure formation in the Universe.
In recent years, the resolution of dark matter simulations has improved to the level
where the smallest structures, withmasses comparable to those of the faintest dwarf
galaxies known, can be well resolved (Springel et al. 2008a; Diemand et al. 2008;
Stadel et al. 2009). In the case of full hydrodynamical simulations it is possible
to follow self-consistently the evolution of gas and stars, although such studies
are generally computationally very demanding. This is one of the reasons for
introducing semi-analytical models in which the baryonic physics can be treated
separately in the form of simple analytic prescriptions (see Baugh 2006; Benson
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2010, for an overview). Such models are often combined with N-body dark matter
simulations to take full advantage of the dynamical information. However, all
models are hampered by a limited understanding of important physical processes
at play at small scales such as the details of star formation and stellar feedback, for
which rough approximations need to be made.
Modeling studies have shown that in order to reproduce the numbers of satellites
we see around the Milky Way and comparable galaxies, a treatment of re-ionization
physics, ionizing the neutral mediumwith photons from first stars and galaxies, and
feedback from supernovae, which can blow gas and metals out of small galaxies,
are needed to prevent all dark matter substructures from forming (too many)
stars (e.g., Benson et al. 2002b). Within the current theoretical framework it
is possible to reproduce some global properties of galaxies in the Local Group
such as their relative numbers, luminosities, metallicities and colors quite well
(e.g. De Lucia & Helmi 2008; Li et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011). To reproduce
the dwarf spheriodal galaxies which are devoid of any gas at the present day, at
least below the observational threshold (e.g., Grcevich & Putman 2009), several
physicalmechanisms are invoked tomodel the behavior of gas in low-mass systems,
including gas losses and quenching of star formation. Re-ionization and feedback
from supernovae are generally taken into account, but in several cases subsequently
ram-pressure stripping is required if the satellite galaxy enters the hot halo of the
host galaxy and also tidal stripping of the gas caused by the gravitational pull of the
host galaxy can be included in themodels (e.g., Monaco et al. 2007a; Henriques et al.
2008; Okamoto & Frenk 2009; Guo et al. 2011b; Sawala et al. 2011b). Some of these
gas-stripping mechanisms only affect satellite galaxies thus perhaps can explain
the observed morphology-density relation in which gas-poor dwarf spheroidals are
preferentially found as satellites.
Although the smallest galaxies have the lowest average metallicity, consistent
with the mass-metallicity relation, this is not necessarily where the oldest stars are
predicted to be, they generally end up in the central bulge of the host galaxy (i.e., the
Milky Way, see for instance Tumlinson 2010).
1.6 This thesis
In this thesis we discuss various aspects of the formation and evolution of the Milky
Way halo and its satellite galaxies. Within the framework introduced in previous
sections, we investigate the dynamical formation history of the Milky Way stellar
halo and the (chemical) evolution of nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
1.6.1 Outline and summary of the thesis
TheMilkyWay halo has probably been formed through a series ofmergers of smaller
galaxies. The “Spaghetti Survey” (Morrison et al. 2000) was undertaken to search for
such structures and the results of this survey are presented in Chapter 2. The survey,
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which consists of both an imaging and a spectroscopic program, has identified
∼100 metal-poor red giants at distances of 10 - 100 kpc from the Sun. To derive a
sample consisting exclusively of halo giants, we use several luminosity indicators
from both photometry and spectroscopy, amongwhich one that discriminates giant
from dwarf stars based on the strength of the Sr II line at 4078 Å. The spectroscopic
information has also been used to derive velocities and metallicities for the stars
in this sample. We find no evidence of a metallicity gradient or a significantly
more metal-poor component in the outer halo, contrary to earlier claims in other
studies. However, it is important to bear in mind that the conclusions are limited
by small numbers statistics. We also describe the application of a new clustering
estimator, a “4distance” measure which we use to identify pairs and groups within
the halo giants from the Spaghetti Survey Project. We find a group and seven pairs,
which have a very high probability of being real substructures. Indeed, we are able
to match some of these pairs and the group to substructures already known. We
thus also use the Spaghetti Survey to put constraints on the amount of substructure
in the Galactic halo and find a lower limit of 10%. A comparison with numerical
simulations shows that the amount of substructure from infalling satellites could
be as high as 100% and still be consistent with the measurements if the dominant
substructures originate fromheavy satellites and/or earlymerging events. This work
presents for the first time a quantification of the clumpiness of the outer halo using
both position and velocity information.
For all chemo-dynamical studies of the resolved stellar populations of dwarf
galaxies it is very important to distinguish the member stars from those belonging
to foreground components. Typically the goal is to weed out dwarf stars in the
Milky Way disk from the red giant branch stars targeted in the dwarf galaxy. In
Chapter 3 we investigate the novel use of the strength of a relatively strong Mg I
line in combination with the very strong near-infrared Ca II lines as a luminosity
indicator which can make the dwarf/giant distinction. The combination of these
particular lines is very useful, since they are broad and close in wavelength. The
Ca II triplet (CaT) region has been used to study a wealth of galaxies in the Local
Group and will continue to be used in future large surveys. The use of this new
luminosity discriminator to clean samples of observed stars in dwarf spheroidal
galaxies from Milky Way foreground contaminants is described in this chapter. We
explore the behavior of these lines using synthetic spectra and find that the selection
of dwarf galaxy members is very successful for the typical range of metallicities of
these systems for stars as faint as several magnitudes below their horizontal branch.
These results were verified using large samples of observations of individual stars
in the dwarf spheroidal galaxies Sextans, Fornax and Sculptor as collected by the
Dwarf Abundances and Radial velocities Team. The effectiveness of this luminosity
discriminator to weed out foreground contamination outperforms more classical
velocity criteria for several dwarf galaxies and provides a very useful addition in all
cases.
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Chapter 4 also focuses on spectroscopy in theCaT region, herewe investigate the
behavior of the CaT lines at low metallicities. From earlier work, the question arose
why no extremely metal-poor stars were found in the classical dwarf spheroidals,
in contrast with the number of extremely metal-poor stars in the Galactic halo
(Helmi et al. 2006). In this chapter, we show that this apparent lack of extremely
low-metallicity stars is due to the linear calibrations that were used to derive the
metallicity of the star from the equivalent width of the CaT lines and its absolute
magnitude. Using results from synthetic spectra, we find that the CaT lines start
to deviate strongly from earlier calibrations for [Fe/H]< −2 dex. Therefore we
determined a new calibration which is valid for −0.5 <[Fe/H]< −4 and that is
supported by observations of well-studied very metal-poor stars. We subsequently
apply this new calibration to existing CaT datasets for the Fornax, Sextans, Carina
and Sculptor dwarf spheroidals and find that, although low in relative number,
several extremely low-metallicity candidates are present, which brings the number
of stars in the low-metallicity tails of these dwarf galaxies back in agreement with
that of the Galactic halo.
Chapter 5 presents a follow-up study of several of the extremely low-metallicity
candidates identified in Chapter 4, within the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy (an
image of which is shown in Figure 1.4). Spectra were taken using the X-shooter
spectrograph at ESO VLT. From measurements of individual Fe I lines, we find
that a majority (5 out of 7) of the candidates are indeed extremely metal-poor
(i.e., [Fe/H]< −3) which demonstrates for the first time the power of the use of
the CaT lines and the calibration given in Chapter 4 to efficiently find these very
interesting and rare stars. The sample presented in this chapter is the largest sample
of extremely metal-poor stars studied in a single galaxy outside the Milky Way. We
find that the metallicity determined from the CaT lines follows the Ca abundance
somewhat better than Fe for these stars, which matches the behavior of the models
in Chapter 4. Nonetheless for both elements the measurements from direct neutral
lines generally match the CaT predictions within the error bars. In addition to Fe
and Ca, we have measured many other elements such as C, Na, Mg, Ti, Cr, Ni, Sr
and Ba and compared these to the abundance trends found in the Galactic halo and
to higher metallicity Sculptor stars. We find that most elements at low metallicity
follow the Galactic trends within error bars, although arguably there is a larger
dispersion within the α-elements. Interestingly, we find no carbon-rich stars in the
sample, which is in contrast to the large fraction of carbon-rich stars in the Milky
Way halo at similar metallicities. Additionally, some stars are below the Milky Way
trend in Na.
To understand the defining physical processes that mark the evolution of dwarf
galaxies, we study the Aquarius dark matter simulations (Springel et al. 2008a)
combined with a semi-analytical model of galaxy formation in Chapter 6. We
find that the model is able to reproduce general properties for the dwarf satellites
population of the Milky Way including the radial distribution, luminosity function
and the luminosity-metallicity relation. Although the average metallicities follow
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Figure 1.4 — An image of the
Sculptor dwarf spheroidal
galaxy, produced from a
photometric study in the B, V
and I band. (See for a color
version Figure 5 of the Dutch
summary. Courtesy: Thomas
de Boer)
the predicted trend, the current treatment of chemical evolution will need some
improvement in order to make robust predictions for the metallicity distributions
and abundance ratios. Most of the satellite galaxies in the models are dominated by
an old population of stars, whereas for the isolated dwarf galaxies amuch larger frac-
tion is dominated by stars of intermediate age and contains a population of young
stars. This is in agreement with the morphology-density relation observed in and
outside the Local Group. The star formation histories of the model satellites show a
great variety, also in agreement with observations, including both bursty and more
continuous behavior. The dark matter masses for galaxies of a given luminosity are
lower in the model than for estimates based on abundance matching techniques,
but in agreement with hydrodynamical simulations and the (very limited) direct
observational evidence. Our preferred Milky Way has a dark matter mass which is 8
×1011 M⊙, which is consistent with the lower limit set by observations (e.g. Battaglia
et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2010).
1.6.2 Implications for our understanding of the formation of the
Galactic halo
Section 1.5.1 discussed the clearly different chemical imprints of the higher metal-
licity stars in dwarf galaxies compared to the Galactic halo. It is clear that, at least
in these metallicity regimes, the building blocks which formed the Galactic halo are
significantly different from the dwarf galaxies we still see around today. In Chapter
4 we demonstrated on a quantitative basis that the number of extremelymetal-poor
stars does seem tomatch the Galactic (extremely) metal-poor tail. This result shows
that the influence of pre-enrichment of the gas in the dwarf galaxy progenitors by
the first stars in the Milky Way (which are expected to form slightly earlier and
could pollute the surrounding medium with metals, e.g., Salvadori et al. 2008) will
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have maximally enriched the progenitors of dwarf galaxies to [Fe/H]∼ −4 based
on the present observations. The discovery of these extremely metal-poor stars in
the classical dwarf spheroidal galaxies, in similar relative numbers compared to the
Galactic halo, raises the question: Could theGalactic halo be build up partly through
the debris of similar galaxies to the current dwarf spheroidal galaxies if they merged
before they reached the metallicity of their knee (i.e., the metallicity at which their
detailed chemical abundances start to deviate strongly from those in the Galactic
halo)?
Some evidence for a possible answer to this question is given in Chapter 5 where
we study the detailed chemical abundances of these stars. The metal-poor stars do
show a better agreement with the trends found in theMilky Way halo than the more
metal-rich stars. Larger samples and/or higher signal-to-noise data will have to
clarify if there ismore scatter in the dwarf galaxies abundances at thesemetallicities,
but the average trend is very similar to that of theMilkyWay. The abundances of the
light elements, in particular C, are a puzzle in this context, also because it is not clear
what causes such a high fraction of stars in theMilky Way halo to be so carbon-rich.
The recent discovery of aMilkyWay halo starwith [Fe/H]∼−5.0which is not carbon-
rich contrary to all other stars discovered at similar or lower metallicities (Caffau
et al. 2011) stresses that this field of study is currently dominated by low-number
statistics. Further study of these interesting stars is needed, as we have seen that
every newly discovered star in this regime can provide us with novel insights into
the star formation and galaxy formation processes at early times.
The confirmation of a very low-metallicity tail in all galaxies studied with
large samples on a star-by-star basis, and the greater similarity in the chemical
composition of the most metal-poor stars, shows that there is some universality in
the earliest epochs of galaxy formation. This also suggests that to study the diversity
of chemical evolution in different galaxies, the more metal-rich stars are the better
targets. Just as many things can be learned from the study of the most metal-poor
halo stars, it would also be very interesting to better quantify the fraction of the
metal-rich population with divergent chemical signatures, especially outside of the
well-studied solar neighborhood. Stars with low [α/Fe], similar to the stars in the
dwarf spheroidals, will provide a chemical signature of late merging events (e.g.,
Nissen & Schuster 2010).
Generally it is expected that the chemical enrichment is more effective in more
massive galaxies. Overall, the (relatively) high metallicity of the knee feature in the
Milky Way halo combined with its average lowmetallicity suggest a history which is
dominated by the infall of massive progenitors early on. This is in agreement with
our results from a dynamical perspective presented in Chapter 2. It alsomatches the
formation scenarios described in hybrid cosmologically motivated semi-analytical
simulations (De Lucia & Helmi 2008; Cooper et al. 2010).
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1.6.3 Future outlook
The latest generation of cosmological dark matter simulations has enabled the
study of structures down to the dark matter masses characteristic of the ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies. The next step to take in the modeling of Local Group dwarf
galaxies would be to expand semi-analytical and hydrodynamical codes used on
these high-resolution simulations such that individual elemental abundances can
be followed on top of the overall metallicity evolution. Although there are existing
semi-analytical chemical evolution codes which followmany elements, these codes
have either not been applied to the dwarf galaxy regime (e.g., Nagashima et al. 2005),
are presently not coupled to cosmological simulations (e.g., Romano et al. 2006), or
follow the formation of dwarf galaxies in isolation (e.g., Revaz et al. 2009). Although
these studies are very revealing to investigate the main drivers of the evolution
of these systems, we know from the application of hydrodynamical and semi-
analytical codes to cosmological dark matter simulations that the environment of
the galaxy can have a significant effect on its star formation history (see for instance
Chapter 6). Therefore, it would be very interesting to see how the elemental ratios of
satellite galaxies evolve in a cosmological context.
Despite the growing appreciation of the complexity of chemical evolutionwithin
the dwarf spheroidal galaxies, they are relatively simple systems in which the
interstellar medium is thought to be well-mixed. For instance in Sculptor it is
clear that the dispersion along the main trend in, for example, [α/Fe] is very
small for stars with [Fe/H]> −2 (Hill et al., in preparation). Furthermore, there
is a good understanding of the star formation history in most of these galaxies
from photometric studies. From a combination of all information available, they
therefore provide a very useful testcase, not just for cosmological modeling, but also
to constrain our current understanding of nucleosynthesis and the places where
certain elements are formed. Studies focusing on the abundance patterns and
evolution of specific interesting elements from a nucleosynthesis point of view (for
instance carbon, or barium), will greatly benefit from a comparison of abundances
in large samples of stars in both the Milky Way environment (halo, disk and/or
bulge) and in some well-studied dwarf galaxies.
Current and upcoming large (spectroscopic) surveys like SEGUE, HERMES, Gaia
and the Gaia-ESO Survey will provide the astronomical community with a wealth
of information about individual stars in the Milky Way, including the Galactic halo
and even (some of) the satellite galaxies. For a full understanding of the chemical
and dynamical history of the Galaxy, it is critical to extend the dataset from Gaia
(which will measure accurate radial velocities for stars brighter than V∼16 and
provide only coarse chemical abundances for stars brighter than V∼12) with follow-
up spectroscopy from the ground. The Gaia-ESO Survey, and several initiatives
to build new multi-object spectrographs on 4m-class telescopes such as 4MOST,
WEAVE and BigBOSS will provide this important information. In particular, there
is an exciting possibility to observe abundance ratios of several elements in many
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stars outside the solar neighborhood to investigate the most metal-poor, but also
the most metal-rich component in the (outer) halo to dissect its (chemical) history.
The number of stars in the outer halo which have radial velocity measurements
will increase dramatically, and allow a follow-up of the results presented in Chapter
2 withmuchmore statistical certainty. The propermotions asmeasured by Gaia can
provide evenmore dimensions in which the search for substructure can be pursued
and they will also provide valuable information on the orbits of the known dwarf
galaxies which will be important clues to understand how much they have been
influenced by tides in the Galactic halo and how long they have been bound by the
Galactic potential. Further photometric surveys like Pan-starrs and Skymapper will
enhance the number of dwarf galaxies known, providing evenmore objects to study
and test our theories of galaxy evolution.
In the more distant future, extremely large telescopes will be built, opening the
possibility to extend studies on a star-by-star basis to galaxies just beyond the Local
Group.
A very intriguing and exciting era for Galactic archaeology research has only just
started.
2
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ABSTRACT
We present the final sample of halo giants from the SpaghettiProject Survey which contains 101 stars reaching out todistances of over 100 kpc. In addition to the calibration
of indices to estimate metallicity and luminosity described in Morrison et
al. (2003), we introduce here also a new measure of luminosity based
on the strength of the SrII line at 4078 Å. We find that the final Spaghetti
sample shows no evidence for a significantly more metal-poor outer halo
component, contrary to the findings of Carollo et al. (2007), although wemay
be limited by the small number of stars. We have also measured the amount
of kinematic substructure in the Galactic halo. To this endwe have developed
a new clustering estimator: the “4distance” measure, which when applied to
our dataset leads to the identification of 1 group and 7 pairs of clumped stars.
The group, with 6 members, can confidently be matched to tidal debris of
the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. Two pairs match the properties of known Virgo
structures. Usingmodels of the disruption of Sagittarius inGalactic potentials
with different degrees of flattening in the dark-matter halo component,we
show that this favors a spherical or prolate halo shape, as demonstrated by
Newberg et al. (2007) using SDSS data. One additional pair can be linked to
older Sagittarius debris. We find that 20% of the stars in the Spaghetti dataset
are in substructures. From comparison with random datasets we derive a
very conservative lower limit of 10% to the amount of substructure in the
halo. However, comparison to numerical simulations shows that our results
are also consistent with a halo entirely built up from disrupted satellites,
provided the dominant features are relatively broad due to early merging or
relatively heavy progenitor satellites.
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2.1 Introduction and outline
In modern, cold dark matter dominated, cosmological models structure builds up
hierarchically, i.e. small structures collapse first and then merge together to form
larger systems. In this model, the recent accretion of small objects is expected
to be the dominant contributor to the outer halos of large galaxies like the Milky
Way. Since dynamical times are long there and halos continue to grow at the
turnaround radius, such substructures should remain coherent in (phase-)space for
many gigayears (Johnston et al. 1996; Helmi & White 1999). This prediction has
led to intensive searches, especially in the Milky Way, and to the development and
exploitation of several surveys. Some projects that have contributed to this field
are, for example, large surveys like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS Adelman-
McCarthy et al. 2007), including the Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding
and Exploration (SEGUE Yanny et al. 2009), and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), but
also smaller surveys that use more distinct halo tracers like RR Lyrae variables (e.g.
QUEST, Vivas et al. (2004) and SEKBO, Moody et al. (2003)), or halo red giant stars
such as the Spaghetti survey, first described in Morrison et al. (2000), for which the
final results are presented in this chapter.
These surveys have produced the much sought after observational evidence for
late merging in the outer halo of our Galaxy, which is presumably associated with
its hierarchical formation. The Magellanic Stream (Mathewson et al. 1974) and
especially the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata et al. 1994; Majewski et al. 2003) that
is being tidally stripped by our Milky Way, are two smoking gun examples. Other
large-scale features found in theGalaxy are theMonoceros stream, a relatively broad
stream of stars of debated origin (Newberg et al. 2002; Ibata et al. 2003; Martin et al.
2004; Peñarrubia et al. 2005) and several substructures in the direction of Virgo
(Vivas et al. 2001; Newberg et al. 2002; Zinn et al. 2004; Juric´ et al. 2008; Duffau
et al. 2006; Newberg et al. 2007; Keller et al. 2008). Various small substructures have
been found as well (e.g. Clewley & Kinman 2006; Belokurov et al. 2007a), of which
a remarkable example is the relatively narrow “Orphan Stream” (Belokurov et al.
2007b; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006). The existence of substructure is not restricted
to the Milky Way, but is also found in the stellar halos of other galaxies (e.g. Shang
et al. 1998; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2008; De Jong et al. 2010; Martínez-Delgado
et al. 2010), most notably in M31 where a prominent stellar stream and a wealth
of smaller tidal features have been detected (e.g., Ibata et al. 2001a; Ibata et al. 2007;
McConnachie et al. 2009, 2010).
The situation of the outer halo contrasts with that in the inner halo, where the
first stars are likely to have formed (Diemand et al. 2005) and where there is little
observational evidence of either young halo stars (Searle & Zinn 1978; Carney et al.
1989; Unavane et al. 1996; Nissen & Schuster 1991) or stars that have participated
in extended periods of star formation such as those in dSphs (Venn et al. 2004).
However, as larger samples of halo stars with accurate kinematics have become
available, the evidence of kinematic and chemical substructure in the inner halo
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near the Sun has been accumulating (Helmi & White 1999; Morrison et al. 2009;
Smith et al. 2009; Nissen & Schuster 2010, 2011).
Carollo et al. (2007) and Carollo et al. (2010), have presented a large study of
nearby SDSS stars, using orbital properties to divide these stars into inner and
outer halo (the technique was first pioneered by Sommer-Larsen & Zhen (1990) who
gave it the evocative title of Armchair Cartography). Given the significant technical
difficulties involved in assembling a large sample of stars in the outer halo in an
unbiased fashion, which we will describe in more length below, it is useful to see
what we can learn from samples of outer halo stars whose orbits bring them close
to the Sun, although it should be remembered that not all outer halo stars will
have such orbits. Carollo et al. (2007) found that the outer halo stars were both
more metal-poor than the local halo (a mean [Fe/H] of –2.0 dex) and also showed
a retrograde rotation, although the reader should note that earlier studies using a
similar technique such as that of Carney et al. (1990) did not find such a relationship,
and the Carollo et al. results have been recently challenged by Schönrich et al.
(2011). The dichotomy between the inner and outer halo as found by Carollo et al.
(2007) would be consistent, both from a kinematical as chemical point of view (via
the mass-metallicity relation), with an outer halo populated almost completely by
accretions from quite small satellites.
Although many substructures have been uncovered, mainly in the outer halo,
(e.g. Belokurov 2006), there are still many open questions regarding its formation. Is
late accretion a dominant or a minor factor in the build-up of the halo? Is the halo
dominated by a smooth component which underlies the substructures we find? Or
do the discovered substructures represent the tip of the iceberg and is the whole
galaxy halo in fact the result of merged (stellar) structures?
Most surveys carried out so far have been analyzed in a rather qualitative
manner. The first thorough attempt at quantifying the amount of substructure was
carried out by Bell et al. (2008). These authors analyzed the degree of lumpiness
in the spatial distribution of the stellar halo using ∼4 million color-selected main
sequence turn-off stars in the SDSS. Themagnitude limits of this survey correspond
to distances of ∼35 kpc from the Sun. They found that fractional RMS deviations
on scales ≥ 100 pc from the best fitting smooth halo model are ≥ 40%. Hence
they concluded that the stellar halo is highly structured, which is consistent with
a scenario in which merging is an important factor in the build-up of the halo.
In this chapter, we statistically quantify the amount of substructure in the halo,
but now we combine spatial and kinematical data from the Spaghetti survey. More
recent work, using a very similar technique, was presented by Xue et al. (2011) who
measured the substructure in the halo using over 4000 blue horizontal-branch stars
from the SDSS and found that the amount of substructure is consistentwith an outer
halo entirely composed of disrupted satellite debris. Additionally, Schlaufman et al.
(2009) found several elements of cold halo substructure within a volume of 17.5 kpc
around the Sun usingmetal-poormain-sequence turnoff stars from the SEGUE (see
also Schlaufman et al. 2011).
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This chapter is organized as follows. In § 2.2 we describe and present the
final Spaghetti dataset which traces the halo using giant stars to distances of
∼100 kpc. We describe the photometric selection of our halo candidates and the
(small but significant) biases that it introduced on the metallicity distribution. The
spectroscopic follow-up of the survey was described in detail in Morrison et al.
(2003), so we briefly summarize it and also introduce a new method of luminosity
classification based on the strength of the SrII line at 4078 Å. We also discuss the
distance measurement and radial velocity measurement for these stars. In § 2.3
we present the metallicity distribution of the sample, apply corrections for our
observational selection, and compare it with both the Carollo et al. (2007) outer
halo metallicity distribution, other outer halo samples and with more local halo
stars. In § 2.4 we present a new substructure estimator, which works in a 4-
dimensional space defined by the spatial coordinates and radial velocities of stars,
and apply it to the Spaghetti dataset. As we shall show, the addition of kinematical
data greatly improves our ability to identify substructure and the new estimator is
particularly suitable for finding substructures with similar sky position, distance
and radial velocities. Our results are compared to simulations of stellar halos built
up completely from accreted satellites in § 2.5. In § 2.6 we discuss how some of
the substructures found in our analysis can be related to known structures like
debris from the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy and the Virgo overdensities. We discuss and
summarize our results in § 2.7 and 2.8.
2.2 Survey data
2.2.1 Photometric selection and biases
The overall strategy that we used to identify the rare halo giants was described in
Morrison et al. (2000): we selected candidate K giants using photometry in the
Washington system (Canterna 1976; Harris & Canterna 1979; Geisler 1996). This
system includes an intermediate-band ′51′ filter located on the luminosity-sensitive
Mgb/MgH feature near 5170 Å which allows efficient elimination of the many
foreground disk dwarfs. We used data taken on the Burrell Schmidt telescope (in
October 2000) and the CCD mosaics of the Big Throughput Camera (BTC) on the
CTIO 4m (April 1999), the NOAO mosaic on the KPNO 4m (Feb 2000) and the WFC
on the Isaac Newton Telescope (March 2003, May 2003 and Sept 2004).
Our original survey strategy also used a photometric metallicity cut using the
Washington C filter to eliminate stars with [Fe/H]> −1.0 dex. However, we found
that this was not necessary, and so later photometric observing runs on the Isaac
Newton Telescope did not use this filter. For consistency, we re-selected our
candidates from the earlier runs so that we only eliminated stars with [Fe/H] > 0
dex.
Following Geisler (1996), Morrison et al. (2000) and Morrison et al. (2001)
delineate the luminosity dependence of the Washington system using the M − 51
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color in K stars: dwarf stars with strong MgH features have large, negative values of
M −51, while giants have values near zero or higher. There is, however, a metallicity
dependence on this selection procedure too: since metal-poor stars have weaker
lines overall, metal-poor dwarfs will have somewhat higher values of M − 51, and
metal-rich giants somewhat lower.
We will describe our follow-up spectroscopic luminosity classifications in the
next section: here we are concerned with the possibility that we may have excluded
some metal-richer giants from our sample. Figure 2.1 illustrates these possible
metallicity selection effects in our selection, using the photometry from the BTC.
The dotted line shows the selection box used to identify giants in our survey as
described in Morrison et al. (2001) (stars outside this box were observed before the
photometric reductions were fully finalized or in early parts of the survey when we
were still optimizing its parameters.) Colored points show our confirmed giants,
while black points show solar abundance giants from Geisler et al. (1991) and the
solid line shows the locus for giants with [Fe/H]= 0.0 and –0.5 dex from Bessell
(2001)1. Themetallicity effect is clear: on average, themostmetal-poor giants in our
sample, shown in blue, have the highest values of M−51, while the solar abundance
giants have the lowest values, although there is also significant scatter visible, due at
least partially to observational photometric errors.
While themajority of the giants from our sample, and the bluer solar abundance
giants, are within our selection box, it can be seen that the cooler solar abundance
giants fall below it. Thus our sampling technique may exclude some of the most
metal-rich giants for redder stars. However, we see no evidence for exclusion of the
most metal-poor stars in this diagram.
From our K giant candidates, which had V magnitudes between 15 and 20, we
have discovered 101 giants, including two stars with distances greater than 100 kpc.
2.2.2 Spectroscopy
Follow-up spectroscopy was obtained in a total of 13 observing runs between 1999
and 2003, on a number of 4–6.5m telescopes: the KPNO and CTIO 4m telescopes,
the Anglo-Australian 3.9m telescope, and the Magellan 6.5m telescope. At KPNO
the RC spectrograph and KP007 grating were used, giving a spectral range of 3500 to
5900 Å and a resolution of 3.5 Å. At CTIO the RC spectrographwas combinedwith the
KPLG1 grating which resulted in a spectral range of 3500 to 6450 Å and a resolution
of 2.8 Å. At the Anglo-Australian Telesope we used the RGO spectrograph/25 cm
camera combination and the 600V grating (blaze to collimator) to obtain spectra
covering the range 3800 to 5400 Åwith FWHM resolution of 2.8 Å. TheMagellan data
were taken with the B&C spectrograph and a 600 line grating, giving a wavelength
range from 3850 to 5300 Å and a resolution of 2.5 Å. In general we aimed to get a S/N
of 15 at the Ca I λ4227 line for all program stars.
1We offset the synthetic M − 51 colors of Bessell (2001) by –0.05 dex to align the solar abundance
sequence with the empirical solar abundance giant relation of Geisler (1984).
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Figure 2.1 — Our photometric selection technique for K giants using the Washington M −51
and M −T2 filters. The dotted line shows our selection region in these colors, while the two
solid lines show the synthetic colors for [Fe/H]= 0.0 and –0.5, log(g)= 2, from Bessell (2001).
Crosses are solar abundance field giants from Geisler et al. (1991). Circles are our confirmed
giants from the BTC photometry (Dohm-Palmer et al. 2000), with blue points having [Fe/H]
< −2.0 dex, green points –2.0<[Fe/H]<–1.0, and red points [Fe/H]> –1.0 dex. Open circles
have MV > 0.6, solid points have MV ≤ 0.6.
Spectra were overscan and bias corrected and flatfielded in the usual way, using
Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF2). Spectra were extracted from the 2D
spectral images, and arcs, taken after each observation, were used to wavelength
calibrate the spectra and correct for small shifts from exposure to exposure.
MeasuringMetallicity and Luminosity
In each observing run, standard stars from both globular clusters and field stars
with a wide range of metallicity and color were observed, and used to calibrate our
luminosity and metallicity measurements. We use the cluster metallicity scale of
Kraft & Ivans (2003) andmetallicities weremeasured using pseudo-equivalent width
indices centered at CaII K and Mgb/MgH (see Morrison et al. 2003, for a detailed
explanation). The scatter in the derived [Fe/H] for the standard stars is typically
2IRAF is written and supported by the IRAF programming group at the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson, Arizona.
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0.2 to 0.25 dex. This error is mostly due to systematic effects (e.g. continuum
shape variation because of the different response from the various instruments
and telescopes) rather than photon statistics because these stars are observed
with relatively high S/N. Therefore, the final metallicity error for a program star is
computed by adding in quadrature the contribution due to the S/N of its measured
spectrum and the abovementioned scatter in the metallicity of the standard stars.
The most common contaminants in our magnitude range are the relatively
metal-rich dwarfs of the disk and thick disk. These are weeded out photometrically
using the Mgb/MgH feature, which is very strong in such dwarfs. The rarer halo
dwarfs have weak Mgb/MgH, and so cannot be removed photometrically. They
were detected spectroscopically by a comparison of the strength of CaI and CaII
lines, as detailed in Morrison et al. (2003). For the analysis below, we have added
a new luminosity measurement, which uses the ratio of the strength of the Sr II λ
4078 line to nearby FeI lines (Morgan et al. 1943; Rose 1984). Because Sr is easily
ionised the giants show strong Sr II lines, while in the dwarfs the line ismuchweaker
due to collisional recombination. The absolute strength of the lines is temperature
and metallicity dependent and thus the dwarf/giant distinction is best made by
comparing the strength of the Sr II line to lines that are differently dependent on
luminosity; for this purpose we use the two Fe I lines in the direct vicinity of the Sr
II λ 4078 line. Another weak Fe I line exists in the region at λ 4071.7, but this is too
weak in the highest luminosity stars, so we have only used the two stronger lines. An
example of the spectrum of a giant and a subdwarf star at the relevant wavelengths
showing clearly stronger Sr in the giant stars given in Figure 2.2.
Close visual examination of the spectra of the large collection of standard stars
observed on our 13 spectroscopic runs convinced us that the Sr II λ 4078 feature is
indeed very luminosity dependent, working well for stars in the metallicity range
from above solar to [Fe/H]= −3.5 dex. Even in the metal-poor standards the
difference between the Sr II and Fe I features is strong enough to tell the difference
between a metal-poor giant and a subdwarf.
To provide some deeper theoretical understanding and confirmation of the use
of this line, we ran a grid of synthetic spectra using (OS)MARCSmodel atmospheres
and the Turbospectrum program with a wide range of temperatures, gravities and
metallicities. However, in the Spaghetti Survey we do not use the full range,
because of the photometric pre-selection described in § 2.2.1. For all stars followed
up spectroscopically the Washington filter colours M-T2 are between 1.1 and 1.6,
corresponding to stellar temperatures between approximately 4150 and 5100 K
(stars hotter than 5100 K start to lose sensitivity to luminosity via the Mg features,
while stars cooler than this range have spectra that begin to be dominated by
molecular features, makingmetallicity estimationmore difficult). Additionally stars
are selected within a range of M-51 Washington colours as well. As we discussed
in § 2.2.1, this second selection criterion selects metal-poor stars in an unbiased
fashion, but restricts the number of more metal-rich stars at the red end. To allow
a fair comparison of the Spaghetti Survey data with the synthetic spectra we restrict
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Figure 2.2— The strontium line (at 4077 Å) and three of the Fe I lines for two of our standards:
a sub-dwarf (HD 134440) in the top panel and a moderately metal-rich giant (HD 35179) in
the bottom panel.
ourselves to the regions where the giant and main-sequence branches for lower
metallicity stars would lie in Teff-log(g) space (see upper panels of Figure 2.3). The
isochrones used to select these regions are Yonsei-Yale isochrones ranging from
1 Gyr to 12 Gyr (different linestyles) for one particular metallicity. We convolve
the synthetic spectra to a resolution of R= 2000, which is comparable with that of
the observed spectra in the Spaghetti survey. For the models that fall within the
selection boxes we measure the equivalent width using both a Gaussian fit and a
simple integration of the area under the continuum between 4 and 6 Å around
the line. The results of both the integration and the Gaussian fitting are in good
agreement, all within 0.3 Å.
The lower panels of Figure 2.3 show the mean value of this ratio for models that
lie within the giant selection boxes (red triangles) and dwarf selection boxes (blue
asterisks) at a certain effective temperature. Black error bars give the 1σ deviation
from the mean, gray error bars the minimum andmaximum values. There is a clear
distinction between the giants and dwarfs over all temperatures and metallicities
considered. The separation value can be taken as 0.3, which is shown as a horizontal
line.
It should however be noted that thesemodels are all run with a value of [Sr/Fe]=
0.0. From high-resolution results we know this value holds for most Milky Way stars
(McWilliam et al. 1995; Ryan et al. 1996; François et al. 2007), but there is some
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Figure 2.3—Upper panels: Selection boxes for the giant branch (upper) and main sequence
(lower) in Teff-log(gravity) space within the temperature ranges of the photometric pre-
selection and for different metallicities. Lower panels: mean value of the ratio of equivalent
widths for the Sr 4078 Å line and a combination of FeI lines at 4046 and 4064 Å formodels that
lie within the giant selection boxes (triangles) and dwarf selection boxes (asterisks) shown
above at a given effective temperature. Black error bars give the 1σ deviation from the mean,
gray error bars the minimum andmaximum values.
scatter, especially at the lowest metallicity end ([Fe/H]<–2.8 dex). If [Sr/Fe]<0 the
star might look a dwarf in this analysis, but still be a giant. However, we believe this
is not a problem for our sample since this only contains two stars with [Fe/H] < -2.8
dex.
Another disadvantage of this classificationmethod from the point of view of our
data is that with our resolution a certain S/N ratio is required to evaluate the line
strengths. However, for red stars we have a similar requirement before we can use
the ratio of CaI 4227 to Ca K, so in fact this requirement was almost always met
by our spectra. If the S/N ratio of the program star allows this however, and the
metallicity of the star falls within the regimewherewe expect no big scatter in [Sr/Fe]
we perform the Sr II/Fe I measurement as an extra, sometimes even decisive, visual
check.
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DistanceMeasurement
Once we have identified the giant stars and measured their metallicity, we use
the V − I cluster giant branch observations of Da Costa & Armandroff (1990),
interpolating between the giant branches at the two metallicities which bracket the
stellar metallicity, and using the interpolated giant branch to work out the absolute
magnitude corresponding to the M −T2 color of the star3. For stars more metal-
poor than [Fe/H]= −2.42 dex, the metallicity of M15, which is the most metal-poor
of the Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) clusters, we set the [Fe/H] to –2.42 dex for
the purposes of the distance calculation, since the giant branch position changes
very little with metallicity for such metal-poor stars. We propagate the errors due
to metallicity and color measurement using a Monte-Carlo calculation to obtain
our distance errors. Metallicity errors are generally the major contribution to our
distance errors because of the high quality of our photometry.
For a small number of stars in our sample, we obtained photometry which was
difficult to calibrate absolutely either because of difficulties with the instrument
shutter or with weather. These did not affect our photometric luminosity classifica-
tion because we targeted stars which lay away from the well-populated stellar locus,
so could use the stellar locus for our color calibrations. However, for distances we
need absolute photometry. We have used SDSS DR7 photometry (Abazajian et al.
2009) plus a conversion between g − i and M −T2 and T2 and i derived using the
giants in our survey with g − r magnitudes from DR7 and photometry from the
BTC. These transformations have rms of 0.04 and 0.05 magnitudes respectively. We
have marked the stars whose photometry was derived in this way in Table 2.1, and
increased the measurement error on their M −T2 colors (which is then propagated
into the distance error) to account for the additional uncertainty added by this
procedure.
We used the reddening estimates of Schlegel et al. (1998) for our stars – the
maximum reddening value for any of our giants is E(BV ) = 0.124, and the median
reddening E(B −V )= 0.036.
We have a problem assigning unique distances to stars on the giant branch
which are below the horizontal branch, because our luminosity measurements are
not accurate enough to detect the subtle differences in gravity between, for example,
a star which is half a magnitude fainter than a red horizontal branch (RHB) star
and a star on the RHB. This may be particularly relevant for the outer halo, since
Searle & Zinn (1978) found that globular clusters with red horizontal branches were
more common in the outer halo. In the case where our technique delivers an
absolute magnitude fainter than MV = 0.6, we average the absolute magnitude on
the giant branch with the horizontal branch absolute magnitude (0.6) and double
the distance error to highlight this uncertainty.
3We showed in Morrison et al. (2000) that M −T2 transforms very well to V − I using the equation
M −T2= 1.264∗V − I , with no significant residuals due to either luminosity or metallicity.
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Systematic errors on our distance measurements will be dominated by the
distance scale assumed by Da Costa & Armandroff (1990). In particular, their most
metal-poor cluster is M15, which has quite a large range of distance moduli in the
literature, ranging fromm−M = 15.69 (Reid 1997), through 15.56 (Kraft & Ivans 2003)
to 15.29 (Brasseur et al. 2010). Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) adopt an intermediate
value of 15.41. In Table 2.1, we add a 5% distance error in quadrature to our
distance errors to account for this systematic error. The distance errors used in
the substructure analysis discussed in § 2.4 do not include this systematic 5% error
however, for these calculationswe are only considering relative distances of the stars
on the Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) distance scale.
Radial velocitymeasurement
We calculated radial velocities by computing the cross correlation in Fourier space
between spectra of our program stars, and those of stars with well-known velocities
observed on the same run (or on the same night, if we needed to change the slit
width during the run). We also cross-correlated standard stars with each other to
give a check on the literature values of the standard velocities, and only used the
standards which agreed well with each other.
We used the IRAF routine FXCOR, continuum subtracting the spectra and
Fourier filtering at both low and high frequency before computing the cross-
correlation. We used the standard star with the highest Tonry-Davis ratio TDR
(Tonry & Davis 1979) to compute the velocity of each star. We checked the error
induced by flexure of the spectrograph as the telescopemoved and found that it was
negligible in all cases. Our observational error on radial velocity was typically 15–20
km/s.
2.2.3 The final dataset
A summary of the final dataset is given in Table 2.1. We have calculated the V
magnitudes using the fact that Washington T2 is extremely close to Cousins I , and
the V − I color.
An external check of our distance and metallicity measurements comes from
the star at l = 243.2◦, b = 43.4◦, which is a likely member of the Sextans dwarf
galaxy, and is marked in the Table. Sextans has a tidal radius of 160 arcmin (Irwin
& Hatzidimitriou 1995), and this star lies well within this limit (at 70 arcmin from
its center). The star has heliocentric radial velocity of 269 ± 55 km s −1, which,
within our errors, is the same as the Sextans velocity of 226 kms−1 of Battaglia
et al. (2011). We measure [Fe/H]= −2.86± 0.25 dex. This metallicity is close to the
median metallicity of Sextans members at this distance measured by Battaglia et al.
(2011). Furthermore, we measure a distance for this star of 102 ± 8 kpc. Irwin &
Hatzidimitriou (1995) give 86 kpc and Lee et al. (2003) (who use the same distance
scale as we do) give a distance of 95.5 kpc for Sextans, in good agreement with our
distance measurement.
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Figure 2.4 — Metallicity against galactocentric radius. Open symbols have MV > 0.6 while
filled symbols have MV ≤ 0.6. While our sample is relatively small, we do not see clear
evidence that the outer halo is more metal-poor.
2.3 Halometallicity distribution
2.3.1 Halo field
Figure 2.4 shows the relation between metallicity and galactocentric radius for our
sample. There appears to be a large number of giants with [Fe/H] >−1.5 dex which
are closer than 20 kpc. However, before drawing any conclusions, we need to take
into account the metallicity and luminosity bias introduced by our giant selection
using optical photometry, which means that different parts of the giant branch
are included in the color range for different metallicities. We designed our survey
to include very metal-poor stars with absolute magnitudes above the horizontal
branch, but this also includes numbers of moremetal-rich stars with lower absolute
magnitudes. Because of evolutionary times on the giant branch, these stars are also
more numerous at the same metallicity than brighter stars on the giant branch. For
that reason, in order to obtain a less biased metallicity distribution we focus in this
section mostly on stars with MV < 0.6: our color range guarantees that we have
observed all K star candidates with absolute magnitude brighter than MV < 0.6 over
all metallicities. Stars less luminous than this are marked on the figure with open
circles.
Once we remove the stars with MV > 0.6, we see no clear trend with galactocen-
tric radius: the whole range of [Fe/H] from –1.0 to –3.0 dex is filled for distances from
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Figure 2.5 — Metallicity distribution for stars with Rg c > 20 kpc and MV < 0.6. We have
shaded the stars which are members of groups, as shown in § 2.4.
10 to 100 kpc. This is not what we would have expected from the result of Carollo
et al. (2007), who present evidence both from extrapolations from the local sample
and from in situ BHB star metallicities that there is a metallicity gradient between
inner and outer halo. In particular, the BHB stars in their sample which are more
than 20 kpc from the galactic center show a mean of [Fe/H]∼–2.0 dex, as do the
local halo stars with retrograde Vφ and whose orbits reach more than 10 kpc from
the galactic plane. However, we note that obtaining accurate metallicities for BHB
stars from low-resolution spectra of only moderate S/N, as is done by the SEGUE
Stellar Parameters Pipeline (Lee et al. 2008) is a very challenging measurement. It
will be particularly difficult tomeasure [Fe/H] for low-metallicity BHB stars because
the metal lines are so weak, and in fact Ma et al. (2011, in preparation) find a wide
variation in metallicity values for BHB stars in a given globular cluster. Thus the
main disagreement here is between our in situ measurement and the extrapolations
of Carollo et al. (2007) from the solar neighborhood.
Figure 2.5 shows the metallicity distribution for the outer halo, showing all
giants with MV < 0.6 which are located at distances greater than 20 kpc from the
galactic center. It is clear that this metallicity distribution is not centered around
[Fe/H]= −2.0 dex: we see a strong peak near [Fe/H]= −1.4 dex and a long tail to
lower metallicities. We will discuss possible reasons for this difference below, but
first we will address other possible metallicity biases in our survey, which in fact are
likely to move the meanmetallicity to even higher values.
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2.3.2 Metallicity biases
Wediscussed one possible bias against highermetallicity stars in our sample in § 2.2:
our M−51 vs M−T2 selectionwill not include all of themost luminousmetal-richer
giants, because the locus for such giants dips below our selection box in M−51. Here
we will discuss two additional effects related to metallicity: first, the fact that metal-
rich giant branches reach redder than our observational selection, and second, the
fact that metal-richer giant branches do not reach the highest values of MV , which
means that we probe a smaller region of the Galaxy for the metal-richer stars.
We chose not to observe stars redder than M−T2= 1.8, because this colormarks
the transition toM stars, whosemetallicities aremuchmore challenging to calculate
from low-resolution spectra. For metal-poor stars, this choice of color range is not a
problem, because the giant branches do not reach this red. Da Costa & Armandroff
(1990) show that the tip of the giant branch for M15 (which has [Fe/H]=−2.42 dex)
is at V − I0 = 1.4, or M −T2 = 1.77 (using the transformation4 from the Appendix
of Morrison et al. 2000), while NGC 6752, with [Fe/H]= −1.46, has a giant branch
tip at M − T2 = 1.9, meaning that all but the rarest, most luminous giants are in
our selection region. However, 47 Tucanae, with [Fe/H]= −0.88 dex, has a giant
branch tip at M −T2 = 3.3, significantly redder than our selection region, and the
solar abundance giant branch stretches even redder. (The abundances quoted here
are from Kraft & Ivans 2003)
We calculated the proportion of giants which would be excluded from our
sample using the BaSTI isochrones and luminosity functions (LFs) (Pietrinferni et al.
2004; Cassisi et al. 2004; Pietrinferni et al. 2006), after checking that the synthetic
BaSTI colors reproduced the color-magnitude diagram of 47 Tucanae fromDaCosta
& Armandroff (1990) well. For ages of 12 Gyr and Z= 0.004 and 0.01, we used the
alpha-enhanced isochrones and LFs up to the red giant branch tip to calculate what
proportion of giants with MV < 0.6 will have M −T2 > 1.8. Table 2.2 summarizes
our results, and also shows calculations for some younger ages, chosen tomatch the
dominant population in the Sgr dwarf core, which will be discussed below. For stars
with Z= 0.004 we find that 10% are M giants, beyond our red color limit. For stars
with Z= 0.01 this proportion rises to 25%. We note that in our sample with MV < 0.6,
we have no stars with [Fe/H] above –1.0 dex at the colors where they would still
appear as K giants, so we expect that our sample will only be affected by this M giant
incompleteness at around the 10% level.
We used luminosity functions for the red giant branch only, so we also need to
considerwhether any red horizontal branch stars will find their way into our sample,
since, for example, 47 Tucanae’s RHB stars have M −T2 between 1.1 and 1.2. The
inclusion of RHB stars would also likely bias our sample toward metal-richer stars,
since metal-poor populations are less likely to form RHB stars (although age is also
relevant here). Our luminosity classification is not sufficiently precise to distinguish
between the RHB stars and those on the giant branch one magnitude below.
4M −T2= 1.264∗ (V − I ).
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Table 2.2— Percentage of giants with MV < 0.6 excluded because they have M −T2> 1.8
Age Z [M/H] [α/Fe] Percentage of stars
(Gyr) (dex) (dex) (%)
12 0.004 –0.66 enhanced 10
8 0.004 –0.66 enhanced
5 0.004 –0.66 enhanced
12 0.01 –0.25 enhanced 27
7 0.01 –0.25 solar
5
However, our distance calculation averages the two possible values of MV for stars in
this position, where there are two choices; and our decision to remove all stars with
MV fainter than 0.6, the absolute magnitude of the horizontal branch, means that
red horizontal branch stars, aswell as those on the giant branch below the horizontal
branch, will both be excluded. We checked this assumption by comparing the
LF of our sample with synthetic giant branch luminosity functions for a range
of metallicities: we did not see any large increase of stars close to our absolute
magnitude limit, which we would have expected if there was a contamination of
red horizontal branch stars in our sample.
Lastly, we need to consider whether our sample goes deep enough to include
even the metal-richer giant branches whose MV is fainter. We observed candidates
with V ∼20, and the giant branch tip of an old (12 Gyr) alpha-enhanced population
with [Fe/H]=−0.25 has MV =−1.3. Therefore a star with V = 19.5 will still be found
at distance of 145 kpc, so this is not a problem for our survey; note as well that any
younger stars will also be included since they have more luminous giant branches.
In summary, our outer halo meanmetallicity does not differ markedly from that
of the halo globular clusters (Kraft & Ivans 2003), or from that of local halo samples
(Ryan&Norris 1991; Laird et al. 1988). Anymetallicity biases in our sample are small,
andwork in the direction of excludingmetal-richer stars. Thismeans that our results
are in conflict with the extrapolation from the local halo of Carollo et al. (2007) and
also with their BHB star in situ results. The disagreement with the local stars with
orbits that reach the outer halo may be caused by the fact that many outer halo
orbits may not ever reach the solar neighborhood, or by distance calibration issues
(Schönrich et al. 2011). The disagreement with the BHB results may be caused by
the difficulty of deriving accurate metallicities from low-resolution spectra of BHB
stars, since these hot stars have few and weakmetal lines (Ma et al., in preparation).
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2.4 Measuring clustering: The 4distance
We expect debris from a merged satellite to remain spatially coherent in the outer
halo (see, for example, the numerical simulations of satellite accretion by Johnston
et al. 1996). Even when spatial structure is no longer apparent, the debris from
the merged satellite can still be recognized in velocity space (Helmi & White 1999).
Therefore, stars from the same parent object should be clustered in phase-space.
For the 101 giants in our dataset we possess information on four of the six phase-
space components: the spatial components (galactic longitude, galactic latitude and
distance), and radial velocity. With these four components, we can define ameasure
of clustering by computing a distance in a four dimensional space for every pair of
stars in our data. We use:
l = galactic longitude,
b = galactic latitude,
d = distance to the Sun,
vg sr = line of sight velocity corrected for solar and Local Standard of Rest (LSR)
motions5,
φ = angular distance on the sky between the two stars.
We now define our 4distance between two stars i and j as follows:
4di sti j = (wφφ2i j +wd (di −d j )2+wvr (vr i − vr j )2)0.5
where:
cosφi j = cosbi cosb j cos(li − l j )+ sinbi sinb j .
Stars with small separations in this metric are expected to come from the same
object.
While the galactic longitude and latitude are incorporated as part of the angular
separation, the other components are used completely independently in the final
4distance measure. The quantities wφ, wd and wvr are used to weigh the various
components, first normalizing by the range of this quantity (the largest possible
angular separation is π, distance 130 kpc and velocity 500 km/s) and then by
our observational errors on distance (der r ) and velocity (vrer r ). In the distance





















5We use a solar motion of (vx , vy , vz ) = (10.0, 5.2, 7.2) km/s and vLSR = 220 km/s (Dehnen & Binney
1998)
6Here the quantities within 〈 〉 denote the average errors over the whole sample.
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We find that the group-finding algorithm is quite insensitive to small changes
in the weighting factors. Multiple possibilities have been explored, using several
combinations of normalizing factors as well as dependency of errors, which did not
affect the key results presented in this chapter by more than a few percent.
2.4.1 Choosing a relevant binsize
We expect stars with small 4distance to be possible stream members. However, the
actual values of 4distance for stream members will depend on a number of factors
including the spatial sampling of the Spaghetti survey.
We construct random samples in order to assess how often small values of
4distance will occur by chance. To mimic our dataset as much as possible, we
create random sets in which each star in the original sample preserves its galactic
longitude and latitude, but is randomly supplied with a different (re-shuffled)
velocity and independently with a different observed distance. In this way we break
any correlations in the dataset while maintaining its global properties. We call two
stars that are within a certain 4distance a pair. By comparing the total number
of pairs at a certain 4distance in both the data and 1000 randomized datasets, the
significance in the number of pairs with small 4distance can be investigated. This
comparison is shown in Figure 2.6; error bars in the bottom panel are Poissonian.
The number of pairs within a certain 4distance measures the clumpiness of the
data at that particular scale. For all scales up to a 4di st of 0.13 plotted in Figure 2.6,
the amount of clumpiness in the data is larger than in the randomized set. Based
on Figure 2.6, we decide to investigate in more detail data pairs at two different
scales. First, we would like to choose a 4di st within which the ratio of data pairs
to random pairs is sufficiently large that our data pairs have a high chance of being
real. Secondly, we want to avoid throwing away pairs by being too restrictive.
We first focus on a 4di st-scale of 0.05. Table 2.3 lists what this scale corresponds
to in physical units7. For a pair of stars with exactly the same radial velocity and
distance from the Sun, a 4di st = 0.05 implies a maximum separation on the sky of
9◦. At a distance of 5 kpc this corresponds to a physical size of 0.8 kpc, while at
50 kpc it would be ten times larger. Note however that the values given in the Table
are clearly upper limits, since no two stars will have the exact same values of the
remaining coordinates.
For a 4di st ≤ 0.05, 12 pairs are found in the dataset and on average just∼ 5 pairs
in the random sets. The bottom panel in Figure 2.6 shows that for 4di st ≥ 0.05 the
significance decreases. Supplementary to the core structures defined by the pairs
found at 4di st ≤ 0.05, we also explore if other stars in our dataset have 4di st ≤ 0.08
such that they could be added to these core structures.
7Assuming average error values
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Figure 2.6 — The top panel
shows the cumulative number
of pairs found as function of
4di st for the Spaghetti data
(black) and for the average of
1000 random sets (gray). The
bottom panel shows the cu-
mulative correlation function
defined as the number of pairs
in the data divided by the av-
erage number of random pairs
below a certain 4di st .
Table 2.3—Maximum separations in the metric for 4di st = 0.05
Angular separation 9◦ 0◦ 0◦
∆ distance 0 kpc 0 kpc 6.5 kpc
∆ radial velocity 0 km/s 25 km/s 0 km/s
2.4.2 Pairs and groups
Some of the 12 pairs with 4di st ≤ 0.05 can be combined to form larger groups. We
define a group of stars when every member has a 4di st ≤ 0.05 with at least one
other member of the group. This we call the friends-of-friends criterion. For each
st ari and st ar j they belong to the same group if for:
st ari ∃ st ar j / 4di sti j ≤ ǫ, where ǫ= 0.05 (2.3)
Using this criterion one large group of 5 members is found. This leaves seven
pairs that cannot be extended to groups with more members. We subsequently
look at the added substructure within a 4di st of 0.08. All stars in the original core
group of 5 are within a 4di st of 0.08 with every other member of the group, which
strengthens the significance of this group. An extra member was found within a
4di st of 0.08 of two of these stars. Therefore, this leaves us with one group of six
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Figure 2.7 — Sky distribution
of the dataset highlighting the
location of the group and pairs
found. Note that pairs 2 and
3 are overlapping on the sky,
but they possess very different
velocities.
Figure 2.8 — The distribution
of the dataset in galactocentric
velocity (defined as line of
sight velocity corrected for the
Solar motion and LSR) versus
distance with the group and
pairs overplotted. The sym-
bols are the same as in Figure
2.7.
stars and seven independent pairs. The stars which belong to the final group and
pairs are marked in Table 2.1 and their properties are shown in Figures 2.7 (on the
sky), 2.8 (velocity versus distance) and 2.9 (metallicity versus distance).
2.4.3 Significance of the group and pairs
We now investigate the significance of the group and pairs. At both levels, 4di st ≤
0.05 and 4di st ≤ 0.08, more substructure is found in the dataset compared to the
random sets. The core group of five members, found at the 4di st ≤ 0.05 level,
stands out very significantly. We find a probability of about 1% to obtain such a
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Figure 2.9 — The distribution
of the dataset in metallicity
versus distance with the group
and pairs overplotted. The
symbols are the same as in
Figure 2.7.
large group in our random sets. The probability of finding pairs in our random
sets is significantly higher, in almost all random sets at least one pair is found, but
only in ∼1% of our random sets we find the same high fraction of stars to be paired.
This implies that, while finding some pairs in a random set has a high probability,
finding 19 stars in pairs at a level of 4di st ≤ 0.05, as we do in our dataset, is a highly
improbable event.
2.4.4 Metallicity of star streams
The metallicity of the stars is not used as a criterion to select pairs. While a certain
spread in metallicity can be expected in stars originating from a disrupted satellite,
the observed spread gives additional information about the probability that a group
or pair is real. In our case especially pair 3 and pair 5 show a large range in
metallicity, as can be seen in Figure 2.9. For the other pairs however, the fact that
their members are close in metallicity as well as in sky position and radial velocity
makes them, and our selecting algorithm,more credible. We have shown the stars in
Figure 2.5 which were classified as belonging to a group or pair as a filled histogram.
While the sample is small, we donot see any clear indication of a differentmetallicity
distribution in the substructure.
2.5 Simulated datasets
We would like to constrain what fraction of the stellar halo has been built from
accreted satellites using the results from the previous section. To this end, and to
test the 4distance method used, we compare our dataset to a simulation of a halo
which is entirely the result of disrupted dwarf galaxies. For this purpose we use the
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Figure 2.10 — X – Y projec-
tion showing the distribution
of streams in our simulated
stellar halo built up from 40
disrupted satellites.
simulations from Harding et al. (2001) that model the destruction by the Milky Way
galaxy of a 107M⊙ satellite on different orbits.
Forty of the original satellite simulations were re-sampled so that each particle
corresponds to one halo K giant. This leaves nearly 8700 particles per satellite. The
distribution of these K-giant simulations after 10 Gyr is shown in Figure 2.10.
To create a halo built up completely out of disrupted galaxies, the endpoints of
the simulations (i.e. evolved for 10 Gyr) are used. From this sample of over 340,000
simulated ‘giants’ we draw subsets of 101 stars by requiring that the observed sky
distribution, distance and radial velocity distribution of the Spaghetti dataset are
matched within certain binsizes. In this manner, 30 simulated datasets are drawn
which closely resemble the Spaghetti observations.
2.5.1 Substructure in the simulated datasets
We look for substructure in the simulated datasets using the 4distance method. In
order to make a fair comparison, the simulated ‘giants’ are convolved with errors,
to mimic the observational uncertainties. For the distance a relative error of 15%
is used, while the velocities are convolved with the same errors as found in the
Spaghetti dataset.
In Figure 2.11 we compare the number of pairs found below 4di st of 0.05 and
0.08 within the simulated sets to the Spaghetti dataset. On small scales (4di st =
0.05), the average number of pairs in the 30 simulated sets is significantly higher
than that in the Spaghetti dataset. This effect is slightly less on a 4di st = 0.08 scale.
This implies that the simulations contain too much small-scale structure compared
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Figure 2.11— The top panels show the number of pairs detected with the 4distance method
at 4di st ≤ 0.05 and 4di st ≤ 0.08 for the average of 30 “K-giant” simulations constructed with
the sampling of the Spaghetti survey and for the 5 simulated sets out of these simulations
that most resemble the Spaghetti dataset in terms of the amount of substructure found. The
black and gray bars correspond to the results obtained for the simulated subsets before and
after (observational) error convolution. The white horizontal line represents the number of
pairs found in the Spaghetti dataset, dashed lines show 1σ deviation assuming Poissonian
statistics. The bottom panels show, for the same simulations, the number of stars associated
with substructures according to our algorithm.
to the data. Just five of the simulated datasets show a similar amount of substructure
as the observed sample.
This implies that the simulated datasets have a significant fraction of stars
originating in narrower streams than in the observed dataset. Because these streams
are more confined, this substructure is easily picked up by our 4distance method.
The fact that nearly all simulated datasets show more substructure especially at
4di st ≤ 0.05 means that the structures we trace in the Milky Way halo are broader.
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In the simulations, the average number of stars associated with pairs according
to our algorithm is 25%, despite the fact that all of the halo was built by accretion.
This points to a fundamental limit in our ability to recover substructure which is
due to the rather small sample of stars we have at our disposal. If the number of
‘giants’ in each of our simulated datasets were to be increased to ∼ 1.000, the 4di st
method would find on average 76% of the ‘stars’ to be in substructures. Clearly,
larger spectroscopic surveys should thus be able to improve significantly on the
limits we have set with the Spaghetti project.
2.5.2 Performance of the 4distancemethod
In this section we describe several tests performed using the simulations to test the
reliability and determine the strengths and weaknesses of the 4distance method.
Firstly, we now check in the simulated datasets whether the substructure found
originates from a common parent satellite, i.e. whether all pair members originate
in the same progenitor. At 4di st ≤ 0.05 76% of the pair members in all the simulated
datasets do share common parent satellites (this number grows to 87% if we do not
take observational errors into account). The number ofmismatches is slightly larger
when we look at 4di st ≤ 0.08, but still 64% of the pair members at this level share
common progenitors. As we increase the numbers of the ‘giants’ per bin in the
simulated datasets by a factor of 10 to ∼ 1.000 in total, 81% of the pair members
(convolved with errors) at 4di st ≤ 0.05 do share a common parent satellite. These
percentages show that the 4distance works well in the sense that it does not produce
many “false positives”: pairs that do not originate from a common progenitor.
To further explore the effectiveness of the 4distance method we have selected
five disrupted satellites from our simulations. Their debris streams have different
surface brightness and they move on different orbits, with distances to the Sun
that range from less than 10 kpc to more than 120 kpc. We use this subset of the
simulations to test which of these characteristics determine how well the 4distance
method performs as measured by the number of pairs with 4di st ≤ 0.05. For this
purpose, we select fifteen fields of five by five degrees, three on each stream. The
properties of the fields are shown in Figure 2.12. The number of stars in each field is
clearly different, corresponding to a difference in surface brightness. In Figure 2.13
we plot the number of pairs at 4di st ≤ 0.05 found in each field, as a function of the
stars in each field (left panel) and as a function of the average distance of the stars in
the selected field (right panel). This Figure shows that the average distance has little
(if any) bearing on the number of pairs found by the 4distance algorithm. Clearly,
the most important factor determining the number of pairs found is the number of
giants (i.e. surface brightness) of the stream.
The surface brightness of a stream depends on several factors (see, e.g. Helmi &
White 1999; Johnston et al. 2001):
■ the orbit (more extended orbits give rise to streams with a lower surface
density);
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■ the initial mass and phase-space density of the progenitor system (for a fixed
mass, denser systems give rise to streamswith higher surface brightness, while
at fixed density less massive objects give rise to streams with lower surface
density);
■ the time since formation of the stream, compared to the orbital period (older
accretion events produce lower surface brightness streams by the present day)
(see also Johnston et al. 2008).
Therefore the success of the 4distance method depends on all these factors (indi-
rectly) because they all impact the surface brightness of a stream at the present day,
but it is only the surface brightness of the stream which affects its ability to recover
substructure.
We use the same subset of five simulations to demonstrate how crucial (radial)
velocity information is to identify streams, since this is a key feature of our survey
and of ongoing projects such as the SEGUE K-giant survey (Yanny et al. 2009).
Although the power of additional velocity information can already be seen in Figure
2.12, we quantify this advantage here. For this purpose we select a 5 by 5 degree
field which stretches from 2 to 7 degrees in galactic longitude and 35 to 40 degrees
in galactic latitude in Figure 2.12, and which contains 134 ‘giants’. In this particular
field, four different streams cross eachother, providing us with an opportunity to
demonstrate the value of additional radial velocity information in such cases, which
are known to occur in the Milky Way halo as well (e.g. the streams from Sagittarius
near the North Galactic Pole).
Subsequently we calculate both the 4distance value for all pairs from the 134
‘giants’ in this field and also a ‘3distance’ value, omitting the velocity term in
Equation 2.1. Although the absolute values will vary for both methods, we can still
make a fair comparison by comparing the most significant pairs in both methods.
These are defined as those with the smallest metric values. In Figure 2.14 we plot
the percentage of ‘correct’ pairs (pairs for which the members originate from a
common parent satellite) for a fixed number (expressed as a percentage of the total
number) of most significant pairs sorted in increasing order of the metric values for
each method. From this Figure it is very clear that the 4distance method performs
much better in selecting correct pairs at small 4distances, whereas the 3distance
method is picking up many false positives already for its most significant pairs. For
comparison, the 4di st ≤ 0.05 restriction used on the Spaghetti dataset in § 2.4.1,
corresponds to ∼ 10% of the total number of pairs (shown as the vertical dashed
line). With the 4distance method, the percentage of correct pairs at this level is
over 80%, while without the velocity information one would select roughly 50%
false positive pairs. This shows that velocity information is crucial in identifying
individual streams, especially because several streams can be overlapping on the
sky.
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Figure 2.12 — All ‘giants’ from five simulations of disrupted satellites. The five satellite
streams are shownwith on top fifteen boxes of five by five degrees we selected on the streams.
Top panel: The ‘giants’ plotted on the sky in galactic longitude (centered at zero) and galactic
latitude. Middle and bottom panel: The same simulations and boxes in galactic longitude
versus distance from the Sun and radial velocity respectively.
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Figure 2.13 — Left panel: The number of pairs found in each of the fifteen fields shown in
Figure 2.12 as a function of the number of ‘giants’ selected in that field. Fields from the
same satellite stream have the same symbol. The number of giants in the field is directly
proportional to the surface brightness of the stream. Right panel: The number of pairs found
in each selected field as a function of the average distance of these giants from the Sun.
Figure 2.14 — For the 5 by 5 degree field taken from Figure 2.12 around (l ,b) = (5◦,38◦) this
figure shows the percentage of ‘correct’ pairs found with the 4distance or 3distance method
as function of the percentage of the total number of pairs found, sorted by their metric
(4distance or 3distance) value. The vertical dashed line therefore indicates the 10% of pairs
in the sample which have the lowest metric (3distance or 4distance) value (in this example
these are all the pairs with a 4di st value of ≤ 0.05, of which more than 80% are correct). The
horizontal dotted line indicates that the percentage of correct pairs when the smallest 1%
3distance values are considered is already less than 60%.
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2.6 Are these substructures new?
Using the 4distance method, we identified 1 group and 7 pairs of stars which are
likely to be real substructures in the Milky Way halo. We now explore whether these
can be related to other structures previously discovered.
2.6.1 The Sagittarius dwarf galaxy
In Dohm-Palmer et al. (2001), the Spaghetti collaboration reported a concentration
of giant stars which stood well above the expectations of a smooth halo model. In
particular, four stars could be matched to a simulationmodel of the debris from the
disrupting Sagittarius spheroidal dwarf galaxy (Helmi &White 2001).
In our examination of the full Spaghetti dataset we find this same over-density
to be very prominent: our largest group, with 6 members. The substructure, at
l = −3.8◦ to l = 5.3◦, b = 48.6− 61.3◦ and distances between 48 and 59 kpc, has
properties in excellent agreement with the debris predictions of models fromHelmi
(2004). Several other studies have reported overdensities in this region of the sky
and at similar distances (e.g. Yanny et al. 2000; Ivezic´ et al. 2000; Ibata et al. 2001b;
Martinez-Delgado et al. 2001; Vivas et al. 2001; Majewski et al. 2003; Sirko et al. 2004;
Belokurov 2006) which have also been associated with debris from Sagittarius. At
this region in space several wraps of Sagittarius cross each other, some recently
stripped from the satellite and some stripped quite early.8 This raises the possibility
that the stars do not all originate from the same wrap which can explain the spread
in metallicities observed. Our method did not find Dohm-Palmer et al. (2001)’s
additional proposed structures at distances of 20 and 80 kpc to be significant,
because the stars in these structures do not define a tight clump on the sky.
The average metallicity of the giants in group 1, [Fe/H]≈ −1.7, is lower than the
mean and about −1.0 dex lower than is found for stars in the leading arm closer
to the main body of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (e.g. Monaco et al. 2007a; Chou
et al. 2007). Because the stars in the outskirts of a galaxy are stripped off first, a
metallicity difference between wraps would then reflect a metallicity gradient in the
dwarf galaxy itself. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies do in fact often possess metallicity
gradients (e.g. Tolstoy et al. 2004). Furthermore, a strong difference in horizontal
branchmorphology has been detected between the Sagittarius core and a portion of
the leading armof the Sgr stream (Bellazzini et al. 2006). This difference is consistent
with the difference inmetallicity between the core and the stream stars in our group
1: the metal-richer core has more red horizontal branch stars and the metal-poorer
stream has more blue horizontal branch stars.
Also pairs 5, 7, and 8 could be associated with the disrupting dwarf galaxy.
Comparison to simulations of Sagittarius by Helmi (2004) shows this is possible if
these stars were stripped off early, between 3 and 6 Gyr ago. Pair 5 matches best
in a prolate halo. The membership of pairs 7 and 8 is, however, more likely if the
8These multiple wraps are observed in all models, whatever the assumed shape of the dark halo.
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galactic halo potential is significantly more oblate than prolate (when the flattening
of the potential is q = 0.8), but we think there is stronger evidence these pairs are
linked with the Virgo overdensities and not to Sagittarius debris (see next section).
The group and three pairs and a Sagittarius prolate model are plotted on the sky, in
distance and velocity in Figures 2.15, 2.16, and 2.17.
2.6.2 The Virgo substructures
Several overdensities have been discovered towards the constellation of Virgo (Vivas
et al. 2001; Newberg et al. 2002; Zinn et al. 2004; Juric´ et al. 2008; Duffau et al.
2006; Newberg et al. 2007; Keller et al. 2008). The origin of these features and
whether they are all part of the same large structure is still unclear (Newberg et al.
2007). Two substructures (pairs 7 and 8) are near these overdensities on the sky
and have distances that agree with those measured for the Virgo overdensities. Also
the velocities, although very different for the two pairs, match approximately those
reported in the literature.
The same two pairs were also discussed in the previous section as possible
matches with older Sagittarius debris. This is not surprising since this debris is close
to Virgo on the sky. Newberg et al. (2007) have however convincingly shown on
the basis of SDSS photometry that the Virgo overdensities are too low in latitude
to be members of the (leading) tidal tail of Sagittarius. Indeed in prolate halo
models it is predicted that the Sagittarius stream should not overlap with the Virgo
overdensities, as shown in Figure 2.15.
Figures 2.15, 2.16, and 2.17 show the location of the overdensities reported in
the literature and of the group and pairs we have just identified in a polar plot and in
distance and velocity respectively. Our pairs match the known Virgo overdensities,
both from SDSS and RR Lyrae surveys, relatively well in sky position, distance and
velocity. It is interesting to note that these results suggest that Virgo is not a global
‘smooth’ feature of the Galaxy (see also Xu et al. 2006). Rather it resembles a very
complex ‘Spaghetti bowl’, because all the stars observed towards this direction are
on kinematic substructures and do not show a smooth Gaussian like underlying
velocity distribution.
2.6.3 Othermatches
There is remarkable similarity between the properties of our pair 3 and of clump 3
from Clewley & Kinman (2006). Adding their BHB stars in that clump to our sample
and performing our 4distance measure results in a large group in which contains
both our pair 3 and three of their stars from their clump 3.
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Figure 2.15 — Polar plot in
galactic coordinates (l,b) of the
whole sky showing the loca-
tion of debris from a model
of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy
orbiting in a prolate dark halo
(q = 1.25) potential. The de-
bris is color-coded according
to “dynamical age”: stripped
off less than 3 Gyr ago (black
dots), between 3 and 6 Gyr ago
(blue dots), more than 6 Gyr
ago (green dots). The main
body of the galaxy is shown in
yellow. Also overplotted are
group 1 an pairs 5, 7, and 8
(red circles, hourglasses, trian-
gles and squares respectively)
and the approximate region of
the overdensity found in SDSS
photometry by Newberg et al.
(2007) (purple circle).
Figure 2.16 — A zoom-in of
Figure 2.15 onto the Virgo re-
gion. The same color-coding
and symbols are used as in
Figure 2.15. The additional
rectangular shape denotes the
region of the RR Lyrae over-
density in QUEST (Zinn et al.
2004). A purple diamond
shows the position of the Virgo
Stellar Stream (Duffau et al.
2006), a purple plus the over-
density S297+63-20.5 in SDSS
(Newberg et al. 2002) and the
purple asterisks point at two
directions in which spectra are
obtained with SEGUE (New-
berg et al. 2007). One of the
SEGUE plates overlaps with
the direction of the Virgo Stel-
lar Stream on the sky.
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Figure 2.17 — Distance from
the Sun versus right ascen-
sion (top panel) and radial
velocity versus right ascen-
sion (bottom panel) for all the
structures previously shown in
Figures 2.15 and 2.16, using
the same color coding, with
known distances and veloci-
ties. The Sagittarius model
(blue, green, black, and yellow
dots) is not shownas a fit to the
Virgo substructures. Newberg
et al. (2007) link a Galactic
standard of rest velocity of 130
± 10 km/s to the S297+63-
20.5 overdensity. Other ve-
locities shown here with pur-
ple asterisks correspond to
subsequent significant mov-
ing groups they found in these
fields.
2.7 Discussion
Based on the number of stars (101 giants), Spaghetti is a small survey, certainly
compared to very extensive survey projects like SDSS. The main aspects that have
made the Spaghetti project unique are the high quality of its data, its depth –which
has allowed the discovery of giant stars out to ∼ 100 kpc, and the amount of infor-
mation for every object: distances with ‘just’ 15% error bars, a thorough luminosity
classification based on both photometric and spectroscopic information, radial
velocity information (critical for the identification of substructure) and metallicity
measures for every halo giant.
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The good quality of the data and the well-defined criteria for the selection of
target stars have also resulted in a good understanding of possible biases in the final
dataset, as described in § 2.2. From the metallicities of our most unbiased halo
sample, we find no specific evidence for a gradient with radius, or an exclusively
metal-poor outer halo. However, our results would indicate that the outer halo in
the Milky Way is still about 0.5 dex more metal-poor than the outer halo of M31
(Mould & Kristian 1986; Ferguson et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2003; Durrell et al. 2004)
and alsomoremetal-poor compared to similar large spiral galaxiesmeasured by the
theGHOSTSproject, inwhichHSTdata for stars in the halos of nearby edge-onhalos
is obtained (De Jong et al. 2010). TheGHOSTS teamfindsmeanmetallicities of order
[Fe/H]= −0.8 dex for halos at distances of 10–25 kpc from the galaxy center, while
only galaxies with much lower mass (circular velocities of order 100 km/s) show
halos with lower metallicity. As discussed in § 2.2, the numbers of metal-rich stars
in our sample are possibly reduced due to selection effects. Because the SEGUE-2
Survey is unbiased in this respect, it will be interesting to compare its results to our
results and the results of Carollo et al. (2007) in future work.
Through our newly defined distance measure, the 4distance, we have been able
to trace large substructures in the outer halo of the Milky Way using the Spaghetti
dataset. We have confidently identified a clump of debris from the disrupting
Sagittarius dwarf galaxy as well as other pairs that might be part of Sagittarius’ older
debris or are, more likely, associated with Virgo substructures. These results are
found to be quite robust under small changes of the group-finding algorithm. We
tried several weighting factors as well as different levels of the 4di st ance measure
and found that both influence the overall result only marginally.
A method which resembles ours slightly, is the Stellar Pair Technique developed
byClewley&Kinman (2006). This requires pairs to have atmost a three-dimensional
distance of 2 kpc and a radial velocity difference of ≤ 25 km/s. These choices for the
separation are motivated by the suspected characteristics of streams. They do not
take into account the varying errors in the observables, nor chance clustering. This
is why we deem ourmethod, which by itself selects a clustering scale, more suitable.
We have also tested the 4distance method on Monte Carlo datasets drawn from
simulations of disrupted satellites. This analysis shows that when a substructure
is identified, 76% of its members share a common physical origin. Furthermore,
Cooper et al. (2011) have applied a very similar group finding algorithm to themuch
more sophisticated and cosmologicallymotivated Aquarius darkmatter simulations
of Milky Way-like halos. These simulations have been coupled to a semi-analytic
galaxy formation model and through the tagging of the 1% most bound particles
with stellar properties, are able to model realistically the formation of stellar halos
Cooper et al. (2010). Cooper et al. (2011) confirm that a very high fraction of the pairs
(70%) are genuine, in agreement with our results. On the other hand, they highlight
that the relatively small number of stars in the Spaghetti survey may limit the ability
to strongly constrain the amount of substructure in the halo. For example, in some
of their mock Spaghetti-like surveys, no substructure is present despite the fact that
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their stellar halos have been built fully by accretion and mergers. It is therefore
reassuring that, despite its small size, in reality we do find a significant fraction of
likely genuine substructure in the actual Milky Way halo.
We were able to trace the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy and the Virgo overdensity, the
only two known large substructures in the part of the sky probed by the Spaghetti
survey. However, because the survey has only probed a small number of directions
on the sky, it is very well possible that we have missed relatively large substructures
at larger distances, or in other directions. It is remarkable however that although
∼35% of the fields observed by Spaghetti are outside of the sky coverage of SDSS,
only one pair of stars (pair 6) is found outside the SDSS footprint. Thiswould suggest
that the substructure in the halo is not isotropically distributed on the sky, and
therefore is unlikely to be the result of the overlap of a large number of high surface
brightness, narrow streams. Helmi et al. (2011) also find an anisotropic distribution
of substructures on the sky in the simulated stellar halos of Cooper et al. (2010).
While the Spaghetti survey is well suited to find and trace substructures espe-
cially far out in the halo, like any red giant survey it has limitations on the surface
brightness of the substructures it can detect. For example theOrphan Stream, which
has beenmodeled to originate from a progenitor with a stellarmass of∼ 7.5×105M⊙
(Sales et al. 2008), seems to be right on this boundary. While the Spaghetti survey has
three fields right where the Orphan Stream reaches its peak surface brightness, we
only find 2 probable candidate members in these fields (Sales et al. 2008). This also
means that “pure” red giant surveys may not be able to put any constraints on the
low mass end of the luminosity function of objects accreted very early on, perhaps
analogous to the recently discovered ultra-faint satellites (e.g. Simon & Geha 2007).
On the other hand, as shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13, the only limiting factor for
detection of substructure by our 4distance method seems to be the surface density
of the stream. In this sense, the 4distance method is not biased towards accretions
of any particular type, with the caveat that the size of the dataset will impose a lower
limit on the surface brightness of the structures the method will be able to detect.
Most of our 30 simulated datasets show a larger amount of substructure than
found in the Spaghetti survey. On average there is an excess of structure at small
scales (4di st ≤ 0.05). Therefore, although our results are consistent with the whole
stellar halo being built by accretion, the characteristic size of the structures found
by the Spaghetti survey is larger than what is produced by 107M⊙ satellites. This
can be due to earlier accretion, or more massive satellites. Some additional support
to this interpretation comes from the fact that the estimated mass for the original
Sagittarius galaxy is∼50–100 times themass of our simulated satellites (Helmi 2004;
Law et al. 2005).
The main goal of the Spaghetti survey was to establish the amount of substruc-
ture in the stellar halo. The analysis we have performed on this dataset allows us
to quantify this combining kinematics and spatial information, which is a unique
approach. In our significant pairs we found 20 giants, which is 20% of all the giants
in the Spaghetti dataset. Of these 20 giants, 19 were found in the first step of the
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method, at 4di st ≤ 0.05. From the analysis of random sets we expect about 5
pairs with on average 9 giants in them to be chance matches. This would leave 10
‘real’ matched giants in the dataset. We think this measure is conservative, because
both the amount of substructure we found which can be linked to already known
substructures, like Sagittarius and Virgo, already indicate a fraction in substructures
of >10% and the analysis of the pairs found in the simulated datasets also show that
a high percentage of allmatchesmight be real. Finally andmore importantly, even in
the simulated datasets only 25% of the ‘stars’ were in pairs according to ourmethod,
despite the fact that the simulated halo was fully composed of streams.
Our limitation is clearly the size of the sample, which means that Poissonian
statistics dominate our analysis and estimation of the significance of our results.
The comparison to the simulations shows that we cannot put an upper limit on the
total amount of substructure in the halo. Although in our dataset we find no more
than 20% to be in large substructures well above our detection limit, which would
be around the mass of the Orphan Stream progenitor, it is also consistent with the
whole outer halo having been built from accreted satellites. Larger spectroscopic
surveys will probably be able to improve this significantly. We estimate using our
simulations that in samples with 1,000 giants the amount of substructure detected
by the 4distance method should rise to approximately 76%. Indeed, Cooper et al.
(2011) also find from their analysis on cosmologically motivated simulations that
surveys with≥1000 tracers will significantly enhance the tightness of the constraints
that can be set. Xue et al. (2011) use over 4000 blue horizontal-branch stars
drawn from SDSS, to quantify the kinematic structure and can confirm with high
statistical significance the existence of real substructure. They also find the amount
of substructure in agreement with simulations in which the halo is completely
constructed from disrupted satellite debris. However, even such a survey has its
limitations because of the nature of the tracers used. For example, blue horizontal-
branch stars only trace the oldest populations of stars, and most of the 4000 stars in
the sample of Xue et al. (2011) are located within 60 kpc, while only 26 are found at
distances between 60 and 80 kpc.
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the final dataset from the Spaghetti Survey. We
have discussed in detail the photometric selection and its, small but significant,
biases on the metallicity distribution of the final sample, including a new method
for luminosity classification based on the strength of the SrII line at 4078 Å in
comparison to nearby Fe lines. This is based on one of the traditionalMK luminosity
classifications (Morgan et al. 1943), and works well over the entire color range of
our sample, and from solar abundance to [Fe/H]= −3.0, given high enough S/N.
Investigating the metallicities for the stars in the final Spaghetti Survey sample
and taking into account the biases mentioned earlier, we find little evidence for
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the exclusively metal-poor halo suggested by Carollo et al. (2007) in our sample,
although a larger sample is needed before this can be tested stringently.
Furthermore, we have developed a method to measure the amount of sub-
structure in surveys consisting of spatial and radial velocity information for halo
stars. When applied to the final dataset from the Spaghetti survey, presented in
this work, we find 1 group and 7 pairs which contain a total of 20 stars. The most
outstanding group, with 6members, can confidently be associated with debris from
the disrupting Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. Another pair might be associated with older
Sagittarius debris. On the basis that the Virgo overdensity is not linked to the
Sagittarius leading tail (as demonstrated by Newberg et al. (2007)), two other pairs
can be associated with known Virgo overdensities. Simulations in which this works,
prefer a prolate halo shape.
The stars in groups and pairs constitute 20% of the Spaghetti dataset. Com-
parison to random sets allows us to derive a very conservative lower limit of 10%
of the stars to be truly associated to substructures. Unfortunately, no conclusive
upper limit can be given. From comparison with datasets drawn from a simulated
halo made entirely of 107M⊙ disrupted satellites we find that the Spaghetti dataset
marginally supports the idea that the whole stellar halo was built by accretion of
such galaxies. The characteristics of the substructure found in the Milky Way halo
seem to imply that broad streams dominate our dataset. This would suggest early
merging and/or relatively heavy progenitors.
Further insights and better constraints may be obtained from deep imaging of
the regions around these substructures, larger surveys and from high-resolution
spectroscopy of the giant stars listed in Table 2.1.
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Cleaning spectroscopic samples of
stars in nearby dwarf galaxies: The
use of the nIRMg I line to weed out
Milky Way contaminants
Giuseppina Battaglia and Else Starkenburg
People they come together
People they fall apart
No one can stop us now
’Cause we are all made of stars
Moby
— Submitted to A&A. Based on FLAMES observations collected at the ESO, proposals
171.B-0588, 076.B-0391, 079.B-0435—
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ABSTRACT
Dwarf galaxies provide insights on the processes of star formationand chemical enrichment at the low end of the galaxy massfunction, as well as on the clustering of dark matter on small
scales. In studies of Local Group dwarf galaxies, spectroscopic samples of
individual stars are used to derive the internal kinematics and abundance
properties of these galaxies. It is therefore important to clean these
samples from Milky Way stars, not related to the dwarf galaxy, since they
can contaminate the analysis of the properties of these objects. Here we
introduce a new method to separate Milky Way contaminant stars – that
mainly constitute of dwarf stars – and red giant branch stars targeted in dwarf
galaxies. As discriminator we use the trends in the equivalent width of the
nIR Mg I line at 8807 Å as a function of the equivalent width of Ca II triplet
lines. This method is particularly useful for works dealing with multi-
object intermediate resolution spectroscopy focusing in the region of the nIR
Ca II triplet. We use synthetic spectra to explore how the equivalent width
of these lines changes for stars with different properties (gravity, effective
temperature, metallicity) and find that a discrimination among giants above
the horizontal branch and dwarfs can be made with this method at [Fe/H]>
−2 dex. For−2≤ [Fe/H]≤−1, thismethod is also valid to discriminate dwarfs
and giants down to approximately one magnitude below the horizontal
branch. Using a foregroundmodelwemakepredictions on the use of this new
discrimination method for nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies, including the
ultra-faints. We subsequently use VLT/FLAMES data for the Sextans, Sculptor
and Fornax dSphs to verify the predicted theoretical trends.
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3.1 Introduction
There is much to be learned from the galaxies within the Local Group which can
be studied in better detail than any other system, on a star-by-star basis. Within
the Milky Way (MW) halo itself, we find satellite galaxies which span a range over
10 magnitudes in brightness. The great majority of the MW satellites belong to the
class of early type dwarf galaxies, which are the smallest and least luminous galaxies
known to date. These include the ultra faint dwarfs (UFDs) which were relatively
recently discovered with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Several future surveys,
like Pan-STARRS (Kaiser et al. 2002) and Skymapper (Keller et al. 2007), are expected
to further increase the number of detected dwarf galaxies around the MW, towards
lower surface brightnesses.
Great effort is devoted to the study of these small early type galaxies (see Tolstoy
et al. 2009, for a review) as they provide precious insights on the processes that
drive galaxy evolution at the low end of the galaxy mass function, as well as on
the clustering of dark matter on small scales (e.g. Gilmore et al. 2007). Since stars
in these galaxies are resolved, the internal properties for the galaxies are derived
from photometric and spectroscopic studies of individual objects. This requires the
application of methods to discard from the sample foreground/background stars
which are not bound to the dwarf galaxy, but that are instead within the MW itself
(hereafter “contaminants” or “interlopers”), and that would influence the properties
derived for the dwarf galaxy.
General methods to exclude obvious interlopers include the use of color-magni-
tude diagrams (CMDs) to select a region in magnitude and color where one would
expect member stars in a certain stellar evolutionary stage to lie given the distance
to the object. For most of the studies of Local Group early type dwarf galaxies a
photometric selection box is placed on the red giant branch (RGB) - the most lumi-
nous feature in the CMD of ancient/intermediate age stellar populations. However,
such a selection box will also contain contaminants, these consist predominantly of
much intrinsically fainter but close-bymain sequence dwarf stars from theMW thin
or thick disk. In order to distinguish the contaminant dwarf stars from the RGB stars
members to the dwarf galaxy additional discriminators need to be used.
Spectroscopic studies can rely on a further selection criterion to weed out
foreground contamination, by using the line-of-sight velocity of the individual
stars as compared to the systemic velocity of the dwarf galaxy. This is commonly
done in a statistical sense, either using sigma-clipping procedures (which imply
a negligible probability to find a member beyond a certain velocity threshold) or
maximum likelihood analyses, with more detailed implementations modeling both
the expected population of dwarf galaxy stars and MW stars (e.g. Battaglia et al.
2008a; Walker et al. 2009a; Martinez et al. 2011). Additional properties than line-
of-sight velocities can be included in the analysis, e.g. distance of the star from
the galaxy center (e.g. Battaglia et al. 2008a), and information on spectral indices
(Walker et al. 2009a, for theMg index around λ 5170 Å ) ormetallicity (Martinez et al.
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2011) of the star. Themost sophisticated of these implementations from a statistical
point of view are those of Walker et al. (2009a) andMartinez et al. (2011).
However, even themost efficient of thesemethods cannot by construction select
out MW contaminants with similar properties (colors, apparent magnitudes, line-
of-sight velocities etc) as the member stars to the observed galaxy. Depending on
the type of stars surveyed, the systemic velocity of the galaxy and its position on
the sky (most importantly Galactic latitude), contaminant stars satisfying all these
requirements might still be numerous or at least statistically significant in number.
Furthermore, a selection criterion based on position, velocity (and/or metallicity)
needs assumptions about the underlying distribution and can therefore also bias the
final analysis. For example, it is unclear whether features in the outer parts could be
mistaken for contaminants: if looking for tidally disrupted stars, one expects to find
them in the very outer parts of the dwarf and at velocities rather discrepant from
the systemic (e.g. Muñoz et al. 2006, for an observational study of tidal disruption
in Carina). In statistical procedures those stars would most likely be considered as
non-members. Similarly, stars in the outer “shell” of the Fornax dSph (Coleman et al.
2005), arguably the remnant of an accretion event, would most likely to rejected
because well outside the limiting radius of the dwarf as inferred by its surface
brightness profile. Also, stars with very low and high metallicity with respect to
the rest of the population, could be rejected as non-members, while true members
with deviating metallicities could give important insights on the earliest phases of
chemical enrichment and on the capability of the dwarf to retain gas and/or metals,
respectively.
These examples illustrate the benefits of having also methods that weed out
contaminants on the basis of sensitivity to gravity, since the stars targeted in external
galaxies are RGB stars and the foreground consists mostly of dwarf stars from
the thin or thick disk. Such a discriminator can be used sperately or combined
with other (statistical) methods to increase the efficiency of the elimination of
interlopers.
Photometric techniques are present in the literature which allow a distinction
between dwarf and giant stars by constructing indices sensitive to gravity and
luminosity from combinations of particular filters. For example, the DDO51 filter
is centered on the Mg b/MgH feature near 5170 Å , which is strong in late-type
dwarfs and weak in giants (e.g. Morrison et al. 2001). Several works in the
literature have shown the effectiveness of separating giant and dwarf stars using
a combination of Washington and DDO filters: Muñoz et al. (see e.g. 2006) pre-
selected photometrically their spectroscopic targets using the M51 filter, finding
probable members to the Carina dSph out to very large distances from its center,
where genuine members would have otherwise been buried in the foreground.
Faria et al. (2007) used Strömgren photometry on the Draco dSph, showing that
the Strömgren c1 index, sensitive to luminosity, can be used together to the (b− y)0
color to separate stars in various evolutionary stages. While photometric techniques
provide broad information on the star formation history of the dwarf galaxy and
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in some cases on the metallicity distribution of its stars (e.g. Faria et al. 2007),
information on the line-of-sight velocity of the individual stars appears crucial to
assess membership in some cases even when using Washington photometry (e.g.
Morrison et al. 2001).
There also exist spectroscopic studies of early type Local Group dwarf galaxies
that have used features in the spectra of the stars to discriminate between giant
and dwarfs. Spinrad & Taylor (1971) and Schiavon et al. (1997) showed the Na I
doublet of absorption lines at 8183, 8195 Å to be strongly dependent on gravity
and temperature. Several studies have adopted the equivalent width (EW) of the
Na I doublet as a diagnostic to discriminate between dwarf and giant stars, with
the dwarf stars displaying much larger EWs than giant stars (see Gilbert et al. 2006;
Simon & Geha 2007; Martin et al. 2007, on the halo of M31 for the former, and on
UFDs for the latter two works). In their work, Gilbert et al. (2006) showed that this
diagnostic offers clear differentiation at colors (V-I)> 2, while there appears to be
significant overlap in the distribution of Na I doublet EW of dwarf and giant stars for
bluer colors.
The adoption of one, or more, method to assess membership depends on the
particular scientific problem, galaxy, and data-set under consideration, and the
fraction of contaminants that can be tolerated so as not to significantly affect the
results. In some cases the presence of interlopers has a dramatic impact on the
conclusions. For example mass estimates derived from measurements of the line-
of-sight velocity dispersion of samples of individual stars in LG early type dwarf
galaxies have been used to discuss the possible existence of “universal” mass value
(e.g. Strigari et al. 2008; Walker et al. 2009b). In their study of UFDs, Simon &
Geha (2007) adopted a wealth of membership indicators, such as spatial position
of the star, location on the CMD, EW of the Na I doublet, line-of-sight velocity
and metallicity, and found for the Hercules dSph an internal velocity dispersion
of 5.1±0.9 km/s. By removing MW stars using Strömgren photometry, Adén et al.
(2009a) found a lower velocity dispersion in their cleaned sample, 3.7±0.9 kms−1.
In this particular example, the derived mass of Adén et al. (2009b) from this new
velocity dispersion places Hercules well below the “common mass scale” for MW
early type dwarf galaxies (Strigari et al. 2008, and references therein).
Another instructive example is the case of Willman 1, whose apparent spread
in the metal abundance distribution was used in favor of the classification as a
very low luminosity dwarf galaxy (Martin et al. 2007). Subsequent studies based on
high resolution spectroscopic observations revealed that a large percentage of stars
classified as members on the basis of their position on the CMD, velocity and EW of
the Na I doublet byMartin et al. (2007) were either foreground dwarfs or halo giants,
renewing the possibility that Willman 1 could be a disrupted metal-poor globular
cluster.
The examples above show the importance of careful interloper removal by
using as many membership indicators as possible. This is particularly important
as the galaxies studied become fainter and consist of less stars, and for studies
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which explore the outer regions of dwarf galaxies, where the expected ratio of
members/interlopers is large.
In this paper we present an additional discriminator to separate dwarf and giant
stars, i.e. the EW of the Mg I line at 8806.8 Å used in combination with the sum of
the EW of the two strongest Ca II triplet (CaT) lines (ΣW), at λ= 8542.1 and 8662.1 Å
(see Figure 3.1).
This method was empirically introduced by Battaglia et al. (2011, hereafter B11)
as a criterion to discriminate RGB stars belonging to the Sextans dSph from theMW
contaminant stars. The authors noted that the great majority of the stars with line-
of-sight velocities very close to the systemic of Sextans (i.e. highly likely member
RGB stars) had an EW of the Mg I line < 0.5 Å , while the EW of stars with velocities
more than 4σ away from the systemic (i.e. highly likely non-members) was in
general < 0.5 Å . The limited extent of the data in metallicity and in ΣWmade a cut-
off in Mg I EW to separate the two class of objects reasonable.
In this paper we extend the empirical work of B11: we use synthetic spectra to
explore the validity of the method over a range of metallicities, gravities and ΣW,
demonstrating the effectiveness of using the Mg I line in combination to the CaT
lines in removing MW contaminants. We then compare the results of the models to
observations of the Fornax, Sculptor and Sextans dSphs.
This method is a convenient choice: Mg I and CaT lines are close in wavelength
space and relatively broad, which means they will typically both be present and
measurable in intermediate-resolution studies of this wavelength regime. They are
located in the red part of the spectrum, where the target RGB stars are brightest,
with optimization of the exposure time. Furthermore, the wavelength region
including CaT lines has become increasingly more used in intermediate resolution
spectroscopic studies of LG early type dwarf galaxies: CaT line are both very suitable
for radial velocity determinations and offer the possibility of deriving estimates of
[Fe/H] accurate to ±0.15-0.2 dex over a wide metallicity range (Starkenburg et al.
2010, which is Chapter 4 in this thesis) for large numbers of individual stars and
much lower observing times with respect to high resolution studies (typically a
S/N∼ 10 is required). The method can be applied to a wealth of galaxies observed
in this wavelength regime. In the ESO archive a large body of data already exists
at intermediate resolution in the only set-up including the CaT, which covers the
region between 8206 and 9400 Å. This is by far the most frequently used set-up for
the FLAMES instrument. Note that the Na I doublet is just outside this wavelength
range. The current archive includes observations of Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans,
Carina, Leo II, Leo IV, Hercules, Boo I, IC 1613, Sag, Segue 1 in this wavelength range,
by various groups. The CaT region has also been targeted by studies using other
telescopes than VLT, such as the work of Koch et al. 2007 on Leo I. Furthermore, the
future large GAIA-ESO Survey (GES) will target the wavelength region covering the
nIR CaT and Mg I line (V. Hill, GES Team, private communication). Several existing
and future data-set could therefore benefit from this discriminator.
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Figure 3.1— VLT/FLAMES spectrum fromDART observations of a star along the line-of-sight
to the Sculptor dSph (heliocentric velocity = 122.7 kms−1and signal-to-noise ratio S/N/Å
=64). The lines used in this work, i.e. the two strongest CaT lines and one Mg I line, are
marked.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 3.2 we use synthetic spectra to explore
the trends between the EW ofMg I line and CaT lines for stars of different metallicity
and gravity and to derive a relation that allows us to discriminate among giant
and dwarf stars on the basis of these lines. We then comment on the expected
success rate of this method along the line-of-sight to different MW satellites in
Sect. 3.3. In Sect. 3.4we use data for the Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax dSphs from the
Dwarf Abundances and Radial Velocities Team (DART, Tolstoy et al. 2006), to explore
the behavior of the lines empirically for galaxies with different characteristics,
compare the results to the models and show the agreement between models and
observations. Finally we apply the method to the DART data-set in Sect. 3.4.1 and
present our conclusions in Sect. 3.5.
3.2 The lines and their sensitivity
In order to investigate the behavior of the nIR CaT andMg I absorption lines we first
have to define the boundaries of the physical parameter space we are working in. In
practise, we do this using isochrones covering possible ranges of [Fe/H] and ages as
covered by the stars in Local Group dwarf galaxies and MW foreground in order to
select the appropriate regions in log(g) - Teff space (see Figure 3.2). The isochrones
we use are Yonsei-Yale isochrones (e.g. Yi et al. 2001; Demarque et al. 2004) for 1,
5 and 12 Gyr, covering the wide range −3.6 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.5. To represent general
trendswithin theMWstars, the alpha enhancements chosen are +0.4 for [Fe/H]≤−1
dex and +0.0 for the solar [Fe/H]. However, since spectroscopic observations of stars
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in the Sculptor (e.g. Tolstoy et al. 2009), Fornax (Letarte et al. 2010) and Carina (Koch
et al. 2008a) dSphs show [α/Fe] around solar values already at [Fe/H]∼ −1 dex, for
completeness we add an isochrone set of [α/Fe]=0.0 dex and [Fe/H]=−1 dex.
Because the dwarf galaxies currently studied in large spectroscopic surveys (e.g
Walker et al. 2006; Simon & Geha 2007; Adén et al. 2009a; Walker et al. 2009a; Kirby
et al. 2010) are distant objects, typically only the giants above the horizontal branch
(HB) will be bright enough to be followed up with spectroscopy; in systems with
sparsely populated RGBs though observations often need to be pushed to lower
magnitudes, therefore below the HB (e.g. Martin et al. 2007; Simon & Geha 2007).
The isochrones plotted in Fig. 3.2 show that giant stars of any metallicity or age
above the HB (which will have −1 <MV < 0 typically Rich et al. 2005; Catelan &
Cortés 2008), and most of those below the HB, will not be found below V-I ∼0.85,
corresponding to stars hotter than ∼5250 K (Ramírez & Meléndez 2005). In our
following analysis, aiming at disentangling the populations of giant and dwarf stars
which would be pre-selected photometrically, we therefore will not take temper-
atures > 5250 K into account. This temperature selection cuts out an important
fraction of the hot, halo and thick disk stars in the foreground contamination. Figure
3.2 also shows that at the lowestmetallicity end the isochrones become less sensitive
to metallicity and thus we expect no significant changes if even lower metallicities
([Fe/H]=-4 dex and below) would be considered in the analysis.
On the other end of the temperature scale we place a cut-off at V-I= 2.1,
corresponding to a temperature of 3600K. Although in theory very metal-rich giants
stars can reach even cooler temperatures, these are rare in dwarf galaxies because
most dwarf galaxies have lowmetallicity. Indeed, following this consideration, most
photometric boxes that have been used for pre-selection of spectroscopic targets
are well within this range. Note that with this cut, the only population of giant stars
completely excluded from the analysis is the one of super-solar metallicity and with
an age of 12 Gyr, unexpected in such systems.
Since we address in this work the validity of the use of the Mg I and CaT lines
to discriminate RGB stars in Local Group dwarf galaxies from MW contaminants,
we use in the analysis synthetic spectra with physical properties (log(g), Teff, etc)
covering the range expected for both populations of stars within the color range
discussed above. We have calculated a grid of synthetic spectra for a wide range
of metallicities, temperatures and gravity using (OS)MARCS model atmospheres
(e.g. Gustafsson et al. 2008; Plez 2008) and the Turbospectrum program (Alvarez &
Plez 1998), updated consistently with the Gustafsson et al. (2008) MARCS release.
In agreement with the trends followed by most of the stars in the MW (e.g. Venn
et al. 2004), we adopt MARCS models with “standard” chemical composition, i.e.
the values chosen for the alpha elements (taken as O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Ti)
relative to Fe for the models are [α/Fe]=+0.4 at the metallicities below solar, linearly
decreasing towards [α/Fe]=0.0 at solar [Fe/H]. Themicroturbulent velocities used in
ourmodels are 1–2 kms−1, in agreement with the observed range (e.g. Barklem et al.
2005).
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Figure 3.2—Color-magnitude diagram using Yonsei-Yale isochrones for 1 Gyr (dashed lines),
5 Gyr (dotted lines), and 12 Gyr (full lines) andmetallicities [Fe/H]=-3.6 (lowest value possible
within the Yonsei-Yale set in black), [Fe/H]=-3.0 (gray), [Fe/H]=-2.0 (red), [Fe/H]=-1.0 (blue),
[Fe/H]=0.0 (green) and [Fe/H]=+0.5 (purple). [α/Fe] is set to +0.4 for all isochrones except for
[Fe/H]=0.0 and [Fe/H]=+0.5 which have [α/Fe]=0.0 and an extra set of isochrones plotted for
[Fe/H]=-1 and [α/Fe]=0.0 (cyan). The vertical line roughly indicates the onset of the RGB.
To allow a comparison of the data with the synthetic spectra we define regions
in Teff-log(g) space where the giants above the HB, (sub)giants below the HB and
main-sequence branches would lie (see upper panels of Figure 3.3). For “classical”
dSphs, which have a well populated RGB, spectroscopic samples mostly target RGB
stars above the HB, therefore the member stars we are looking for will all fall within
the ’giant’ boxes (green boxes in Figure 3.3). For those UFDs for which observations
must be pushed below the HB, members will also fall within the ’sub-giant’ boxes.
For all the models that fall within either one of the selection boxes we measure
the EW of the Mg I line and of the two strongest CaT lines in the corresponding
synthetic spectrum. We measure the EW of the CaT lines using a Gaussian fit to
the individual lines, corrected by a factor 1.1 to include the non-Gaussian wings.
This factor is determined by comparing the EW from the Gaussian fit to the one
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Figure 3.3 — Upper panels: Yonsei-Yale isochrones for 1 Gyr (dashed lines), 5 Gyr (dotted
lines), and 12 Gyr (full lines) for one particular metallicity. For [Fe/H]=-3 and [Fe/H]=-2,
[α/Fe]=0.4, for [Fe/H]=0.0, [α/Fe]=0.0 and for [Fe/H] both alpha enhancements are given
([α/Fe]=0.0 in gray). All values for which the synthetic spectra are calculated are covered
with a gray dot. Overplotted are regions where the giants above the HB (green), (sub)giants
below the HB (blue) and main-sequence (red) branches would lie in Teff-log(g) space, if
the temperature restrictions from photometry are taken into account (vertical dotted lines).
Lower panels: EWs for the two strongest CaT line versus the MgI 8806 line for models that
fall within the boxes of the panel above. Giants above the HB are shown as green triangles,
(sub)giants below the HB as blue diamonds and dwarfs as red asterisks. Overplotted a
distinction line for dwarfs and giants (except for the extremely low-metallicity case), this line
is the same in all panels.
from the integrated line measure (for more details see Battaglia et al. 2008b and
Starkenburg et al. 2010). We also correct the EWs of the CaT lines for non-LTE effects
using the equations given in Starkenburg et al. (2010), these corrections are mainly
important for the very low-metallicity regime. The Mg I line is measured using a
simple integration of the area under the continuum of 6 Å around the line, as also
done for the data (see Sect. 3.4).
In the bottom panel of Figure 3.3, we show the sum of the EW for the two
strongest CaT lines (ΣWCaT) versus the EW of the Mg I line (EWMg). For [Fe/H]= −2
and−1 dex the dwarf stars can be separated from the giants and sub-giants. At solar
metallicity, the distinction remains clear between the dwarfs and the giants, but
not for the sub-giants. Note though that, given the metallicity-luminosity relation
(see Kirby et al. 2010, for early type dwarf galaxies in the Local Group), stars with
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metallicities close to solar are not expected inUFDs, which are the systems forwhich
one often needs to target stars below the HB due to their sparsely populated RGB.
The figure also shows that the distinction among the different classes of objects
would not be possible if one were to collapse all data onto one axis (i.e. would
use just one of the lines): it is the combination of these lines that makes the
distinction between the giants and dwarfs possible in most cases. In the extremely
low-metallicity regime (i.e., [Fe/H]= −3), giants, sub-giants and dwarfs appear to
occupy the same region in the EWMg, ΣWCaT plane. However this is not a concern
because in Sect. 3.3 - where we discuss the expected contamination for different
objects - we will show that interloper stars with such lowmetallicities are very rare.
Figure 3.3 shows that a possible distinction between regions occupied by giants
and dwarfs is the following:
EWMg(mÅ)=
{
300 if λ≤ 3750 mÅ
0.26×ΣWCaT−670.6 if λ> 3750 mÅ (3.1)
As we will discuss in Sect. 3.3, the fraction and type of contaminant stars, and
therefore their location and importance on the EWMg vs ΣWCaT plane, will change
according to the specifics of the dwarf galaxy (position on the sky, systemic velocity,
distance). This line therefore provides a criterion to keep in as many of the member
stars of the dwarf galaxy, and throw away as many contaminants as one can.
3.3 The foreground contamination
3.3.1 Fornax, Sculptor and Sextans
As a test case of different mixtures of MW interlopers we look at the expected con-
tamination along three different line-of-sights, specifically to the Sextans, Sculptor
and Fornax dSphs.
To study the likely foreground contamination towards these objects, we used the
Besançon model (Robin et al. 2003). All interloper stars were selected within a 4
deg2 solid angle around these galaxies, at a distance between 0 and 200 kpc. As in
Sect. 3.2, we restrict the analysis to the color range 0.85 <V-I< 2.1. We also make
a selection in apparent magnitude, which would include giant stars above the HB
at the distance of these “classical” MW dSphs. For this we use the distance moduli
from the literature and information on the HB magnitudes (see Table 3.1), and we
adopt an absolute magnitude in I -band MI = −4 for the tip of the RGB. This range
in apparent magnitude will be populated also by a range of MW contaminants -
mainly main sequence dwarf stars - with the appropriate combination of absolute
magnitude and distance from the Sun.
The leftmost panels of Figure 3.4 show the foreground sample in the direction
of these three dwarf galaxies (note that in all these panels the contour levels are not
linear), while the number of contaminants is given in Table 3.1. It is clear that the
type of stars within the foreground sample will depend on the direction in the sky.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3: The foreground contamination 71
Figure 3.4— Left panels: [Fe/H] and log(g) for all foreground stars drawn from the Besançon
model towards the direction of the dwarf spheroidal galaxies Sextans (top row), Sculptor
(middle row) and Fornax (bottom row). Contours are shown on a 25 by 25 grid and represent
percentages of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 the total number of stars. The rest of the panels show
subsequently the distribution of foreground stars left after applying a velocity criterion of 3σ
around the systemic velocity of the galaxy, a line criterion as described in the text on the basis
of the EWs of the CaT and Mg I lines, and both criteria combined. Percentage levels are the
same in all panels and always relative to the total number of foreground stars towards that
galaxy.
Sculptor, being the galaxy at highest latitude has the least foreground in general, but
a relatively high fraction of its foreground are giant stars, difficult to weed out with
our method. Although all these galaxies are at high(ish) latitudes, there still is a very
significant contamination from the disk in all cases, in particular from the thick disk.
The thin and thick disk contribute almost entirely dwarf stars (log(g) > 4.3), while
the fraction drops to about 50% for the contribution of dwarf stars from the halo.
As previously discussed, the figure also shows that the great majority (>90%) of the
contaminants are found at [Fe/H]> −2 dex, where the distinction between giants
and dwarfs is easier. The stars with [Fe/H]<−2 dexmostly belong to the stellar halo,
which is the least dominant population in all of these cases.
In previous work, the member stars of the dwarf galaxy were selected out from
the contaminants on the basis of their line-of-sight velocities. The stars were
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for example required to have a line-of-sight velocity within 3σ from the systemic
velocity of the galaxy (for the Fornax dwarf galaxy 2.5σ was used, because of its
systemic velocity is closer to the velocity of the Galactic disk Battaglia et al. 2006).
Using the simulated catalogs of MW contaminants we find that in all cases, as
expected, some foreground stars will remain which have similar velocities as the
dwarf galaxy stars, as is shown in the second column in Figure 3.4. The fraction
though changes significantly from galaxy to galaxy. For Sculptor and Sextans the
fraction of interlopers retained by the velocity criterion is low, as listed in Table 3.1,
but the cleaning by velocity is much less effective in the Fornax dwarf galaxy, where
44% of the interloper stars have a velocity within 3-σ of the systemic velocity of
Fornax (35% if 2.5-σ is used). In comparison, for Sextans this is just 0.9% within
3-σ.
In the third column of Figure 3.4, we weed out contaminants according to the
“line criterion”, i.e. for which the closest synthetic spectrum in physical properties
has a EWMg/ΣWCaT ratio which falls above the dividing line in Figure 3.3. To derive
the information on the line criterion all interloper stars from the Besançon file were
linked to the closest model within the grid of synthetic models (described in Section
3.2) in [Fe/H], log(g) and temperature space and the EWs of the CaT and Mg I lines
of the closest model are used as their measurements. In all three galaxies it can
clearly be seen that although a lot of contaminants are selected out (only 12 - 17%
remains), the foreground consisting of giants remains (see also Figure 3.5 for the
distribution of contaminants in the EWMg vs ΣWCaT plane before and after velocity
selection). The line criterion is less effective than the velocity criterion for Sextans
and Sculptor. From Table 3.1 however is clear that for Fornax, that has a systemic
velocity much closer to the one ofMW thin disk with respect to the other two dSphs,
the line criterion performs much better than the velocity criterion on its own.
The best results in all cases are obtained when the velocity and the line criterion
are used in addition to each other, as they are completely complementary in the
sense that they will select out different sets of foreground stars. The line criterion
will be selecting especially on the physical properties (mostly gravity) of the star, the
velocity criterion just on its dynamics within the galaxy. Especially metal-rich dwarf
foreground starswhich have similar velocities andwill be retainedwithin the sample
using a velocity cut, will be very easily separated by the method using absorption
lines. In the last column of Figure 3.4 we show the result of a combination of both
methods. In all galaxies a very large fraction of the interlopers can be weeded out
and only a few percent of the interlopers still remain.
An additional value of complementary use of both a velocity and line criterion is
given in the last column of Table 3.1, where we relax the velocity criterion allowing
for a selection of member stars within a larger range of velocities, e.g. 4-σ, and find
that this does not cause a large increase in the number of interlopers. This can prove
extremely useful, since one of the concerns of imposing strict velocity criteria is
the possible biases introduced by the exclusion of member stars with more deviant
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Figure 3.5 —MgIEW and CaT ΣW for the foreground stars drawn from the Besançon model
towards the direction of the dwarf spheroidal galaxies Sextans (top row), Sculptor (middle
row) and Fornax (bottom row). The left panels show all the foreground stars, while the right
panels the distribution of foreground stars left after applying a velocity criterion of 3σ around
the systemic velocity of the galaxy. The dashed line indicates Eq. 3.1.
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velocities from the mean, for example when investigating the mass content of the
galaxy from the velocity distribution of its stars.
3.3.2 Predictions for the use of the method for other Milky Way
dwarfs, including the ultra-faints
We now extend the previous analysis to the other early type MW satellites. In
the lower part of Table 3.1 (below the horizontal line) we summarize the relevant
information for all these galaxies for which dynamical analyses have been carried
out, including the UFDs (Strigari et al. 2008). For each of these galaxies we have
extracted a catalog of foreground stars from the Besançon models and analyzed
it in the exact same way as described for the classical satellites Sextans, Sculptor
and Fornax. In the various galaxies spectroscopic samples extend down to different
depths, and most UFDs have been surveyed in observations also below the HB to
increase the number of targets due to their sparsely populated RGB. For uniformity
with the previous analysis we consider here only the region above the HB; note
though that this method will be effective at the metallicities expected for stars in
UFDs also down to approximately one magnitude below the HB (corresponding to
the sub-giant branch boxes in Fig. 3).
As can be seen from Table 3.1, in all galaxies the line criterion can weed out
approximately 80-90% of the interlopers. The efficiency of a velocity criterion on
the other hand, is much more dependent on the particular galaxy and its systemic
velocity. In most cases either the velocity criterion is the most effective or performs
rather comparably to the line criterion. However, for Canes Venatici I, Ursa Major
I and Willman 1, the line criterion outperforms a velocity criterion. The difference
is very significant for the latter two objects. Willman 1 though has only an handful
of stars brighter than the magnitude expected for the HB, therefore it is difficult to
acquire a large number of spectra of individual stars in this galaxy even reaching 1 or
2magnitudes below theHB. For the three galaxiesHercules, Leo II and Leo IV, adding
an extra criterion which is gravity-dependent will also pay off significantly. For all
galaxies studied, a combination of both criteria would lead to an excellent cleaning
of the samples, leaving only up to a few percent of the foreground contamination.
This is particularly important for such intrinsically faint small galaxies, that have a
sparsely populated RGB, where the samples of targets are bound to be small. In such
cases, even if the number of contaminants is low, it can still represent a large fraction
of the overall sample of observed stars.
For example, let us take as a reference a faint system such as UMa I, that has
a luminosity in V band of 1.4± 0.4× 104 L⊙(Martin et al. 2008b), and calculate
what would be the expected number of RGB stars with respect to MW interlopers
for such a system. Using the publicly available synthetic color-magnitude diagram
code provided by the BaSTI team1 and assuming that UMa I can be approximated
by a 13 Gyr old stellar population of [Fe/H]=−2 dex, about 20-25 stars are produced
1http:albione.oa-teramo.inaf.it.
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in the region of the RGB above the HB (the numbers are from 3 different random
realizations) for a system of ∼ 2× 104 L⊙. For an exponential surface brightness
profile, about 60% of the light is produced within 1 exponential radius – and
therefore 60% of the number of stars are contained within 1 exponential radius,
assuming nomass segregation. Using 6.7 arcmin as the exponential radius of UMa I
(Martin et al. 2008b), this would mean that approximately 12-15 RGB stars would
be found over an area of ∼140 arcmin2. Along the l.o.s. to UMa I, the Besançon
model gives approximately 40 MW contaminants over such an area; using the
velocity criterion on its own would result into retaining about 10 interlopers in the
sample, i.e. in comparable number to the RGB stars of the dwarf over the same
area. Using both a velocity and line criterion on the other hand would only leave 1-2
contaminants in the sample.
3.4 The observed trend of Mg I vs CaT EW
We subsequently explore the observed trend of Mg IEW versus ΣWCaT in actual
data and how it compares to the predictions from the synthetic spectra, using the
DART data-set for the 3 classical dSphs Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax. In this way
we are able to empirically explore the use of the Mg I and CaT lines EWs for these
dSphs with different properties - i.e. located along different line-of-sights, with
different systemic velocities and whose stars cover different ranges of metallicities
(see Table 3.1 for a summary). We used our intermediate resolution spectroscopic
observations of these galaxies carried out at the VLT/FLAMES using the GIRAFFE
spectrograph in Medusa mode with the LR8 grating, which covers the wavelength
region 8206 -9400 Å and therefore includes both the nIR CaT lines and the Mg I line
at 8806.8Å . We refer the reader to the original papers for a general presentation of
the data-set (Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2006; Helmi et al. 2006; Starkenburg
et al. 2010; Battaglia et al. 2011).
The data-reduction procedure adopted is described in detail in Battaglia et al.
(2008b). Here we briefly remind the reader that the EW of the Mg I line was derived
by integrating the flux over 6 Å around the central wavelength of the line as it was
done for the synthetic spectra and in Battaglia et al. (2011). For this line, which is
smaller then the CaT lines, this EW estimator provides less noisy EWmeasurements
with respect to a Gaussian fit to the line.
The error in EW of the Mg I line was derived by using the stars with double
measurements (see Fig. 3.6). Assuming a similar S/N for the individual measure-
ments of each star, we obtain a typical error in the EW of the Mg I line, σEW, 0.06
Å for Sextans,0.13 Å for Fornax, 0.11 Å for Sculptor as estimated from the scaled
median absolute deviation from the median (m.a.d.) in the distribution of Mg IEW
differences. We derive the trend of σEW with S/N by fitting the value of the scaled
m.a.d. of the difference in EWMg as a function of S/N in bins containing at least 40
stars. Since the data-sets for Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax have been obtained using
the same instrument, observing strategy and data-reduction, we join the data for the
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Figure 3.6 — Comparison between Mg IEW measurements for stars with double measure-
ments for the Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax dSphs (59, 137, 289 stars, respectively). The
figure shows the distribution of Mg IEW differences from integrated flux as a function of
S/N for the stars with S/N per Å≥ 10 and estimated error in velocity ≤ 5 kms−1for each
measurement. The weighted mean in the Mg IEW difference (∆EWint,MgI), r ms dispersion
and scaledmedian absolute deviation from themedian are 0.01±0.02 Å , 0.09±0.03 Å , 0.08 Å
for Sextans,−0.04±0.03 Å , 0.3±0.03 Å , 0.19 Å for Fornax,−0.02±0.01 Å , 0.15±0.02 Å , 0.15 Å
for Sculptor. Assuming a similar S/N for the individual measurements of each star, a fit to the




2×3.6/(S/N ). The solid
lines indicate the 1-σ region for the error in the difference of EW; the dashed lines show the
relation used in Battaglia et al. (2011). The asterisks indicate the median ∆EWint,MgI per S/N
bin, with the scaled m.a.d. shown as error-bar.




2×3.6/(S/N ) whichwould correspond
to an error on the individual measurements of σEW = 3.6/(S/N ). Figure 3.6 shows
how this relation differs from the one used in Battaglia et al. (2011), where only
Sextans was analyzed.
In Figure 3.7 we show the behavior of the Mg IEW as a function of the line-of-
sight velocity in the heliocentric system for the 3 dSphs. Here only spectra of higher
quality (with S/N/Å > 20, velocity errors < 5 kms−1and for which the difference
between the Mg IEW estimated from the flux integration and the Gaussian fit is
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Figure 3.7 — MgIEW versus line-of-sight velocity in the heliocentric system (squares with
error-bars) for the Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax dSphs (from left to right). The vertical
dotted lines show the region of kinematic membership adopted in previous studies (i.e. with
velocities within ±3σ from the systemic velocity of the dSph for Sextans and Sculptor, and
±2.5σ for Fornax).
within 5 times the scaled m.a.d. of the distribution of Mg I |EWint−EWGau|) are
shown. This has the purpose of allowing us to analyze the behavior of the Mg I line
without being affected considerably by the noise in the measurements. The dotted
lines indicate the region of kinematicmembership adopted in previous studies (±3σ
from the systemic velocity of the galaxy for Sculptor and Sextans, and ±2.5σ for
Fornax2). In previous works stars within these velocity regions were considered as
RGB stars probable members of the dSph.
As the figure shows, the majority of what are clearly contaminant stars even by
eye (i.e. those stars with line-of-sight velocity well outside the region of kinematic
membership) can be weed out on the basis of a kinematic selection. However, from
the Figure it is also clear that the velocity distribution of contaminants extends in,
and for Fornax also beyond, the region of kinematic membership. Obviously, when
applying a velocity criterion on its own, there will be contaminants with velocities
consistent withmembership, and therefore classified asmembers. This is especially
clear for the case of the Fornax dSph, whose low systemic velocity falls well within
the velocity distribution of MW foreground stars. Concerning the distribution in
Mg IEW, it can be seen that in all 3 cases the majority of contaminants show a
rather distinct distribution in Mg IEW with respect to the bulk of probable dSphs
members, i.e. they predominantly occupy the locus of Mg IEW > 0.5 Å . However a
few differences are present among the galaxies, both in the distribution of probable
kinematic members and non-members in terms of their Mg IEW.
In the Sextans dSph 99% of the stars with velocities within the region of kine-
maticmembership haveMg IEW< 0.5 Å , which says that it is very unlikely that RGB
stars - genuine members - will be found with Mg IEW > 0.5 Å . Therefore an hard-
cut on the value of the Mg IEW as applied by B11 appears a good solution to weed
2This stricter kinematic criterion was used in previous work to reduce the foreground contamination
given the low systemic velocity of Fornax
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out as many contaminants as possible with line-of-sight velocities consistent with
kinematicmembership, and at the same time retain in the sample the giants that are
members of the dSph.
The same hard-cut though cannot be applied unchanged to the Sculptor and
Fornax dSphs. In the case of Sculptor, there is a larger fraction of MW contaminants
with Mg IEWs < 0.5 Å with respect to Sextans, because of the different mix of MW
stars along the line-of-sight to this galaxy (see Sect 3.3 and Figure 3.5). Furthermore,
about 5% of kinematicmembers extend toMg IEW> 0.5 Å , so that blindly imposing
the same cut-off as Sextans could result in discarding a considerable fraction of
genuine members of the dSph. In the case of Fornax, all but one of the kinematic
non-members haveMg IEW> 0.5 Å , but also the kinematicmembers extend to large
values of the Mg IEW, ranging from ∼0-1 Å . Therefore applying the same cut-off in
Mg IEWwould allow to remove all contaminants, at the price of selecting out about
40% of the stars with velocities consistent with membership!
The reason for this is clearly seen in Fig. 3.8 where we plot the distribution in
the CaT ΣW - Mg IEW plane for highly probable members of the dwarf and highly
likely non-members. Since these are real data, and we do not know a priori what is
a contaminant and what a genuine member to the dSph, to increase the probability
of selectingmembers and non-members andmake this distinction easier using only
l.o.s. velocities, we plot the stars within 2-σ from the systemic as members, and
the stars beyond 4-σ from the systemic as non-members. A correlation is present
between the ΣWCaT and the Mg IEW, so that stars with larger ΣWCaT display larger
Mg IEW. At ΣWCaT & 6 Å , the typical Mg IEW is >0.5 Å , and in Fornax, which is
more metal-rich than Sextans and Sculptor, most of the stars in our data-set occupy
the region ΣWCaT & 6 Å . The correlation in Mg IEW vs ΣWCaT observed in the
data is consistent with the the synthetic spectra analysis of Sect. 3.2 and appears
similar for the different dSphs at similar values of ΣW . This confirms the result
of Sect. 3.2 for which a general criterion can be applied in Mg IEW vs ΣWCaT to
separate contaminants and probable members of the dSphs. Obviously in the case
of observations the errors in the measurement of the EWs of the lines need also to
be taken into consideration when comparing the location of the star in the Mg I vs
ΣWCaT plane with the line separating dwarfs and giants derived from the models.
3.4.1 Applying the line criterion to data
As visual inspection of Figure 3.8 already suggests, a significant number of stars
which have l.o.s. velocities consistent with being highly probably members of the
Fornax dSphs are actually found above the dividing line between dwarf and giant
stars derived in Sect. 3.2, and therefore are most likely MW interlopers that were
misclassified because went unrecognized even by a strict velocity selection. A
smaller number of such objects is also present in Sextans and Sculptor. It is therefore
interesting to see how the application of the line criterion to the datawould perform.
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Figure 3.8 — MgIEW versus ΣWCaT for the Sextans, Sculptor and Fornax dSphs. The filled
gray squares with error-bars show the stars which are highly probable members (i.e. with
velocities within ±2σ from the systemic velocity of the dSphs) and the black crosses the stars
which are highly likely to be MW contaminants (i.e. with velocities at least 4σ away from the
systemic velocity of the dSphs). The solid line indicates the theoretical relation derived in
Sect. 3.2. Note that because of the measurement errors the distribution of highly probable
members on this plane is inflated and in some cases goes over the separation line between
dwarf and giant stars.
We apply the method to those stars that pass our usual selection criteria (i.e.
S/N>10/Å , velocity errors < 5 kms−1and CaT |EWint−EWgau| < 2 Å )3. In this work
we account for the errors in Mg IEW in a simple way, i.e. we consider as “giants”
those starswith EWM g I lower orwithin 1σEW from theMg IEWobtainedby applying
Eq. 3.1 (see dividing line in Figure 3.3). Having already assessed the validity of
this newmethod, hereafter we consider as “contaminants” those stars with Mg IEW
more than 1σEW larger than the value obtained by applying Eq. 3.1. A more detailed
approach, which would for example take into account the combined probability
of membership from the velocity and Mg IEW distribution in a statistical way,
is outside the scope of this paper (see Walker et al. 2009a; Martinez et al. 2011,
for works dealing with the issue of membership with comprehensive statistical
analyses).
The Sextans dSphs was previously analyzed; here we just mention that by
considering the error in Mg I line in the selection, only 3 stars are considered as
contaminants, instead than the 6 stars rejected in B11. This has no influence on
the results other than bringing back into the sample stars which had discrepant
metallicities with respect to the body of the distribution, indication that perhaps
this selection may be too generous. The rejected stars account for less than 2% of
the overall sample. This may seem surprising since Sextans is a very low surface
brightness object, with a CMD heavily contaminated by MW stars, and therefore
3Since part of the targets for Sculptor were chosen from preliminary photometry, a handful of them
turned out to have colors and magnitudes well outside the overall selection box for RGB stars from the
definitive photometry. We exclude these objects by restricting ourselves to V–I> 0.5 and V > 16.5.
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one may expect a large amount of contaminants. However, the systemic velocity of
the object, far from the one of the MW disks, appears to allow for a good cleaning of
the sample just on the basis of the l.o.s. velocity.
Fornax and Sculptor both have a percentage of ∼5% of contaminants among
the stars classified as members from the velocity criterion alone. Note that, for
Fornax, members were chosen from a 2.5σ cut in our previous works; if we consider
the kinematic membership region as the velocity range between ±3σ from the
systemic velocity, the fraction increases to 6.5% of the total. These contaminant
stars are found at all projected radii, but their relative contribution to the number
of members becomes increasingly significant towards the outer parts, accounting
for example for about 45% and 35% of the kinematic members at R >1.0 deg for
Fornax and Sculptor, respectively. For comparison, between 0.5 and 1.0 deg (approx
0.4 and 0.8 nominal tidal radii, according to the value from Irwin & Hatzidimitriou
1995) the fraction drops to 6.3% in Sculptor. The fraction of contaminants found for
these two objects are very similar from each other, even though Table 1 would have
suggested that a much larger fraction would be found for Fornax. This is most likely
due to a combination of factors such as the different area covered and the much
larger surface brightness of Fornax with respect of Sculptor, which permits to pick
out a larger number of member stars from the foreground.
Figure 3.9 (top) shows the distribution of the analyzed stars for Sculptor and
Fornax on the CaT [Fe/H] versus heliocentric l.o.s. velocity plane. The combi-
nation of these quantities can already provide information on the probability of
membership of a star to the MW or to the dwarf galaxy, as on this plane the great
majority of those stars which are clearly unbound to the dwarf galaxy (MW stars) has
a different distribution than the velocity members (likely RGB stars of the dSphs).
For example, it is clear that the region with −2 < [Fe/H]< −1 is expected to be the
most contaminated one. The figure also shows that most of the stars excluded by
the line criterion alone indeed have CaT [Fe/H] values in the range where most
contaminants were expected, highlighting the fact that the method here presented,
which makes no a priori selection in metallicity and velocity, is indeed able to find
interlopers.
We note that the CaT [Fe/H] relation is empirically calibrated for RGB stars
(above the HB) and relies on the assumption that all the stars can be considered
at the same distance. While this is a reasonable assumption for the stars belonging
to the dSphs here analyzed, this is not the case for the bulk ofMW interlopers, which
are located over a range of distances - mostly within a few kpc from the Sun - and
have markedly different gravities than RGB stars. Therefore, the CaT [Fe/H] values
for the stars which are probable non-members are not necessarily indicative of their
true metallicity.
Figure 3.9 (top) also illustrates what would be the result of relaxing the kinematic
criterion to 4σ for the 2 galaxies4: the fraction of interlopers becomes about 8% for
Fornax and 6.5% for Sculptor; and the new contaminants are found at velocities
4Here we use the velocity dispersion values from Table 1.
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Figure 3.9 — Application of the line method to the Sculptor (left) and Fornax (right) dSphs,
using the VLT/FLAMES DART data-set. Top panels: Distribution on the CaT [Fe/H] versus
l.o.s. heliocentric velocity for the stars with S/N/Å >10, error in velocity < 5 kms−1and CaT
|EWint−EWgau| < 2 Å . The black squares with error bars show those stars whoseMg IEWwas
either lower or within 1σEW from the Mg IEW given by Eq. 3.1, while gray squares with error
bars show those stars whose Mg IEW was more than 1σEW larger than the Mg IEW given by
Eq. 3.1. The vertical lines indicate the region of kinematic membership from our previous
works. Bottom panel: CaT [Fe/H] versus elliptical radius for kinematic members (black: with
Mg IEWwithin 1σEW from Eq. 3.1; gray: with Mg IEWmore than 1σEW away from Eq. 3.1).
lower than the systemic, towards the velocities of the disk, as it would be expected.
The bottom panels of Figure 3.9 show the metallicity distributions as a function of
projected radius resulting from applying the line criterion in addition to previous
kinematic criteria: the conclusions from our previous works in terms of changes
of metallicity with radius holds. Also the smaller velocity dispersion of metal-rich
stars with respect to metal-poor stars is still present. For Sculptor it can be seen that
several of the stars with [Fe/H]> −1.7 dex at R>0.6 deg may actually not belong to
Sculptor, making the variation of metallicity properties with projected radius even
clearer.
One can therefore conclude that the main properties of systems for which
samples of several hundreds individual stars are available, such as the majority of
classical dSphs, are robust. It is also clear that methods of the kind here proposed
can potentially be very helpful for those analyses whose conclusions heavily rely
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on the properties of stars in the outer parts of these systems, where the ratio of
unrecognized interlopers to member stars increases, as well for studies of several
of the fainter dwarf galaxies such as the UFDs.
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have addressed the problem of identifying MW stars in samples of
kinematically selectedmembers stars in Local Group galaxies. The presence of such
interlopers may contaminate the derived properties of the target galaxy and this is a
general issue in studies of resolved stellar populations of Local Group galaxies.
The method that we propose is mainly meant for spectroscopic samples in the
CaT region whose targets are selected from broad band photometry to lie on the a
region of theCMDcovering theRGBof the target galaxy (above or approximately one
magnitude below theHB). This is the case for the greatmajority of data for “classical”
dSphs and more distant Local Group dwarf galaxies; for several UFDs a significant
fraction of the targets lie in that magnitude range. We have explored the combined
use of the Mg IEW at 8806.8 Å and the nIR CaT ΣW as a way of distinguishing
between contaminants and members on the basis of physical characteristics of the
star, mainly gravity, since the targeted stars are RGB stars while the MW interlopers
will mostly consist of dwarf stars.
For this we have used synthetic spectra over a range of metallicity, temperature
and gravity covering the expected age and metallicity range of stars in Local Group
dwarf galaxies. We found that a relation between the Mg IEW and the CaT ΣW
can be applied to distinguish between dwarf and giant stars above the HB for
metallicities [Fe/H] > −2 dex and for (sub)giant stars below the HB for -2< [Fe/H]
<-1. Since at lower metallicities the main contribution of contaminants comes from
theMW stellar halo, which is the least dominant component in terms of stellar mass
(and therefore number of stars), only a negligible amount of interlopers is anyway
expected below this metallicity.
The relation between the Mg IEW and the CaT ΣW derived from the analysis of
synthetic spectra applies well to the trend observed in actual data for a sample of 3
classical dSphs (Sextans, Fornax and Sculptor), whose stars cover different ranges
of age and metallicity. The line-of-sight to the target object and the velocity of
the center of mass of the galaxy (the systemic velocity) are important parameters
because they determine the amount and mix of contaminants that will be present
in the kinematically selected samples of stars. This means that there will be objects
for which the l.o.s. velocity selection is already very efficient, while other ones that
greatly benefit from an additional criterion such as the one here explored. We find
that the addition of this method to the information from the l.o.s. velocity can be
particularly beneficial for example for Canes Venatici I, Leo II, Fornax, Hercules,
Ursa Major I and Willman 1. For the latter four galaxies, the use of the Mg IEW
method on its own is considerably more efficient than the selection in l.o.s. velocity.
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It should be noted that the contamination due to giant stars from the MW is
not removed by this method, the proposed relation will retain as many giant stars
as possible and throw away only dwarf contaminants. Another very important
parameter in determining the ratio between contaminants and stars member to the
dwarf is the ratio between the projected number density of MW and dwarf galaxy
stars. Besides varying from object to object, this ratio changes within the object
itself simply because of the declining surface density of stars in dwarf galaxies, so
that weeding out interlopers will become particularly important in the outer parts
of the systems, and for intrinsically faint objects.
This method has the advantage of being very easily implemented, as it relies on
measuring EWs for relatively large lines such as the nIR CaT and Mg I . These lines
are close in wavelength, so that several existing studies of MW dSphs covering this
wavelength region could benefit from this extra information.
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ABSTRACT
The NIR Ca II triplet absorption lines have proven to be an importanttool for quantitative spectroscopy of individual red giant branchstars in the Local Group, providing a better understanding of
metallicities of stars in the Milky Way and dwarf galaxies and thereby an
opportunity to constrain their chemical evolution processes. An interesting
puzzle in this field is the significant lack of extremely metal-poor stars, below
[Fe/H]=–3, found in classical dwarf galaxies around the Milky Way using this
technique. The question arises whether these stars are really absent, or if
the empirical Ca II triplet method used to study these systems is biased
in the low-metallicity regime. Here we present results of synthetic spectral
analysis of the Ca II triplet, that is focused on a better understanding of
spectroscopic measurements of low-metallicity giant stars. Our results start
to deviate strongly from the widely-used and linear empirical calibrations at
[Fe/H]<–2. Weprovide a new calibration for Ca II triplet studieswhich is valid
for –0.5≥[Fe/H]≥–4. We subsequently apply this new calibration to current
data sets and suggest that the classical dwarf galaxies are not so devoid of
extremely low-metallicity stars as was previously thought.
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4.1 Introduction and outline
To understand galaxy evolution it is critical to understand how the metallicities
of stars in physically different environments develop with time. Low- and high-
resolution spectroscopic studies of individual stars in the Milky Way and dwarf
galaxies are crucial in this context since they can provide measurements of over-
all metallicity and detailed abundances of a range of elements (e.g., Freeman &
Bland-Hawthorn 2002, and references therein). Studies of this kind have revealed
interesting differences between the stars in the Milky Way halo and the dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) surrounding it (Tolstoy et al. 2009, and references
therein). An intriguing population of stars to study in different environments
are the extremely metal-poor stars ([Fe/H]≤ −3). The existence, or lack of, these
stars reveals valuable information about the chemical evolution history of a galaxy,
as they represent the most pristine (and probably thus the oldest) stars in the
system. For example, in a scenario where there are no low-metallicity stars, theories
invoking some kind of pre-enrichment prior to the star formation epoch become
more plausible. In general, detailed chemical abundances of old stars can provide
valuable information about chemical evolution processes as they are likely to be
polluted by only a single or very few supernova. A comparison of low-metallicity
tails in different galaxies also provides information about the origin and evolution
of systems with different masses and different star formation histories.
From relatively time-consuming but insightful high-resolution (HR) studies of
small samples of bright red giant branch (RGB) stars in nearby dSphs we know that
the chemical signatures of individual elements in the dSph stars can be distinct from
the stars in the Galaxy (e.g., Shetrone et al. 2001, 2003; Tolstoy et al. 2003; Venn
et al. 2004; Fulbright et al. 2004; Koch et al. 2008a,b; Cohen & Huang 2009; Aoki
et al. 2009; Frebel et al. 2010b). So far all high-resolution observations of extremely
metal-poor stars in dSphs have been studied in high-resolution as part of follow-up
studies on previous low-resolution samples (Cohen & Huang 2009; Aoki et al. 2009;
Frebel et al. 2010a,b, Tafelmeyer et al. in prep.). These stars are still sparse and at the
moment mostly found in the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies. The high-resolution studies
of classical dSphs which are not follow-up studies, have first targeted the inner
galactic regions, which are often more metal-rich, and are hence not optimized to
specifically target metal-poor stars.
Additionally, recent low-resolution (LR) studies enable us to determine overall
metallicity estimates for much larger samples of RGB stars in both classical dSphs
(e.g., Suntzeff et al. 1993; Tolstoy et al. 2004; Pont et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2006;
Muñoz et al. 2006; Koch et al. 2007,b; Battaglia et al. 2008a; Shetrone et al. 2009;
Walker et al. 2009a; Kirby et al. 2009), ultra-faint galaxies (e.g., Simon & Geha 2007;
Kirby et al. 2008; Norris et al. 2008; Walker et al. 2009b; Koch et al. 2009) and
even the more distant and isolated dwarf irregular galaxies (e.g., Leaman et al.
2009). From the larger numbers of stars studied in the low-resolution studies for
the classical dSphs (typically several hundred per galaxy) one would statistically
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expect to find some RGB stars with [Fe/H]≤ −3, if the distribution of metallicities
in these systems follows that of the Galactic halo (Helmi et al. 2006). However, one
of the compelling results from studies of large samples of RGB stars is a significant
lack of stars with metallicities [Fe/H]≤ −3 in the classical dSph galaxies Sculptor,
Fornax, Carina and Sextans compared to the metallicity distribution function of
the Galactic halo (Helmi et al. 2006). These metallicities are inferred from the line
strengths of the Ca II NIR triplet (CaT) lines. Recently, Kirby et al. (2009) reported
to have found a RGB star in Sculptor with a [Fe/H] value as low as –3.8 using a
comparison between spectra and an extensive spectral library. Several extremely
low-metallicity stars have already been discovered in the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies
using either this technique or other indicators (Kirby et al. 2008; Norris et al. 2008).
In this paper we investigate whether the lack of low-metallicity stars in the classical
dwarf galaxies could be a bias due to the Ca II NIR triplet (CaT) indicator used to
determine metallicities from low-resolution spectra.
The CaT lines have been used in studies over a wide range of atmospheric
parameters and have been applied to both individual stars and integrated stellar
populations in different environments (see Cenarro et al. 2001, 2002, and references
therein). In this paper we focus on the use of the CaT lines to determinemetallicities
of individual RGB stars. The CaT region of the spectrum has proven to be a powerful
tool for metallicity estimates of individual stars. The three CaT absorption lines
(λ8498, λ8542, and λ8662 Å), which can be used to determine radial velocities
and to trace metallicity (usually taken as [Fe/H]), are so broad that they can be
measured with sufficient accuracy at a moderate resolution. As was already noted
in pioneering work (e.g., Armandroff & Zinn 1988; Olszewski et al. 1991; Armandroff
& Da Costa 1991), there are numerous additional advantages to the use of the CaT
lines as metallicity indicator. For instance, the calcium abundances are expected to
be largely representative of the primordial abundances of the star, since, contrary to
many other elements, they are thought to be unaltered by nucleosynthesis processes
in intermediate- and low-mass stars on the RGB (Ivans et al. 2001; Cole et al. 2004).
Also, the NIR wavelength region is convenient: in that the red giants emit more flux
in this part of the spectrum than in the blue and the spectrum is very flat, which
facilitates the definition of the continuum level to measure the equivalent widths of
the line.
However, the breadth of the lines also has disadvantages. Because the lines are
highly saturated their strength, especially in the core of the line, depends strongly on
the temperature structure of the upper layers of the photosphere and chromosphere
of the star, which means that complicated non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
(non-LTE) physics has to be used to model the line correctly (Cole et al. 2004). Also,
the lines do not provide a directmeasurement of [Fe/H], although it has been shown
that [Fe/H] affects the equivalent width of the lines more than Ca (Battaglia et al.
2008b). The abundance of Ca andother elements do still affect the equivalentwidths
which will not always trace only [Fe/H] (Rutledge et al. 1997b).
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Early investigations of the CaT concentrated mainly on their sensitivity to
surface gravity (Spinrad & Taylor 1969, 1971; Cohen 1978; Jones et al. 1984). It was
realized by Armandroff & Zinn (1988) that a more metal-rich RGB star should have
stronger CaT lines, because it has both a greater abundance of Fe (and also Ca) in
its atmosphere and a lower surface gravity. They empirically proved this relation
by measuring for the CaT lines their integrated equivalent width (EW) in several
globular clusters with known [Fe/H]. Applying this method to individual RGB stars,
Olszewski et al. (1991) noticed that the metallicity sensitivity of the CaT line index
is improved by plotting it as a function of the absolute magnitude of the star. At a
fixed absolute magnitude, higher metallicity RGB stars will have lower gravity and
lower temperatures, which both strengthen the CaT lines. A further development
of the method (Armandroff & Da Costa 1991) was to plot the equivalent width as
a function of the height of the RGB stars above the horizontal branch (HB) in V-
magnitude (V −VHB). In this way, the requirements of a distance scale and a well-
determined reddening are avoided. They found a linear relation between [Fe/H] and
a “reduced equivalent width” (W
′
), which incorporates both the equivalent width of
the two strongest lines at λ8542 and λ8662 Å (also written as EW2 and EW3 in the
remaining of this paper) and V −VHB. This enables a direct comparison between
RGB stars of different luminosities. This method has been extensively tested and
proven to work on large samples of individual RGB stars in globular clusters (e.g.,
Rutledge et al. 1997a,b).
Additionally, Cole et al. (2004) showed that the effect of different ages of RGB
stars is a negligible source of error for metallicities derived from the CaT index. This
paved the way for the use of the CaT metallicity indicator on populations of RGB
stars which are not coeval, among which are the Local Group dwarf galaxies. A
direct detailed comparison between the low-resolution CaT metallicities and high-
resolutionmeasurements for large samples of RGB stars in the nearby dwarf galaxies
Fornax and Sculptor is given by Battaglia et al. (2008b). They concluded that the CaT
- [Fe/H] relation (calibrated on globular clusters) can be applied with confidence to
RGB stars in composite stellar populations over the range −2.5<[Fe/H]<−0.5.
In this paper we study the behavior of the CaT for [Fe/H]<−2.5, comparing stel-
lar atmosphere models with observations. We have determined a new calibration
including this low-metallicity regime. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 4.2
we further clarify and physically motivate the need for a new calibration at lower
metallicities using simple synthetic spectra modeling. In Sect. 4.3 we describe our
grid of synthetic spectra we use to investigate the CaT lines. We then analyze and
calibrate this grid in two regimes: –2.0 ≥ [Fe/H] ≥ –0.5 in Sect. 4.4, and [Fe/H] ≤
–2.5 in Sect. 4.5. In Sect. 4.6 we present a new calibration valid for both metallicity
regimes. Additionally, we investigate the role of α elements in Sect. 4.7 and the
implications of the new calibration on the results of the Dwarf Abundances and
Radial velocities Team (DART) survey (Tolstoy et al. 2006) in Sect. 4.8.
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4.2 The CaT at lowmetallicity
The so-called CaT empirical relation connects a linear combination of the equiva-
lent widths of the CaT lines (the exact form can vary between different authors) and
the absolute luminosity of the star, often expressed in terms of the height of the star
above the HB of the system, to its [Fe/H] value. The empirical relation described in





′ = EW2+EW3+0.64(±0.02)(V −VHB) (4.2)
At present this linear relation between metallicity and CaT equivalent widths is
also used to infermetallicities for stars outside the calibrated regime (−2.5<[Fe/H]<
−0.5). However, the assumption that the relation continues outside of this regime
has not been accurately checked. It is very clear that the linear relation cannot hold
down to extremely low metallicities, since at a certain point Eqs.4.1 and 4.2 infer
that the equivalent widths will have negative values. Negative equivalent widths for
absorption lines is obviously physically meaningless.
It is also expected that the shape of the lines, and therefore the relation of
equivalent width with metallicity, changes as the metallicity drops. The equivalent
width of the CaT lines is dominated at higher metallicities by the wings of the line.
At lowermetallicities these wings weaken and/or even disappear and the equivalent
width of the line becomes more dominated by its core, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 from
synthetic spectra. Since the core and the wings of the lines originate from different
parts of the curve of growth the behavior of both is unlikely to be described by one
linear equation. The change in relative strength of the core and wings of the line
changes the sensitivity of the line to the Ca abundance and to the overall metallicity
in general. This understanding of the physical process motivates our re-calibration
of the relation between CaT equivalent width and [Fe/H] at lower metallicities.
4.3 A grid of models
In order to investigate and quantify the behavior of the CaT lines at low metallicity
we define a grid of model spectra created using the publicly available and recently
revised version of the (OS)MARCS models (e.g., Gustafsson et al. 2008; Plez 2008)
and the Turbospectrumprogram (Alvarez&Plez 1998) updated consistentlywith the
latest release of MARCS Gustafsson et al. (2008). The model spectra cover a range of
effective temperatures, gravities, metallicities ([Fe/H]) and enhancements of the α
elements (taken as O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Ti in the MARCSmodels (Gustafsson
et al. 2008)). The models use a 1D spherical symmetric approach. Our linelist is
created using the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD) for the atomic species (e.g.,
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Figure 4.1 — The change of the shape of the CaT line at λ 8542 Å with changing metallicity
(metallicity is decreasing as the line narrows). Non-LTE effects are not taken into account.
These lines are obtained from synthetic spectra from MARCS models with Teff = 4500 K and
log(g) = 1.5 as described in the text. The flattening in the core at higher metallicities arises
because the models do not cover small enough optical depths in the outer layers, where the
core of the line is formed. This is a problem within the modeling itself, and not related to the
non-LTE effects which are described in Sect. 4.3.2. Because of the broad wings, the area of the
core of the line that is missing is a negligible fraction of the total equivalent width.
Kupka et al. 2000). Additionally we also model the contribution from CNmolecular
lines (Spite et al. 2005, Plez priv comm.) and TiOmoleculer lines in the cooler (Teff <
4000K ) models (Plez 1998).
4.3.1 Parameters
The parameters [Fe/H], [α/Fe], Teff and log(g) forMARCSmodel atmospheres in our
grid are given in Table 4.1. For the upper part of the table all themodels are provided
on the web by theMARCS team. We interpolated to a finer grid, including the values
given in the lower part of Table 4.1, using the interpolation tool provided on the
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Table 4.1— The parameters for the grid of models used.
[Fe/H] [α/Fe] Teff log(g)
MARCSmodel atmospheres
–0.25 +0.0, +0.1 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
–0.50 +0.0, +0.2 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
–0.75 +0.0, +0.3 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
–1.00, –1.50, –2.00 +0.0, +0.4 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
–2.50, –3.00 +0.4 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
–4.00, –5.00 +0.4 3800, 3900, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, 5000 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
Interpolated model atmospheres
–1.25, –1.75 4125, 4375, 4625, 4875 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.25
–2.25, –2.75 4125, 4375, 4625, 4875 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.25
–3.50, –4.50 4125, 4375, 4625, 4875 1.25, 1.75, 2.25
MARCS website by T. Masseron. All atmospheric models have a mass of 1M⊙ and
microturbulent velocities (ξ) of 2 km s−1. In calculating the synthetic spectra with
Turbospectrum we use microturbulent velocities which vary slightly dependent on
the gravity of the atmospheric model in accordance with observed variations of
microturbulent velocities in halo stars. The values we use range from ξ = 2.3 km
s−1 for the tip of the RGB (log(g) = 0.5) to ξ = 1.7 km s−1 near the HB (log(g)=2.5)
in accordance with the results from Barklem et al. (2005). This slight change in
microturbulence can significantly alter the equivalent width of the two strongest
CaT lines in the metal-poor regime and the difference will be largest at the tip of the
RGB.
4.3.2 Non-LTE effects
Although all model atmospheres and synthetic spectra are calculated assuming
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), we take effects of departures from LTE into
account, because they can be significant since the lines are so highly saturated.
The effect of departures from LTE on these lines was first investigated by Jorgensen
et al. (1992), but only for [Fe/H] ≥ −1. A more extensive study is performed by
Mashonkina et al. (2007). They note that in the CaT the non-LTE effects are revealed
only in the Doppler core, which is strengthened.
Because the broad wings of the CaT lines are decreasing significantly with
metallicity, as shown in Fig. 4.1, the effect of departures from LTE, which only
affect the core, have most impact on the equivalent width determination at low
metallicities. Therefore, it is crucial to take non-LTE effects into account in order
to understand the behavior of the CaT lines at low metallicity. We perform non-LTE
calculations using the model atom presented by Mashonkina et al. (2007), which
contains 63 levels of Ca I, 37 levels of Ca II and the ground state of Ca III. Non-
LTE level populations and synthetic spectra were determined with recent versions
of the codes DETAIL and SURFACE (Giddings 1981; Butler & Giddings 1985). We
chose ATLAS9 atmospheric models (Kurucz 1993) as the input models in the non-
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LTE computations. Thus, we computed ATLAS9 model atmospheres exactly for a
given set of stellar parameters and metallicities using a Linux version of the ATLAS9
code (Sbordone et al. 2004), and adopting the new Opacity Distribution Functions
(ODFs) of Castelli & Kurucz (2003). We also adopted SH = 0.1 as the scaling factor
of the inelastic collisions with hydrogen atoms in the non-LTE computations. For
further details on the non-LTE computations we refer to Mashonkina et al. (2007).
We determined the equivalent widths by integrating normalized fluxes of the
broad Ca II triplet non-LTE profiles at 8542 and 8662Å. Figure 4.2 shows the ratio of
LTE EWs to non-LTE EWs from this modeling for both these CaT lines in separate
panels. At high temperature and [Fe/H]=–4.0 the ratio goes down in both lines
to ∼0.7, which means that just ∼70% of the line is modeled in LTE and non-LTE
effects are thus very important. We determine a best-fitting relation as a function
of metallicity and temperature of the model using the IDL function MPFIT2DFUN
(Markwardt 2009), which performs a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares fit to a 2-D
function, in combination with a statistical F-test to identify the best fit. The best-
fitting relations obtained separately for the two strongest CaT lines are shown as
dashed gray lines in Fig. 4.2 and given in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4.
For our finer grid of synthetic spectra from MARCS model atmospheres de-
scribed in the previous paragraph we use these equations to determine the ratio
of LTE to non-LTE equivalent widths for the two lines in each individual model.
By dividing the individual equivalent widths in the grid (which are all calculated in
LTE) by the factor for the corresponding line before adding the two strongest lines













4.4 The CaT lines at –2.0≤ [Fe/H]≤ –0.5
4.4.1 The empirical relation
The empirical relation between CaT EW, absolute magnitude and [Fe/H] is very
well studied in globular clusters, i.e., in the metallicity range between [Fe/H]≈–2.3
and [Fe/H]≈–0.5. This well-known relation can thus be used to test our synthetic
spectra at these metallicities. We make a comparison between the CaT lines from
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atmospheric models between –0.5 < [Fe/H] < –2.0 and the best fit linear relation for
globular clusters as given in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 in Sect. 4.2 (from Battaglia et al. 2008b).
Some approximations are needed to enable a CaT analysis with synthetic spectra
which is comparable to observations.
1. The synthetic spectra are all degraded to a resolution of R=6500, the resolution
of VLT/FLAMES used in Medusa mode with the GIRAFFE LR (LR8) grating as was
used in the observational determination of the empirical relations given above. The
equivalent widths for the two strongest CaT lines are measured using the same
fitting routine as in Battaglia et al. (2008b): a Gaussian fit with a correction which
comes from a comparison with a the summed flux contained in a 15Å wide region
centered on each line. The correction is necessary to account for the wings in
the strong lines which are distinctly non-Gaussian in shape. Since the CaT lines
can have a variety of shapes for a range of metallicities, as shown in Fig. 4.1, it
is in general not advisable to fit them using a single profile. The disadvantage
of using just numerical integration of the observed spectra is that there are also
some weaker lines in this wavelength range that may vary differently with changing
stellar atmospheric parameters than the CaT lines themselves (Carrera et al. 2007).
Taking these considerations into account, we thus use a combination of both
methods. Weak nearby lines in the spectrum still introduce a small dependence
of the measured CaT EW on resolution though, since they are more likely to be
absorbed into the Gaussian fit at a lower resolution. This dependence is already
present the lowest metallicity in our grid and gets stronger at higher metallicity, due
to the increasing prominence of the non-Gaussian wings.
Some of the more prominent weak lines which can be present in the wings of
the two strongest CaT lines are the hydrogen Paschen lines. Their strength mainly
depends on the temperature of the star (the hotter the stronger) and also to a lesser
extend on its gravity (increasing with decreasing gravities). In the more metal-
rich part of our grid the Paschen lines fall within the broad wings of the CaT lines
and have a direct effect on the EW measurement of the CaT line. However, within
the range of parameters we use in our models, the maximum contribution of the
Paschen lines to the CaT EW measured is 39 mÅ, which is negligible compared to
the total CaT EW. In the more metal-poor part of the grid the CaT lines are narrower
and well separated from the Paschen lines. Nonetheless, the Paschen lines can still
influence the CaT EW by effecting the placement of the continuum. Also this effect
we find to be negligible at our grid parameters, at maximum the CaT EW is changed
by 3.5%.
2. Not all the models in our grid, each of them a particular combination of
effective temperature, gravity andmetallicity, will represent real stars on the RGB. To
determine which models best compare to real stars we use two sets of isochrones,
the BaSTI isochrones (Pietrinferni et al. 2004) and the Yonsei-Yale set (e.g., Yi et al.
2001; Demarque et al. 2004). Both sets can be interpolated to obtain exactly the
desired metallicity and age for a particular isochrone. The Yonsei-Yale set has the
advantage that they go down to [Fe/H] = –3.6 at [α/Fe]=+0.4, whereas the lowest
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Figure 4.2 — The ratio of LTE to full non-LTE equivalent widths for the different models for
the second (8542Å) CaT line in the left panel and the third (8662Å) CaT line in the right panel.
For the models with [Fe/H]< –2, non-LTE effects make significant contributions to the line-
strength. The gray dotted lines indicate a simple fit to these values, using the metallicity and
temperature of the model as input parameters.
Figure 4.3 — The log(g) and effective temperature space occupied by a selection of the
atmospheric models (dots) and theoretical isochrones (lines). In the left panel Yonsei-Yale
isochrones are shown for differentmetallicities ([Fe/H]=-1 dashed lines, [Fe/H]=-2 solid lines,
and [Fe/H]=-3 dotted lines) and ages (12 Gyr, 8 Gyr, and 2 Gyr (respectively blue, red and
black)). In the right panel the Yonsei-Yale isochrones for 12 Gyr and [Fe/H]=-1 and [Fe/H]=-2
are plotted (solid lines) and overplotted with the same isochrones from BaSTI (dashed lines).
All isochrones plotted here assume an alpha-element enhancement of [α/Fe]=+0.4.
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value for the BaSTI set is [Fe/H] = –2.6. It is well known that different sets of
isochrones do not always give identical results. On top of that, different ages give
(slightly) different parameters for the RGB stars. In Fig. 4.3 the grid of models
in effective temperature versus gravity is plotted along with the relations from the
theoretical isochrones. In the two panels the differences due to age, metallicity and
the use of different sets of isochrones are illustrated. Based on Fig. 4.3 we decide to
linearly interpolate in log(g) space between the models that are as close as possible
to the isochrones and add another 0.25 in log(g) space on each side to account for
uncertainties within the isochrone models as well as the differences between the
isochrones of different ages. These uncertainties are shown as error bars on the
equivalent widths from synthetic spectra. Note that these represent maximum and
minimum values for the equivalent widths and that these errors are systematic.
3. Because our synthetic grid is not a stellar system, the HB magnitude does
not have an obvious meaning. Therefore, to compare our models with empirical
relations which require the height above the HB as an input parameter, we have
to rely on observational or theoretical relations between MV of the HB (VHB) of a
system and its metallicity. The MV for each of the grid RGB stars is taken from
the isochrones. This value is consistent with the value we get if we calculate MV
from Mbol using the bolometric correction of giant stars from Alonso et al. (1999).
To determine VHB we use the relation given in Catelan & Cortés (2008) which is
calculated using theoretical models for RR Lyrae stars. Within its uncertainties, this
relation is in excellent agreement with observations of the VHB of globular clusters
(e.g., Rich et al. 2005).
In order to make a fair comparison between the synthetic spectra and the
empirical relation, the atmospheric model properties were chosen to be as close
as possible to known globular cluster properties. In the atmospheric models we
therefore chose to use the alpha-enhanced models with [α/Fe]=+0.4, except at the
higher metallicities ([Fe/H]>–1.0) where theMARCS grid only provides lower [α/Fe]
to match observations in the Milky Way. Furthermore, for all [α/Fe]=+0.4 models,
[Ca/Fe] was set to +0.25 in the Turbospectrum program, which even more closely
resembles the true values observed in the Galactic halo globular clusters (e.g., Pritzl
et al. 2005). For the isochrone set we use an age of 12 Gyr, comparable to measured
ages for the globular clusters (e.g., Krauss & Chaboyer 2003). We find that for a range
of old ages, between 8 and 15 Gyr, the exact choice of the isochrone age does not
significantly affect our results.
The successful comparison between our synthetic spectra and the empirical
relations, using the BaSTI and the Yonsei-Yale sets of isochrones, is shown in Fig.
4.4. The results for the two different sets of isochrones are comparable, although the
BaSTI isochrones give a slightly better coverage and agreement at the tip of the RGB.
In general, we obtain a goodmatch between the predictions of our synthetic spectra
equivalent widths and the empirical relation, especially for the most luminous part
of the RGB and at intermediate metallicities where the relation is best studied. At
[Fe/H]=–0.5 the match is clearly worse, but also the empirical relation is not well
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Figure 4.4 — We plot equivalent widths of the two strongest CaT lines which are measured
in the synthetic spectra (symbols) and the empirical relation from Battaglia et al. (2008b)
(black dash-dotted lines) versus (V-VHB), calculated as described in the text. For the empirical
relation we derived 1σ uncertainties from the spread of the individual RGB stars in globular
clusters from Battaglia et al. (2008b) around the empirical relation, these are shown as
gray dash-dotted lines. The synthetic spectra are calculated for metallicities [Fe/H]=–0.5
(asterisks), [Fe/H]=–1.0 (diamonds), [Fe/H]=–1.5 (triangles) and [Fe/H]=–2.0 (circles). The
empirical relation is calculated for the same range of metallicities (from top to bottom).
The synthetic spectra are matched to the physical properties of RGB stars using the BaSTI
isochrones (left panel) and the Yonsei-Yale isochrones (right panel). The error bars denote
the uncertainties due to the calculation of HB magnitudes (horizontally) and the log(g)-Teff
relation from isochrones (vertically), for which the error bars show amaximumandminimum
value.
constrained at this metallicity. We also find a larger deviation from the empirical
relation closer to the HB. It was already predicted by Pont et al. (2004) using models
that the strength of the CaT lines increases more rapidly for the more luminous
part of the RGB. Later, Carrera et al. (2007) reported a nonlinear tendency in the
equivalent width versus absolute magnitude relation at fainter magnitudes from an
observational study of a large sample of RGB stars in open and globular clusters over
a wide range of magnitudes. Recently, Da Costa et al. (2009) reported a flattening of
the slope of the relation below the HB in two globular clusters. These observations
and early predictions appear to confirm the effect we see in our synthetic spectra.
This trend is observed to be even stronger below the HB (Carrera et al. 2007; Da
Costa et al. 2009), and clearly shows one has to be very cautious applying any of the
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[Fe/H]-CaT relations to faint stars, especially below the HB. In this paper, we only
focus on the RGB above the HB.
4.4.2 Further calibration
In addition to the comparisonwith the existing empirical relations, we also calibrate
our spectral synthesis models with two (very) well studied examples, namely the
Sun using the Kurucz solar flux atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984) and Arcturus using the
Hinkle Arcturus atlas (Hinkle et al. 2000). Although the match for the Sun is very
good, the initial comparison between the observational Hinkle Arcturus spectrum
and the synthesized spectrum from our models was not satisfactory, especially in
the wings of the strongest CaT line (λ 8542 Å). Because this line is extremely broad,
it is possible that some of the outer parts of the line were mistakenly taken to be the
continuum level during the continuum subtraction. After careful renormalization
of the continuum at this wavelength region we were able to get an acceptablematch
using the abundances for Arcturus from Fulbright et al. (2007).
4.5 The CaT lines at [Fe/H]< –2.5
4.5.1 The empirical relation
Given the success in reproducing thewell established calibration of CaT in the range
–2.0≤ [Fe/H]≤ –0.5, we nowextend our synthetic spectral analysis down to [Fe/H]=–
4.0. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5 together with the empirical relation extended
linearly to the low-metallicity regime. We use the Yonsei-Yale isochrone set since
it extends down to the lowest metallicities1. From a comparison of the empirical
relation (dash-dotted lines) and the synthetic spectra (symbols) in Fig. 4.5, it is
obvious that thematchwith the empirical linear relations breaks down (as expected)
at low metallicities, starting from [Fe/H]<–2.0. For example, the empirical relation
for [Fe/H]=–3.0 lies below the synthetic spectra predictions for [Fe/H]=–4.0 models
for fainter RGB stars.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, there is also a trend with the inferred height of
a ‘star’ above the HB (e.g., surface gravity and temperature) and the deviation of
the ‘observed’ metallicity compared to the metallicity of the model, for the low-
metallicity models. This demonstrates the fact that not just the equivalent width,
but also the slope of the relation is changing. At lower metallicities, the equivalent
width of the line becomes less sensitive to variations in gravity or temperature of the
star (i.e., its position on the RGB).
The mismatch between the extended empirical relation and the synthetic mod-
eling predictions at low metallicities is emphasized in Fig. 4.6 where the input
1The Yonsei-Yale isochrone set provides isochrones with [Fe/H]≥–3.6, so we have to use the [Fe/H]=–
3.6 isochrone for our [Fe/H]=–4 models. Because at lower metallicities the isochrones come closer
together the error introduced by this mismatch is negligible.
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Figure 4.5 — From synthetic
analysis we measure the
equivalent widths of the two
strongest CaT lines as in
Fig. 4.4 extended to lower
metallicities. Symbols for
–2.5 < [Fe/H] < –0.5 are
the same as in Fig. 4.4,
the additional metallicities
are [Fe/H]=–2.5 (squares),




1σ uncertainties (gray dash-




(from top to bottom).
metallicity of the models is plotted versus the metallicity obtained from the em-
pirical relation as given in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. From Fig. 4.6, we obtain valuable
insight into how extremely low-metallicity spectra would appear in, for instance,
the DART sample of classical dwarf galaxies. While some of the models with input
[Fe/H] ≤ −2.5 are correctly reproduced by the synthetic spectral method, there are
also examples where the metallicity is seriously overestimated. The linear empirical
relation thus offers no means to discriminate between very low or extremely low
metallicity RGB stars.
4.6 A new calibration
To re-calibrate the relation between the CaT equivalent width andmetallicity for the
low-metallicity regime, we use the equivalent widths obtained from our synthetic
spectra. In the relation obtained by Battaglia et al. (2008b), there are three free
parameters to fit the slope of the relation as a function of height above the HB,
expressed in W
′
, and a linear relation between W
′
and [Fe/H]. To extend this
calibration we expect to need at least two more parameters to fit the dominant
features of the low-metallicity models in one relation: the changing slope with
[Fe/H] and the changing offset between lines of equal metallicity. As input into
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Figure 4.6 — From synthetic analysis, we plot the ‘real’ input value for [Fe/H] in the model
versus the ’observed’ value of [Fe/H] for the grid of models, obtained by treating the model
spectra as if they were observed in the DART program. For each ‘real’ [Fe/H] input value are
several points representing RGB stars of the samemetallicity at several places along the RGB.
Error bars are calculated from the uncertainties shown in Fig. 4.4 and described in the text.
If the CaT method would work perfectly all models should fall (within their uncertainties) on
the one-to-one relation shown by the solid black line. Clearly there is an increasing deviation
starting at [Fe/H]<–2. Same symbols are used as in Fig. 4.5.
our fitting routine we use the results from the synthetic spectra grid from models
described in Table 4.1 with [α/Fe] = +0.4 (and [Ca/Fe] set to +0.25). We use the
Yonsei-Yale set of isochrones, because only those provide the low metallicities
needed for the analysis. For the fitting we use the IDL function MPFIT2DFUN
(Markwardt 2009) to fit a plane relating the absolute magnitude and equivalent
widths of the synthetic models to their metallicity and an F-test to distinguish the
best fit. Not all models are given the same weights in the fit, for the models both
higher up the RGB ((V−VHB)<–1) and at intermediate metallicities (–1.5≤[Fe/H]≤–
0.5) we give higher weights since these models represent the best studied region
of, and best matching models with, the empirical relation. Additionally, all models
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Figure 4.7 — Same as Fig. 4.5,
but with our new calibration
overplotted as thick solid black
lines.
at the (extremely) low-metallicity regime we are particularly interested in (below
[Fe/H]=−2) are also weighted more. On the other hand, the highest metallicity
models (at [Fe/H]=−0.5) areweighted less, since these have higher uncertainties and
fit less well the empirical relation. Several functional forms have been explored. The
best fit was obtained by a simple linear relation in both luminosity and equivalent
width, as in the classical empirical calibrations, with merely two extra terms. One
term of equivalent width to the power -1.5 to account for the variations at low




This relation is only calibrated for RGB stars above the HB and should thus not
be applied to stars outside −3 < (V−VHB) < 0. We want to stress that this relation
remains ‘empirical’, in the sense that no theoretical arguments are used to find the
best fitting formula. The corresponding fit is shown in Fig. 4.7, it fits both the higher
metallicity end (and in this regime the existing empirical relation) and the lower
metallicity models well within their uncertainties. From Fig. 4.8, which shows the
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Figure 4.8— Two density plots showing the [Fe/H] values for the complete set of models (left
panel) and the difference between the [Fe/H] values of themodels and their calculated [Fe/H]
using the new calibration (right panel).
Table 4.2— The parameters of the observed stars used for verification of themodeling results
at lowmetallicities
star CaT reference HR reference Teff log(g) [Fe/H]HR [Fe/H]CaT
(K) (cm/s2) (dex) new (dex)
HD122563 W. Aoki, priv. comm. Honda et al. (2004b) 4570 1.1 -2.77 -2.66
HD110184 J. Fulbright, priv. comm. Fulbright (2000) 4400 0.6 -2.3 -2.27
HD88609 Marrese et al. (2003) Fulbright (2000) 4450 0.6 -2.9 -2.97
HD4306 J. Fulbright, priv. comm. Fulbright (2000) 4800 1.7 -2.8 -2.57
HD216143 J. Fulbright, priv. comm. Fulbright (2000) 4525 1.0 -2.1 -2.10
CD -38 245 X-shooter commissioning Cayrel et al. (2004) 4800 1.5 -4.2 -3.82
Boo I 1137 Norris et al. (2008) Norris et al. (2008) - - -3.7 -3.32
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Figure 4.9 — Plotted with our new CaT calibration (lines) are the well-studied RGB stars in
theMilkyWay halo (black diamonds) and one extremely low-metallicity star in Boötes I (black
asterisk) which are all described in Table 4.2.
residual of the fit in the right panel, it can be seen that the new calibration performs
less well at the high-metallicity end of the calibration ([Fe/H]≥–0.5), but even there
the error is still within a typical observational error bar for [Fe/H]. We estimate the
typical maximum error on the fitted parameters in Eq. 4.5 to be∼8%, on the basis of
Monte-Carlo simulations of the uncertainties on (V-VHB) and the equivalent widths.
These reasonably low error values convince us that the parameters in our new CaT
calibration are quite robust to changes in our approximations.
Additionally, in Appendix 4.9, we describe the relation between [Fe/H], EW and
MV andMI, to enable the use of the CaT lines as ametallicity estimator for individual
RGB stars in systemswithout a well-defined horizontal branch or for individual RGB
field stars.
4.6.1 Verifying the new calibration at low-metallicity
To verify the reliability of our models at very low-metallicities ([Fe/H]≤–2.0), we
have measured the CaT equivalent widths for six low-metallicity halo stars with
existing high-resolution spectroscopic analyses. The properties of these stars are
given in Table 4.2. Their CaT spectra are degraded to a resolution of R=6500, equal
to the resolution of the synthetic spectra grid, and their CaT EWs are measured as
described in Section 4.4.1. MV for these halo stars is calculated from Mbol using
the spectroscopically defined values for gravity and temperature and the bolometric
correction of giant stars fromAlonso et al. (1999). Additionally their height above the
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horizontal branch can be approximated using their spectroscopic metallicity and
the relation from Catelan & Cortés (2008). In Fig. 4.9 the results of applying our
new CaT calibration to these observations are shown. There is clearly a very good
agreement.
Additionally, one star from the Boötes I dwarf galaxy as studied by Norris et al.
(2008, 2010b) using medium- and high-resolution spectroscopy is also plotted. For
this star only one of the two strongest CaT lines could be measured by Norris et al.
(2008) with confidence, and the total equivalent width for both lines was inferred
using this single line and the observed ratio between the two lines from Norris
et al. (2008, 1996)2 Norris et al. (2008) find [Fe/H]=–3.45 from medium-resolution
spectroscopy using theCa IIH andK lines, which is very close to the valuewededuce
from the EWof theCaT line in the same spectrum, [Fe/H]=–3.32. In their subsequent
high-resolution follow-up study [Fe/H] is measured directly from Fe lines, which
gives [Fe/H]=–3.7 (Norris et al. 2010b).
4.6.2 The DART low-metallicity follow-up program
As a complementary approach to determine if there are any extremely lowmetallic-
ity stars in the dwarf galaxies, DART has undertaken a follow-up program to obtain
HR spectroscopy using the Subaru Telescope High Dispersion Spectograph, the
UVES spectrograph at VLT, and the MIKE spectrograph at Magellan for a sample of
stars with CaT [Fe/H] < -2.5 (Aoki et al. 2009, Tafelmeyer et al. in prep., Venn et al. in
prep.). TheseHR spectrawere taken as an addition to the already existingHR spectra
from themain program of DART using VLT/FLAMESwith the GIRAFFE spectograph
inMedusa mode (Aoki et al. 2009; Tolstoy et al. 2009, Letarte et al. in press, Hill et al.
in prep., Venn et al. in prep.). In these follow-up programmes several extremely low-
metallicity stars have been found, with [Fe/H] values below –3.0 (Aoki et al. 2009,
Venn et al. in prep., Tafelmeyer et al. in prep.) and even around –4.0 (Tafelmeyer et
al. in prep.). Figure 4.10 shows all the HR results, compared to their LR [Fe/H] values
inferred from the CaT lines using both the old and the new calibration. In this figure
the limiting range of the old (linear) calibration is also clearly visible, only the new
calibration extends down to the lowest metallicities. For the lower metallicities the
error bars become larger, due to the fact that the relations for different metallicities
lie closer together and thus a similar error in equivalentwidth results in a larger error
in [Fe/H]. Taking this into account, the new calibration appears to give an accurate
prediction of the HR [Fe/H] values.
There are however some stars showing a deviation larger than 1σ, where the
most clear example is the extremelymetal-poor star in Fornax. This deviationmight
be (partly) due to non-LTE effects or other deficiencies in the modeling of the HR
spectrum in order to derive the stellar parameters and abundances for this really
low-gravity star. Some support of this explanation is the fact that the agreement
2From our synthetic modeling results we can check this value by evaluating the ratio in line strength
between the two strongest CaT lines. These results are shown in Appendix 4.9.
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Figure 4.10 — A comparison between the CaT [Fe/H] and the [Fe/H] values as determined
from high-resolution measurements for the same stars from the DART survey, for both the
old (left panel) and new CaT calibrations (right panel). Stars from the galaxies Sculptor
(black circles), Fornax (red asterisks), Carina (blue diamonds) and Sextans (green triangles)
are included.
between the LR (CaT) and HR results improves when [Fe II/H] is used instead
of [Fe I/H], most clearly for the extremely metal-poor Fornax star (Tafelmeyer et
al. in prep.). Non-LTE effects are generally negligible for the dominant ionization
state of Fe II (e.g., Thévenin & Idiart 1999; Kraft & Ivans 2003; Mashonkina et al.
2011), however for Fe I the non-LTE effects are expected to be more significant in
low-metallicity, low-gravity stars (e.g., Thévenin & Idiart 1999; Gehren et al. 2001;
Mashonkina et al. 2011).
4.7 Alpha element dependence on the CaT lines
It is naturally expected that differences in [Ca/Fe] will significantly change the
equivalent width of the CaT lines, and therefore alter the observed relation between
equivalent width and [Fe/H]. The MARCS collaboration also provides model atmo-
spheres where the α elements are not enhanced, but are kept similar to the ratio
in the Sun for all models with [Fe/H] ≥ –2. Figure 4.11 shows that we recover this
difference in our synthetic spectra. Qualitatively, the space between the enhanced
and solar [Ca/Fe] models at equal [Fe/H] seems to agree with the step taken in
abundance. The equivalent width in our grid of synthetic spectra does trace the
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the same [Fe/H] are plotted
using the same symbols.
However, the synthetic spectra
models with [Ca/Fe]=+0.25 are
plotted with larger symbols
and are connected by dotted
lines whereas the models
with [Ca/Fe]=0.0 have smaller
symbols and are connected by
dashed lines. The [Fe/H] and
[Ca/H] values for each set of
models are indicated.
Ca abundance. Since the strength of any line depends on the line opacity divided by
the continuous opacity, it is expected that also other elements than Ca can affect
the CaT line EW. If these elements contribute free electrons these can enhance
the H− concentration and therefore affect the continuous opacity. Which element
contributes most free electrons is dependent on the effective temperature and layer
of the atmosphere of the star in consideration, but for cool stellar atmospheres
in general the main sources of electrons are Mg, Fe, Si, Ca, Na, and Al (Shetrone
et al. 2009). Since thus both Fe and some of the α elements have to be considered
as important electron donors, this can significantly affect the dependence of the
CaT EW on the [α/Fe] ratio. Nevertheles we find that, within the abundance
parameters we adopt in this study, the Ca abundance itself is by far the dominant
factor determining the EW of the CaT line, as can be seen in Figure 4.11.
However, when comparing the sensitivity of the CaT equivalent width measure-
ments of RGB stars in Sculptor and Fornax with high-resolution [Fe/H] and [Ca/H]
measurements Battaglia et al. (2008b) find that the CaT equivalent width is actually
a more robust estimator of Fe than Ca. This would suggest that it is therefore
not advisable to use the CaT as a linear estimator for [Ca/H] (see Battaglia et al.
2008b, and their Figs. 10 and 12). This result is not expected from the theoretical
expectations shown in Fig. 4.11. There are several factors that may contribute to
this apparent discrepancy between the modeling and observational results. First,
in our grid of synthetic spectra we assume the relative abundance of Ca to the
other α elements to stay constant, an assumption that not necessarily holds for all
RGB stars. The extra free electrons donated by the other α elements might affect
the strength of the CaT line through the continuous opacity as described above.
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Shetrone et al. (2009) find that a 0.5 dex decrease in the electron contributors can
increase the CaT line strength enough to mimic a Ca abundance increase of ∼0.2
or even ∼0.4 depending on the atmosphere parameters of the star. However, in
Fornaxwe generally find that the important electron donors Fe andMgare increased
relatively to the values in our grid at similar [Ca/H], while we still measure the CaT
lines to be too strong relative to the [Ca/H] measurements directly from Ca I lines.
This result clearly indicates that the effect of electron donors can not be driving
the offset between [Ca/H] derived from CaT and HR Ca I analyses. Second, the
HR Ca abundances are usually derived from fewer Ca I lines compared to the large
number of HR Fe I lines available and are therefore subject to larger observational
errors. Third, the HR determination of the Ca I abundance is subject to non-LTE
effects (Mashonkina et al. 2007). If non-LTE effects are included in the analysis of
the HR spectra to determine the Ca abundances this might lead to a closer match
in Ca abundances derived from the Ca I and CaT lines. To investigate this more
closely we have modeled both the Ca I and CaT line strengths using abundances
and atmospheric parameters from the well-studied halo star CD -38 245 (e.g., Cayrel
et al. 2004) as a test case. The modeling, using the same models and techniques
as described in Sect. 4.3.2, is performed for [Ca/Fe]=+0.4 in LTE and non-LTE to
determine the offset from non-LTE to LTE abundances. The results are shown
in Table 4.3. It can be seen that the LTE approximation has an effect on the
determination of the Ca abundance from the Ca I lines (a difference of over 0.2 dex
for the Ca I line at λ = 6162 Å). In the LTE approximation, the agreement between
the abundances derived from the Ca I and CaT lines is very poor, CaT analysis
results in a Ca abundance much greater than for Ca I. In non-LTE, we are able to
reproduce better all the measured Ca features in an extremely metal-poor star. The
remaining discrepancy probably relates to the outer atmospheric layers that are
not very well modeled - even in non-LTE. To fully resolve the discrepancy between
the Ca I and CaT results, one would have to properly explore the effects of specific
details including line profile fitting and uncertainties in the stellar parameters.
The stars in the dataset described by Battaglia et al. (2008b) which show the
largest discrepancies in CaT compared to [Ca/H], are typically much more metal-
rich RGB stars than CD -38 245. For this regime we have not modeled the non-LTE
effects in Ca I lines. Most of the discrepant stars are from the Fornax dwarf galaxy,
where we were just able to target its brightest population of RGB stars due to the
relatively large distance to this dwarf galaxy (see also Section 4.8.2). This means we
are also statistically probing closer to the tip of the RGB, where we find the lower
gravity stars for which the outer layers are more diffuse and thus more difficult to
model - certainly assuming LTE.
4.8 Implications for the DART survey
Our new CaT-[Fe/H] calibration enables a more direct search for extremely metal-
poor stars in existing datasets, like the large DART sample of CaT measurements in
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Table 4.3— Ca abundances for CD -38 245
element wavelength (Å) A(Ca) LTE A(Ca) non-LTE
Ca I 4226.73 2.17 2.15
Ca I 6162.18 2.12 2.35
Ca II 8498.02 3.97 3.10
Ca II 8542.09 3.42 2.83
Ca II 8662.14 3.69 2.92
RGB stars of four classical dwarf galaxies (Sculptor, Fornax, Carina, and Sextans).
These DART samples were observed in LR (R∼ 6500) Medusa mode using the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) VLT/FLAMES facility (Pasquini et al. 2002)
and are described in Helmi et al. (2006), Koch et al. (2006) and Battaglia et al. (2006,
2008a,b).
In Fig. 4.12 we overplot the complete low-resolution samples for the four
galaxies observed in theDART program, Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Sextans, along
with the new CaT calibration (lines). All observed RGB stars, which are likely to be
members, from DART are shown as small gray circles. All stars have a signal-to-
noise ratio larger than 10 (per Å), a velocity error smaller than 5 km/s and a velocity
which is within 3σ of the systemic radial velocity of the galaxy (for Fornax 2.5σ is
used, because of the larger contribution fromMilkyWay foreground). These criteria
are identical to those applied by Battaglia et al. (2006, 2008a). We use VHB for the
dwarf galaxies as given in Irwin & Hatzidimitriou (1995). For the errors in the sum
of equivalent widths we use the results of Battaglia et al. (2008b) who found that the
random error from repeatedmeasurements of the low-resolution sample in the sum
of the two broadest lines is well represented by σEW2+3≈ 6/(S/N). Although this error
can be quite extensive (mean error bars per galaxy and luminosity bin are shown in
Fig. 4.12), there are clearly a number of stars in these galaxies that are predicted to
have [Fe/H]<–3. Our low-metallicity candidates need to be followed up with high-
resolution spectroscopy to verify our prediction. A small sample of low-metallicity
candidates has already been followed up with high-resolution spectroscopy within
DART, these results are discussed in Sect. 4.6.2 and in Aoki et al. (2009), Tafelmeyer
et al. (in prep.) and Venn et al. (in prep.). The extremelymetal-poor stars discovered
within these DART follow-up programs in Sculptor, Fornax, Carina, and Sextans and
the one extremely metal-poor Sculptor star discovered by Kirby et al. (2009) and
Frebel et al. (2010a) already provide an independent confirmation of our predictions
of the existence of extremely low-metallicity stars in these classical dwarf galaxies.
4.8.1 Old and new calibration: A comparison
It should be noted that the total number of stars affected by the new calibration
in the DART CaT surveys is very small. In the current DART data set, just 2.5%
of the target stars have a metallicity below [Fe/H]=–2.5, using the calibration of
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Figure 4.12— Equivalent widths vs. the height above the HB for the DART dataset members
of Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Sextans (gray circles) in separate panels and the new CaT
calibration at different [Fe/H] (lines). Typical error bars for the observed DART RGB stars for
three luminosity bins are given in the upper part of each panel.
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Battaglia et al. (2008b). Using the new calibration the fraction of low-metallicity
stars increases somewhat to about 7.5%. Still it is important to realize that ∼92.5%
of the stars in these systems are at a metallicity which is consistent with both the
calibration of Battaglia et al. (2008b) and that given in Sect. 4.6 of this paper. This
implies that the number of low-metallicity candidates remains very small compared
to the total number of observed stars. This result is illustrated in Fig. 4.13 where we
compare the metallicity distributions for each galaxy using two calibrations of the
CaT data: The calibration for dwarf galaxies published by Battaglia et al. (2008b)
(in black), and the re-calibration presented here (in red). It is clear that the overall
distributions of metallicities within these galaxies do not change significantly for
the different CaT calibrations, the only clear differences are in the low-metallicity
tails which have become more populated and more extended with the new CaT
calibration.
4.8.2 The low-metallicity tails
Although their number is small relative to the total number of observed stars,
the (extremely) metal-poor stars in each of these galaxies represents an important
and interesting component of the overall stellar population. The low-metallicity
population can reveal details of the chemical evolution of a particular galaxy and,
by comparison, of the differences and similarities of the early evolutionary stages of
galaxies. In Fig. 4.14 we show a comparison of the low-metallicity tails from indi-
vidual stars, without application of binning or error estimates, in the four classical
dwarf galaxies of DART using our new calibration for the CaT equivalent widths and
in an ensemble of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies using low-resolution (R∼6500) spectra
over a large wavelength range compared with an extensive spectral library (Kirby
et al. 2008) and theHES survey of theMilkyWay halo (Schörck et al. 2009)measuring
[Fe/H] from a combination of indices for the Ca II K andHα lines. Since the number
of stars present, and observed, in these systems can vary quite a lot, a crucial step
in comparing the low-metallicity tails is to normalize them at a certain metallicity
or to a certain total number of measurements. In the upper panel of Fig. 4.14 all
the low-metallicity tails have been normalized to 1 at [Fe/H] = –2.5. In this way, one
can compare the shape of the metallicity tails below this value of [Fe/H] assuming
all surveys are equally complete at this level. In the lower panel we have normalized
to the total number of stars observed in each system to give a feeling for the relative
number of (extremely) low-metallicity stars observed. Ideally, one would like to be
able to isolate the first generation of stars in all these galaxies and compare these
populations. With our current understanding it is not possible to make such a clear
distinction between samples, which is why we resort to the methods shown in Fig.
4.14. However, with future larger samples of stars with accurate abundances in these
galaxies one could envision making use of the position of the knee in the [α/Fe]
ratios for example (Tolstoy et al. 2009) to select the first generations of stars in each
galaxy.
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Figure 4.13 — Distributions
of [Fe/H] for the four dwarf
spheroidal galaxies in the
DART survey, using both
the old calibration (Eq. 4.1
and 4.2, black) and the new
calibration (Eq. 4.5, red) of the
CaT lines. The error bars are
Poissonian.
Figure 4.14 — The low-
metallicity tails of the four
classical dwarf galaxies
studied by DART as obtained
with the new calibration
presented here. In the top
panel these are normalized
at [Fe/H]=–2.5 and compared
to the low-metallicity tails
from the HES survey (both
corrected and raw) from
Schörck et al. (2009) and
a compilation of ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies (Kirby
et al. 2008). The bottom
panel displays the same
low-metallicity tails for the
classical- and ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, but normalized to
the total number of observed
stars in each system.
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Before interpreting these metallicity tails further we stress that there are several
caveats which prevent us from a detailed analysis of these results at face value.
First, the errors on the individual measurements are large, especially at low
[Fe/H] and/or for fainter stars (typical error bars are shown in Fig. 4.12) and
asymmetric. The asymmetry and dependence onmetallicity arise from the fact that
the relation between [Fe/H] and equivalent width is not linear at low metallicities,
since the lines of equal metallicity are closer together. A symmetric error bar in the
measured equivalentwidth, therefore results in amuch larger error downwards than
upwards in [Fe/H]. For instance, the one star in the Sextans dwarf galaxy that falls
below the [Fe/H]=-4 calibration (see Fig. 4.12) will be assigned a very lowmetallicity
using the calibration, which causes the Sextans curve in Fig. 4.14 to stay above zero
at [Fe/H]=–4.5. However, the upper 1σ error in equivalent width allows a metallicity
of [Fe/H]=–3.8.
Second, there are several selection and/or sampling effects that are difficult to
correct for. For example, the fact that not all stars have been observed in all of
these systems. For instance, a much larger percentage of the Sextans stars have
been observed than Fornax stars, although the total sample in Fornax is larger (it
is a larger galaxy). Also, the absolute magnitude range of the populations targeted
may not be comparable. From Fig. 4.12 it can clearly be seen that in Fornax, for
instance, only stars well within 2 magnitudes from the tip of the RGB are observed
due to its larger distance, while in the other galaxies the samples extend to fainter
stars. Any luminosity bias that might remain in our new calibration would therefore
result in a different bias for different galaxies in the extent and population of the
low-metallicity tails. Even if one would observe the same range of magnitudes from
the tip of the RGB for all galaxies, this could still introduce a bias, because of age and
metallicity effects on the RGB for an extended star formation history. Additionally,
some galaxies possess metallicity gradients (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al.
2006), whichmeans that the finalmetallicity distribution can also be greatly affected
by the spatial sampling within a galaxy.
Thus, even though from Fig. 4.14 one might be tempted to conclude that the
low-metallicity tail of Fornax is different in both shape and number from the other
classical dwarf galaxies and the halo and it must therefore have had a different
chemical history in the earliest epochs, it is not at all clearwhether such a conclusion
is justified. It is very well possible that the low-metallicity tail of Fornax lies hidden
under its very dominant, relatively young, metal-rich population and we have not
been able to retrieve it because we sample a very small fraction of the total number
of RGB stars in this galaxy.
However, from the top panel of Fig. 4.14 it is clear that the significant difference
between the metal-poor tail in the halo and in the dwarf galaxies from Helmi et al.
(2006) has disappeared. This also brings themetallicity distribution function for the
classical dSphs in line with the results of Kirby et al. (2008) for the ultra-faint dwarf




It is important for our understanding of galactic chemical evolution to knowwhether
there are just a few, and in this case how many, extremely low-metallicity ([Fe/H]≤
−3) stars in the classical dSph galaxies, or none at all. This can change our view of
their early evolution and their subsequent role in galaxy formation and evolution.
Subsequently, this will influence our view on the present-day satellite galaxies as
possible templates for the building blocks which formed the Galactic halo and their
relation to the more metal-poor ultra-faint dwarf galaxies.
Using a grid of synthetic spectra based on MARCS atmosphere models we have
investigated the behavior of the three CaT absorption lines as metallicity indicators
over a range of metallicities from [Fe/H]=–0.5 down to [Fe/H]=–4. Our models
agree with the well-known observed linear relations at [Fe/H]≥–2.0, although small
deviations from linearity are found closer to the HB as were already predicted and
observed (Pont et al. 2004; Carrera et al. 2007). For [Fe/H]<–2.0, the relations
of equal metallicity get closer together and are flatter as a function of absolute
magnitude. This behavior was expected and is reflected in the change in the profile
of the CaT lines, from wing-dominated to core-dominated as the metallicity drops.
We have provided a new calibration taking this behavior into account, which we
have successfully tested on several well-known low-metallicity giant stars. We have
also investigated the role of the Ca abundance itself on these lines and found
that although the lines ought to trace Ca instead of Fe, this often is not observed,
probably due to inaccuracies in the determination of the HR Ca abundance.
The new calibration of the CaT-[Fe/H] relation described here therefore provides
a reliable updated method to search for low-metallicity stars using just the equiva-
lent widths of two CaT lines. This method requires only a small wavelength range of
the spectrum at low resolution and the absolute magnitude of the star.
Applying the new calibration to the DART data sets shows that, although low in
relative number, there are several extremely low-metallicity RGB candidates in these
classical dwarf galaxies that deserve further study. This new calibration thus opens
possibilities to study the (extremely) metal-poor tail that makes up only a small, but
interesting, fraction of the dwarf galaxy stellar populations.
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Appendix A: Absolute magnitude [Fe/H] and [Ca/H] cali-
brations
In numerous studies the equivalent widths of the CaT lines are studied in relation to
the height of the stars above the HB. While this measure is very convenient for the
study of stars in (galactic) globular clusters, one might also want to study systems
which have no well-defined HB magnitude, or even no HB at all. In the main body
of the paper we have chosen to define an extended calibration of the CaT equivalent
width as a function of (V−VHB), which also enabled a direct comparison with the
empirical relation of Battaglia et al. (2008b). Here we also provide a calibration
directly to (Johnson-Cousins) MV and MI . Note that this also means that we can
remove the assumption regarding the HB magnitude of our modeled ‘RGB stars’.
An extra advantage of usingMI (instead ofMV ) is that it is much less sensitive to age
effects, and therefore providesmore accuratemetallicities for, in particular, younger
populations of stars (Carrera et al. 2007). We also provide calibrations for [Ca/H]
instead of [Fe/H], using our full modeling grid of Table 4.1 including the models
with solar [α/Fe] values. All calibrations use the same functional form given in Eq.
4.6. The parameters for both [Fe/H] and [Ca/H] using either (V−VHB), MV, or MI are
given in Table 4.4.
[Fe/H] or [Ca/H]= a+b× (Abs. mag.)+c×EW(2+3)
+d×EW−1.5(2+3)+e×EW(2+3)× (Abs. mag.) (4.6)
Since also these relations are only calibrated for RGB stars and above the HB,
they should thus not be applied to stars outside−3< (V−VHB)< 0,−3<MV < 0.8, or
−4<MI < 0. In Fig. 4.15, we show the results of the calibrations usingMV andMI for
the high-resolution DART sample for both [Fe/H] and [Ca/H]. Distance moduli for
Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Sextans are taken from Kaluzny et al. (1995), Rizzi et al.
(2007), Mateo et al. (1998), and Mateo et al. (1995) respectively. The results do not
change significantly depending onwhich absolutemagnitude is used, as can also be
seen from a comparison of the upper panels of Fig. 4.15 with Fig. 4.10. It remains
clear from Fig. 4.15, that our new CaT calibrations based on the synthesized spectra
trace the HR [Fe/H] values much better than HR [Ca/H], as was already discussed in
Sect. 4.7 of this paper and found by Battaglia et al. (2008b).
Appendix B: Ratio of the 8542Å to the 8662Å CaT line
Another useful application of our models is the investigation of the ratios between
the line strengths of the CaT lines, as a function of [Fe/H] and luminosity. This
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Table 4.4— Best fitting parameters for the new calibrations
Calibrated for [Fe/H] Calibrated for [Ca/H]
Abs. mag. parameter value Abs. mag. parameter value
(V-VHB) a -2.87 (V-VHB) a -2.62
b 0.195 b 0.195
c 0.458 c 0.457
d -0.913 d -0.908
e 0.0155 e 0.0146
MV a -2.90 MV a -2.65
b 0.187 b 0.185
c 0.422 c 0.422
d -0.882 d -0.876
e 0.0133 e 0.0137
MI a -2.78 MI a -2.53
b 0.193 b 0.193
c 0.442 c 0.439
d -0.834 d -0.825
e 0.0017 e 0.0013
enables the determination of the summed equivalent width if just one of the
two strongest lines are present or usable in the spectrum of a star. Additionally,
investigation of the relative differences in development of the lines for various
combinations of atmospheric parameters can give valuable insights into the line
formation process. In Fig. 4.16 the ratios between the EWs of the second and
third CaT lines, both of which are first corrected for non-LTE effects using Eqs.
4.3 and 4.4, are plotted as a function of [Fe/H] for a synthetic ‘giant’ spectrum.
The variation in the ratio with absolute magnitude turns out to be very small
as can be seen from the dispersion of the equal metallicity models. Although
for the intermediate metallicity (–3<[Fe/H]<–1) spectra the ratio seems roughly
constant with metallicity, the ratio changes significantly at higher ([Fe/H]=–0.5), or
extremely low ([Fe/H]=–4) metallicities. We also find that the value for intermediate
metallicities is somewhat lower than the value of 1.34 as measured by Norris et al.
(2008). Our mean ratio from the models is 1.27 if all models –2.5≤[Fe/H]≤–0.5
are taken into account (this particular range is chosen since it represents the
metallicities of the vast majority of stars in the classical dwarf spheroidal galaxies).
This value is confirmed in a comparison with the observed spectra from the DART
dataset where a very similar mean value is found although the spread is much larger
due to the observational uncertainties.
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Figure 4.15— Top panels: Same as Fig. 4.10, but now on the y-axis the new calibration forMV
andMI are plotted. Bottom panels: The new calibration for [Ca/H] using either MV or MI.
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Figure 4.16 — The ratio of the second (8542Å) to the third (8662Å) CaT line as a function of
[Fe/H]. The symbols for the different [Fe/H] values are the same as in Fig. 4.5.
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ABSTRACT
We present abundances for seven stars in the low-metallicity tailof the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy. Targets were selectedfrom the Ca II triplet (CaT) survey of the Dwarf Abundances
andRadial Velocities Team (DART) using the latest calibration by Starkenburg
et al. (2010). Follow-up spectra were taken with X-shooter on the ESO/VLT.
Of the seven extremely metal-poor candidates, five stars are confirmed to be
extremely metal-poor (i.e., [Fe/H]≤ −3) and all have [Fe/H]< −2.5 from the
measurement of individual Fe lines. These values are in agreement with the
CaT predictions within error bars, but we find that for these stars the CaT
shows a lower dispersion relation with [Ca/H]. None of the seven stars is
found to be carbon-rich, in contrast to comparable samples in theMilky Way
halo where a very significant fraction of stars at this metallicity are found to
be enriched in carbon. Sodium abundances are significantly lower than the
Galactic values for two of our most metal-poor stars. The [α/Fe] ratio shows
a scatter from Milky Way-like alpha-rich down to [α/Fe]∼ −0.3. Barium and
strontium follow the Galactic trend as does chromium.
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5.1 Introduction and outline
The low-metallicity stars that still exist today must carry the imprint of only very
few supernovae explosions and represent our closest observational approach to the
epoch of the first stars, as no star completely without heavy elements has been
found. Many studies have been dedicated to investigate in detail the extremely
metal-poor population of stars in the Milky Way environment (e.g. Bessell & Norris
1984; Norris et al. 2001; Cayrel et al. 2004; Honda et al. 2004a; Beers & Christlieb
2005; Frebel et al. 2005; Cohen et al. 2006; François et al. 2007; Cohen et al. 2008; Lai
et al. 2008; Bonifacio et al. 2009). In various elements, the Milky Way population of
very and extremelymetal-poor stars shows very little dispersion, indicating a cosmic
scatter as low as 0.05 dex (Cayrel et al. 2004).
An interesting puzzle in the field of nearby cosmology has been the lack of ex-
tremely metal-poor stars (EMP, [Fe/H]≤ −3) found in the classical satellites around
the Milky Way halo. Although these galaxies have very old stellar populations and a
low averagemetallicity, no extremelymetal-poor candidates were found from initial
CaT surveys, in disagreement with the relative numbers of extremely metal-poor
stars discovered in the Galactic halo (Helmi et al. 2006). The question arose whether
these stars were really absent, or if the empirical Ca II triplet method, which was
used to study the classical dwarf galaxies, was biased in the low-metallicity regime.
Starkenburg et al. (2010)1 found that none of the existing Ca II triplet calibrations
matched the metal-poor regime ([Fe/H]< −2.5) and determined a new calibration
using synthetic spectra modeling and observations, to determine the metallicity for
red giant branch (RGB) stars using the NIR Ca II triplet lines. Applying this new
relation to the DART Ca II triplet datasets, consisting of ∼2000 Ca II triplet spectra
of stars in the Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxies, many
new candidates for extremely metal-poor stars were found in these galaxies. This
prediction also brings the distribution of metal-poor stars in these dwarf galaxies in
closer agreement with that of the Milky Way halo (Starkenburg et al. 2010).
Various extremelymetal-poor candidates were already discovered and followed-
up in the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (Kirby et al. 2008;Norris et al. 2010a,b; Frebel et al.
2010b). Additionally, very small samples of extremely low-metallicity candidates in
classical galaxies were followed-up using high-resolution instruments (Frebel et al.
2010b; Tafelmeyer et al. 2010). These observations confirmed the extremely low
metallicity of these stars and provided abundances for many elements. Several
EMP stars have also been observed in the Draco dwarf spheroidal (Shetrone et al.
2001; Fulbright et al. 2004; Cohen & Huang 2009). The current lowest [Fe/H]
for a star within a dwarf spheroidal galaxy is [Fe/H]=−3.96± 0.06 for a Sculptor
star (Tafelmeyer et al. 2010). Besides the measurement of [Fe/H], the precise
abundances for other elements are also very important, since they show for the first
time the differences and similarities in the chemical evolution at the earliest times
between the Galactic halo and its surrounding satellites.
1Chapter 4 in this thesis.
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In this work we present the results of a follow-up study with the X-shooter
spectrograph on the ESO/VLT of seven extremely metal-poor candidates in the
Sculptor dwarf spheroidal (Scl dSph) galaxy. We describe the target selection and
observations in Section 5.2 and 5.3. In Section 5.4 we derive our stellar parameters
from photometry. We subsequently derive abundances for many elements in
three comparison halo stars and our Sculptor targets in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. Our
conclusions are presented in Section 5.8.
5.2 Target selection
Targets were selected from the DART Ca II triplet survey of RGB stars in the
Sculptor galaxy (Battaglia et al. 2008a) which consists of CaT spectra taken with
ESO FLAMES/GIRAFFE at a resolution R∼6500. We used the CaT calibration from
Starkenburg et al. (2010), which deviates from earlier linear calibrations for [Fe/H]<
−2.5. Figure 5.1 shows the equivalent widths and absolutemagnitude of the selected
targets along with the calibration of Starkenburg et al. (2010). The targets were
chosen to be the most metal-poor stars which were not already observed in other
high-resolution studies and selected over a range of absolute magnitudes, as can
also be seen in the color-magnitude diagram shown in Figure 5.2. We have used the
star formation history, as derived by de Boer et al. (2011, in preparation) to compute
the ages of the individual X-shooter targets, given their position in the CMD. All stars
are consistent with both an old age (∼ 12 Gyr) and a lowmetallicity ([Fe/H]<−2.40),
even though they show a spread on the RGB.
5.3 Observations
5.3.1 Observations
Observations were carried out as part of the GTO program for the X-shooter instru-
ment on ESO’s VLT. X-shooter is a long wavelength coverage (300-2500 nm)medium
resolution spectrograph mounted at the UT2 Cassegrain focus. The instrument
consists of 3 arms: UVB (covering the wavelength range 300-559.5), VIS (559.5-1024
nm) and NIR (1024-2480 nm). One spectrum of an extremely metal-poor candidate
star in Scl, Scl031_11, was taken in November 2009. Subsequently, spectra for six
other EMP candidates of the Scl dSph were taken in September 2010. In addition
three EMP halo stars from the sample described in Cayrel et al. (2004) have been
observed to calibrate our results. We observed in slit mode with slit widths of
0.8”, 0.7” and 0.9” in the UVB, VIS and NIR arms respectively. In this work we
focus on the spectra taken with the UVB and VIS arms, which have resolutions
of R∼6200 in the UVB and R∼11000 in the VIS with our settings. Although this
might be considered a relatively low resolution for follow-up observations, the
inability to measure the weakest lines due to the resolution is compensated by the
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Figure5.1—The observedX-shooter targets in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal (black asterisks)
plotted as height above the horizontal branch versus equivalent width of the two strongest
CaT lines. The error bars indicate the error in the equivalent width based on the observed
S/N in the CaT observations. The complete sample of CaT candidates within the Sculptor
dwarf galaxy are overplotted as small gray circles. The black open triangles are stars observed
in previous high-resolution work by Tafelmeyer et al. (2010). Overlaid as solid lines are the
CaT calibration from Starkenburg et al. (2010), where the corresponding [Fe/H] values are
marked.
huge wavelength coverage. The medium resolution and exceptional throughput
additionally make the instrument suitable for the study of stars which are too faint
for typical HR instruments like UVES.
5.3.2 Data reduction
The spectra were reduced using the X-shooter pipeline (Goldoni et al. 2006) which
performs the bias and background subtraction, cosmic ray hit (CRH) removal (van
Dokkum 2001), sky subtraction (Kelson 2003), flat-fielding, order extraction and
merging. Although the data have been acquired mostly in 1x1 nodding mode,
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Figure 5.2 — A color-
magnitude diagram of the
inner regions of the Sculptor
dwarf galaxy from de Boer
et al. (2011), with the observed
X-shooter targets overplotted
as black asterisks.
the spectra were not reduced using the nodding pipeline recipes. Instead, each
of the spectra were reduced separately in slit mode with a manual localization of
the source and the sky. This method allowed an optimal extraction of the spectra
leading to an efficient cleaning of the remaining CRH hits and also in a noticeable
improvement in the S/N ratio. The main drawback is that the sky subtraction is not
as efficient as in nodding mode, as it leaves residual sky lines which could affect
some stellar absorption lines located in the red part the VIS spectrum.
5.3.3 Continuumnormalization
The targets are all very metal-poor stars and so the absorption lines in the spectrum
are expected to be weak, and the continuum level will be well-defined. On the
other hand, since the equivalent widths measured for the lines will be relatively
small, a robust continuum correction is critical for accurate measurements. We
applied two techniques for continuum correction, the first using a high-order cubic
spline to fit the continuum using the continuum task in the Image Reduction and
Analysis Facility (IRAF)2. Secondly the continuum was placed using an iterative k-
sigma clipped non-linear filter (Battaglia et al. 2008b). We found that the differences
between the two methods were minimal and for each star we selected the method
that gave the most robust results for all the FeI lines across the whole wavelength
region. Comparison of the overlapping region between 5500-5600 Å in both the
2IRAF is written and supported by the IRAF programming group at the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson, Arizona.
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UVB and VIS arm shows that it is particularly difficult to apply a good continuum
correction in the region at the end of either arm, even if the S/N is relatively high.
Therefore, we do not use any weak lines in this region. At the shortest and longest
wavelength ends of both arms we do not encounter the same problem, since we
do not use these regions due to very low S/N (in the blue, <∼3800 Å) and a high
abundance of sky lines (in the red, >∼ 9000 Å).
5.3.4 Radial velocities
Radial velocities were measured using the fxcor task in IRAF by cross-correlating
the observed spectrum with a template spectrum for which we use a synthetic
spectrum with similar stellar parameters. All stars have radial velocities consistent
with membership of Scl. This was expected, since they were already classified as
members in previous spectroscopic work (Battaglia et al. 2008a).
5.4 Stellar parameters
We use B, V and I photometry for our stars from a deep wide-field imaging project
(de Boer et al. 2011, see Figure 5.2). These data are complemented with infrared
photometry from the VISTA survey commissioning where possible. Temperatures
are derived using the calibration of Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) for several colors,
as given in Table 5.3. In general the relation from Ramírez & Meléndez (2005)
gives a slightly lower temperature for these stars than the calibration from Alonso
et al. (1999), which is used by Cayrel et al. (2004). The average difference between
both temperature scales is 85 K from B−V colors. The largest dispersion among
the temperatures derived from Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) calibrations is 79 K, for
Scl031_11.
The surface gravities for the program stars are also obtained from photometry
and calculated using the standard relation given in Equation 5.1. In this equation
we use the following solar values: logg⊙ = 4.44, Teff,⊙=5790 K and Mbol ,⊙ = 4.72. We
furthermore assume that themass of all the RGB stars is 0.8 M⊙ and for the absolute
bolometric magnitude of the program stars we take their V-magnitude, a distance
modulus (m-M0)=19.71 for the Sculptor dwarf galaxy (Kaluzny et al. 1995; Górski
et al. 2011) and the bolometric correction calibration from Alonso et al. (1999).





+0.4 (Mbol ,∗−Mbol ,⊙) (5.1)
Themicroturbulence velocities are estimated from the spectroscopically derived
values for themicroturbulence velocities for the high-resolution UVES observations
of extremely and very metal-poor giant stars by Cayrel et al. (2004). We have fit
linear relations to the dependence of the microturbulence velocity on the effective
temperature and the surface gravity of the stars in Cayrel et al. (2004) and our
microturbulence velocities listed in Table 5.3 fall on these relations. The values for
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Table 5.2— Photometry for all the Sculptor targets.
ID V B I J K
Scl002_06 17.120 ± 0.005 18.265 ± 0.003 15.784 ± 0.005 –± – –± –
Scl074_02 18.058 ± 0.003 19.017 ± 0.003 16.962 ± 0.005 –± – –± –
Scl_03_170 18.674 ± 0.002 19.482 ± 0.008 17.671 ± 0.002 16.975 16.447
Scl_25_031 18.613 ± 0.005 19.432 ± 0.005 17.604 ± 0.006 –± – –± –
Scl051_05 19.360 ± 0.003 20.140 ± 0.005 18.365 ± 0.004 17.694 17.014
Scl024_01 18.531 ± 0.005 – ± – 17.393 ± 0.018 –± – –± –
Scl031_11 17.798 ± 0.006 18.765 ± 0.003 16.655 ± 0.006 15.929 15.198
Table 5.3— Photometrically derived parameters for all the Sculptor targets.
Teff log(g) vmi c
ID B-V V-I V-J V-K av. phot (km/s)
Scl002_06 4318 4327 – – 4323 0.66 2.3
Scl074_02 4525 4608 – – 4567 1.18 2.1
Scl_03_170 4717 4797 4797 4732 4761 1.53 1.9
Scl_25_031 4699 4738 – – 4719 1.49 2.0
Scl051_05 4749 4772 4875 4738 4784 1.82 1.9
Scl024_01 – 4523 – – 4523 1.35 2.1
Scl031_11 4549 4617 4731 4581 4620 1.11 2.1
the microturbulence velocities also match well with those derived for the sample of
stars studied in Barklem et al. (2005) and Tafelmeyer et al. (2010), but are generally
higher than values derived for the (moremetal-rich) stars fromGratton et al. (2000).
5.5 Determination of abundances
5.5.1 Linemeasurements
Our linelist was created starting from the compilation of Tafelmeyer et al. (2010),
which is in turn based on Cayrel et al. (2004) and Shetrone et al. (2003). Naturally,
because our work has much lower resolution, the weakest lines in this linelist
could not be used. In addition we have added some lines from a comparison
with synthetic spectra over the full wavelength range, which were checked not to
be blended. The full linelist is given in Table 5.7. Most abundances have been
derived from the equivalent widths which were measured by hand by fitting a
Gaussian profile using splot in the IRAF package. All equivalent widths for our
sample are given in Table 5.7. Lines which were marginally blended such that two
Gaussians could distinctly be seen, were measured using the deblending option in
splot. However, lines that deviated significantly from a Gaussian, either because of
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a blend or noise, were discarded. An exception has been made for the blended, but
very strong, Sr lines, at 4077 Å and 4215 Å whose abundances could still be derived
through a comparison with synthetic spectra. All the lines for which abundances
are not derived using equivalent widths are marked in Table 5.7. For all lines
stronger than 200mÅ, and for theMg triplet andNa lines, the line profile was further
checked by comparison to a synthetic spectrum, and the abundance was updated if
necessary.
5.5.2 From equivalent width to abundance
We derive abundances from the measured equivalent widths of the lines using
Turbospectrum (Alvarez&Plez 1998), which is updated consistentlywith the recently
revised version of the (OS)MARCS atmosphere models (e.g., Gustafsson et al. 2008;
Plez 2008) and include a full treatment of scattering in the source function. The
(OS)MARCS atmosphere models we use have a 1D spherical symmetry. The model
linelist is created using the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD) for the atomic
species (e.g., Kupka et al. 2000) and additionally the contributions fromCN, NH, OH
and CH molecular lines are modeled (Spite et al. 2005, B. Plez private communica-
tion). For the stronger lines mentioned above, and the CH band, the abundances
are also derived from a comparison with the same modeled spectra. The solar
abundance mixture used is taken from Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
5.5.3 Final abundances and their uncertainties
IRAF splot provides the option to estimate errors in the equivalent widths of the
lines by means of a Monte-Carlo simulation. For each spectrum we estimated the
signal-to-noise (S/N) at several wavelengths (see Table 5.1), using splot to compute
the RMS over a continuum region. These S/N values are subsequently used as input
to the Gaussian line measuring routine, which creates one thousand simulations
around the modeled line given the noise ratio. The corresponding error given
in Table 5.7, ∆EW, is the absolute one sigma (68.3%) deviation of the parameter
estimates.
The S/N changes considerably over the whole wavelength range, generally being
lower at shorter wavelengths. In our calculation of final abundances and errors for
elements for which more than one line could be measured, all measurements are
weighed by 1/∆EW2. All weights are normalized so that their sum (per element
in each star) equals 1.0. The final abundance is taken as the weighted mean
of all measurements for each element. All these values can be found in Table
5.6, along with three different error estimates. The first is the weighed average
error in equivalent width, σEW, the second the weighed dispersion in the derived
abundances of a given element, σx . For [Fe I/H] for which a significant number
of lines are present, we see that σx is larger than σEW, which is expected since
the latter is just taking into account the error on the equivalent width parameter,
while the former will also reflect uncertainties in the setting of the continuum etc.
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Table 5.4— Errors due to uncertainties in the stellar parameters.
Scl002_06 Scl074_02 Scl_03_170 Scl024_01
El. ∆(T,g,v) ∆g ∆(T,g,v) ∆g ∆(T,g,v) ∆g ∆(T,g,v) ∆g
(dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
Na 0.23 -0.01 0.19 -0.03 0.11 -0.05 0.23 -0.05
Mg 0.14 -0.03 0.14 -0.07 0.09 -0.07 0.16 -0.11
Ca 0.17 -0.03 0.12 -0.04 0.08 0.002 0.17 -0.08
Ti1 – – – – 0.14 -0.01 0.17 -0.02
Ti2 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.08 0.07
Cr 0.21 -0.01 0.16 -0.02 – -0.01 0.24 -0.04
Fe1 0.26 0.01 0.26 -0.01 0.12 -0.02 0.28 -0.01
Fe2 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.08
Ba 0.11 0.10 – – 0.10 0.09 0.22 0.04
From our analysis of the halo stars in common with Cayrel et al. (2004) we find
that the dispersion in the Fe I measurements, with excellent S/N ratios, is ∼0.17
dex. As expected, the dispersion in the Sculptor stars is somewhat higher than
this value and becomes even higher for the stars with lower S/N. The final error
for [Fe I/H] is calculated as σFeI /
p
NFeI . However, for elements with just a few
measurements, such an error can underestimate the true error due to low-number
statistics. Therefore we take the dispersion of Femeasurements, σFe , as a minimum
and we take σEW also as a minimum value for the error, such that the final error is
described by: max(σEW, max(σFeI,σx )/
p
Nx ).
The final error does not include errors due to the uncertainties in the derived
stellar parameters from photometry. These errors on [X/H] are given in Table
5.4 for four of our stars. Since both the gravity and microturbulence are derived
from relations with the temperature, we derive one error from an increase of
the temperature by 100K and consistent changes in gravity and microturbulence
(∆(T,g,v)). This represents a maximum error since generally the dispersion in
temperature from various colors or calibration is < 100 K. Additionally, we derive an
error from an increase of the log(g) by 0.3 dex (∆g). For [Fe I/H] generally the stellar
parameters error dominates over the error in the element measurement (compare
Table 5.4 to Table 5.6), because of the many Fe I lines available. For Scl_03_170 both
errors are very comparable however. For abundances of most other elements and
[X/Fe], the measurement error dominates.
5.5.4 Non-LTE effects
All our abundances are derived using the assumption of Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (LTE). However, for many elements calculations of non-LTE have been
carried out (e.g., Mashonkina et al. 2007; Andrievsky et al. 2007; Mashonkina et al.
2008; Andrievsky et al. 2010; Bergemann&Cescutti 2010; Andrievsky et al. 2011; Lind
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et al. 2011; Mashonkina et al. 2011). For most elements the corrections are small
and/or dependent on many parameters (temperature, gravity, strength of the line)
such that non-LTE abundances must be derived individually for each star, which is
beyond the scope of this work. An exception are the non-LTE corrections for Na,
which have only a negligible dependence on temperature and gravity of the star in
the low-metallicity regime (Andrievsky et al. 2007). We therefore apply a non-LTE
correction to our Na abundances.
5.6 Abundances for the halo stars
In Figure 5.3 we show a comparison of our abundances from the X-shooter spectra
for the three halo stars taken from the sample of Cayrel et al. (2004); François et al.
(2007); Bonifacio et al. (2009) and the results from their high-resolution analysis.
Overall there is excellent agreement, almost all measurements agree within their
error bars. This gives us confidence in both our linelist and the method of deriving
abundances. We have used the temperatures, gravities and microturbulences as
given in Cayrel et al. (2004) for the derivation of abundances and since Cayrel
et al. (2004) also use turbospectrum and (OS)MARCS models for their analysis, no
uncertainties in the stellar parameters or modeling are tested here. Using synthetic
modeling, we also derive the same best fit values for [C/Fe], using the CH band
around 4300 Å, including the most carbon-rich star CS22897-008, with [C/Fe]=+0.5.
5.7 Abundances for the Sculptor targets
Figure 5.4 shows the abundances for all Scl targets on a line-by-line basis, sorted per
element and on central wavelength within each element. Such a representation is
very helpful to detect possible problems in the reduction phase, which might show
up as slopes in the determination for abundances in the blue and red parts of the
spectrum, or undetected blends which will make one line to stand out in each of the
spectra. None of these spurious features can be found in these plots, the derived
abundances are clearly well-behaved. The effect of lower S/N, resulting in higher
dispersion for each element, can clearly be seen,
5.7.1 Iron
Fe I abundances are determined from 18 to 30 lines in each spectrum, most of
which are in the UVB. The abundances derived from Fe I and Fe II lines are in
good agreement with each other, taking into account the error bars. In Scl00_06
and Scl024_01 the difference between [Fe II/H] and [Fe I/H] is somewhat larger
than 1σ. As these stars show [Fe II/H]>[Fe I/H] this might be (partly) explained by
overionization from non-LTE effects, which is known to be able to cause differences
up to 0.3 dex (Mashonkina et al. 2011).
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Figure 5.3 — [X/H] for several elements listed on the x-axis. Asterisks indicate results from
our work, and black filled circles the values from high-resolution analysis of the same stars by
Cayrel et al. (2004), François et al. (2007) and Bonifacio et al. (2009).
5.7.2 Carbon
The CH molecular band region around 4300Å in all Sculptor spectra and synthetic
spectra for several [C/Fe] ratios are shown in Figure 5.5. In the synthetic spectra the
sameCH linelist as in Cayrel et al. (2004) is used (see also Spite et al. 2005, 2006). Due
to the locking of C in CO or CN molecules, the derived carbon abundances are also
sensitive to the oxygen and nitrogen abundance. Since we do not directly measure
oxygen or nitrogen abundances for our stars, we use solar [N/Fe] and our derived
Mg abundances as an educated guess for the amount of oxygen present. Moderate
variations in [N/H] or [O/H], do not lead to a change in the derived [C/H] which is
measurable with our method (see also Tafelmeyer et al. 2010).
In this region of the spectrum, we re-normalize the spectra locally using a lower
order cubic spline for the continuum to prevent the fit to follow the very broad
CH feature. We match the normalized spectrum to synthetic spectra with a range
of [C/Fe] values. From this analysis, we find that all of the Sculptor targets are
carbon-poor. For most targets the synthetic spectra fit suggest [C/Fe]∼ -1, below
which it is difficult to make a more precise measurement at these metallicities. The
fit to Scl002_06 clearly prefers a [C/Fe]< −1. The best fit values for Scl051_05 and
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Figure 5.4— Abundances for all Scl stars sorted per element, and on wavelength within each
element, ranging from blue to red.
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Figure 5.5 — The region of the molecular CH band. The gray plusses are the observed
spectra for the Sculptor target stars, the colored lines are synthetic spectra for [C/Fe]=−2.0
(black), [C/Fe]=−1.0 (green), [C/Fe]=+0.0 (blue), [C/Fe]=+1.0 (magenta). For Scl051_05 and
Scl024_01, the best fitting synthetic spectra are overplotted in red and have [C/Fe]=−0.2 and
[C/Fe]=−0.5 respectively.
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Figure 5.6— [C/Fe] versus the bolometric luminosity of the target stars (black asterisks). Both
the classical definition for carbon-rich ([C/Fe]>1, horizontal dotted line) and the definition
from Aoki et al. (2007) taking into account mixing on the RGB (slanted dotted line) are
indicated. One Scl star from Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) is shown as a large black open triangle.
Milky Way EMP halo giants are shown as filled black circles (Cayrel et al. 2004). Stars from
other dwarf galaxies are shown as open gray circles (Fulbright et al. 2004; Cohen & Huang
2009; Tafelmeyer et al. 2010; Norris et al. 2010,a).
Scl024_01 are [C/Fe]=-0.2 and [C/Fe]=-0.5 respectively, which makes them the least
Carbon depleted stars in the sample. We adopt aminimal error in the derived [C/Fe]
values of±0.3 dex, which is mainly reflecting the continuum placement uncertainty
as this can have a significant effect on the value derived.
Figure 5.6 shows [C/Fe] versus the bolometric luminosity of the star (assuming a
stellar mass of 0.8M⊙). Clearly, none of our stars are carbon-rich, in the classical
sense of having [C/Fe]>1. Also taking into account the argument of Aoki et al.
(2007) that, because of mixing at the RGB bumpwhich would lie around L/LSun=2.6
at this metallicity (Spite et al. 2006), the definition of carbon-rich stars should be
dependent on luminosity for luminosities above that of the RGB bump, still none of
our stars would match the carbon-rich criterion (see Figure 5.6).
In the Galactic halo a very significant fraction of extremely metal-poor stars are
carbon enhanced3. The percentage of extremelymetal-poor stars which are carbon-
rich is estimated to be 20−25% (Norris et al. 1997; Rossi et al. 1999; Christlieb 2003;
Lucatello et al. 2006). So far studies of small samples of (extremely) metal-poor stars
in dwarf galaxies have suggested that carbon-rich stars are not as abundant in the
dwarf galaxies as in the Milky Way halo, with just one extremely carbon-rich star
found in Segue I (Norris et al. 2010a). On the other hand, moderately carbon-rich
3Note however that the comparison sample shown in Figure 5.6, of Cayrel et al. (2004) was selected to
have no strong CH band, so provides a biased view.
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and high-luminosity stars as found in Sextans, Draco and Ursa Major II have not
been found within the Milky Way halo (Tafelmeyer et al. 2010). In this work on the
largest EMP sample from a dwarf galaxy ever studied, we find neither carbon-rich
nor moderately carbon-rich stars.
5.7.3 Alpha elements
Large samples of stars in dwarf galaxies and the Galactic halo have clearly demon-
strated that the dwarfs show a lower [α/Fe] at metallicities [Fe/H]> −2 than the
Galactic halo stars at similar metallicity. This is generally explained as being due to
the onset of significant Type Ia supernovae contribution at a different metallicity in
various systems (e.g., Venn et al. 2004; Tolstoy et al. 2009). The main alpha elements
which can be observed in our spectra are Mg, Ca and Ti. Their abundances are
plotted in Figure 5.7 in comparison with the abundances for the same elements
in other samples of (extremely) metal-poor stars in other galaxies and stars in the
Sculptor dwarf galaxy. Our Scl targets show a similar distribution, but arguably a
larger spread than the halo stars of similar metallicity. Especially Scl051_05 (with
[Fe/H]=−2.62) has lower alpha element abundances compared to the halo sample of
similar [Fe/H], most notably in [Ca/Fe] and [Ti/Fe]. Compared to the sample of very
metal-poor stars from other dwarf galaxies however, the discrepancy is considerably
smaller since there are more stars observed with a similar [Fe/H] and lower alpha
abundances. Our lowest [Fe/H] star has an unusually lowMg abundance compared
to all samples, but the sample of stars measured outside the Milky Way halo at this
[Fe/H] is particularly small.
The largest dispersion is seen in [Ti/Fe]. The two most distinct outliers show
the same trend in Ca and Mg as in Ti, all are similarly above (or below) the Galactic
trend. A more curious case is Scl074_02 which shows [Ti/Fe]=-0.13, but has both
[Ca/Fe] and [Mg/Fe]>0.15. In Figure 5.7 we use our [Ti II/Fe] values, since we have
generally more detectable Ti II lines in our spectra than Ti I. In Scl074_02, Ti I could
not be measured at all. However, from Fe, the only other element in which we can
detect lines in both ionized and neutral state, we find that [Fe II/H]<[Fe I] for this
star. The difference is admittedly within the error bars, but opposite to the behavior
expected from overionization due to non-LTE. This might indicate an offset in the
ionization equilibrium for this star, perhaps due to the derived temperature, which
indeed shows some dispersion from the two colors available. If this should be the
case, the low [Ti II/H] might be an artifact of the adopted temperature as well.
5.7.4 Na abundances
We derive the Na abundances for our stars from the strong resonance Na D1 and
D2 lines. For a sample of EMP halo stars, Andrievsky et al. (2007) have published
curves of equivalent width versus non-LTE corrections. Our equivalent widths
are all within the range they study, so we adopt their values to correct our Na
abundances for non-LTE effects. The corrections applied are listed in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.7 — [Ca/Fe], [Mg/Fe] and [Ti/Fe] abundances for the Sculptor targets from this
work versus their [Fe/H] (red asterisks). Overplotted are stars from other studies. Red
symbols indicate Sculptor stars from Hill et al., in preparation (filled circles), Shetrone et al.
(2003) (diamonds), Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) (large open triangles) and Frebel et al. (2010a)
(large open square). The black small circles are the halo stars from the Cayrel et al. (2004)
sample. The Mg values are taken as updated by Bonifacio et al. (2009). A sample of very
and extremely metal-poor stars from other galaxies are plotted as gray symbols. We show
all literature values for stars in ultra-faint galaxies and stars with [Fe/H]<-2.5 in the classical
dwarf spheroidals. Frebel et al. (2010b) for UrsaMajor II (open triangles) and Coma Berenices
(plusses), Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) for Fornax (filled circle), Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) and Aoki
et al. (2009) for Sextans (asterisks), Venn et al., submitted, and Lemasle et al., submitted, for
Carina (crosses), Koch et al. (2008b) for Hercules (open squares), Cohen & Huang (2009) and
Fulbright et al. (2004) for Draco (open circles), Cohen & Huang (2010) for Ursa Minor (filled
squares) and Norris et al. (2010b) for Bootes I (open diamond). For Ti, Ti II abundances are
used for the stars from this work, since these are determined with smaller errors generally.
For most other works we adopt Ti II abundances as well, except for the Hercules stars and
the Draco star from Fulbright et al. (2004) where only Ti I was available. For the Cayrel et al.
(2004) sample, the average of Ti I and Ti II is shown. All [Fe/H] abundances are determined
from Fe I lines, except again for Cayrel et al. (2004) stars for which we show an average value
(generally the difference between their Fe I and Fe II abundances is very minimal).
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Table 5.5 — Non-LTE corrections from Andrievsky et al. (2007) for the Na D1 line (5889.9 Å)
and the Na D2 line (5895.9 Å).








Notes. (1) Corrections were obtained from the relation for models with [Fe/H]=-2.5 instead
of [Fe/H]=-3.0.
For some of our stars the [Fe/H]=−3 curve did not reach high enough equivalent
widths, in which cases we used the [Fe/H]=−2.5 curve. An extra error of 0.1 dex is
quadratically added to the LTE Na abundances to account for all the uncertainties
in the correction. Figure 5.8 shows the resulting non-LTE abundances together
with the halos stars from Andrievsky et al. (2007) and two stars in Sculptor and
one in Fornax from Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) which were corrected using the same
curves. The non-LTE Na abundances for the MW halo stars do follow a flat relation,
which is theoretically expected at low-metallicities when Na is mainly produced
in massive stars during their carbon-burning phase, while at higher metallicities
the abundance of Na also depends on the amount of neutron-rich elements and
becomes metallicity dependent (e.g. Woosley & Weaver 1995). Some of our most
metal-poor stars lie significantly below the MW relation however, together with
two stars from the Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) sample. In higher metallicity samples
([Fe/H]> −1.5) of the dwarf spheroidals, [Na/Fe] also lies very significantly below
[Na/Fe] of the MW components at similar metallicity (see for an overview Tolstoy
et al. 2009). Similar to the lower abundance of alpha elements, this is explained by
the low impact of massive stars on the dSphs chemical enrichment.
5.7.5 Iron peak elements: Cr
Of the iron-peak elements, Cr is the only one which could be measured reliably in
our spectra. One Co line is also present, but since this line is in the blue part of
the spectrum and within the wings of the very broad CH-band, the placement of
the continuum is difficult, making the abundance derivation from this one weak
line very uncertain. One Ni line could be measured reliably only in three stars.
For Cr on the other hand, up to 4 lines could be measured in some of the spectra.
Chromium is known to follow a very narrow, almost flat, trendwith [Fe/H]in the very
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Figure 5.8 — [Na/Fe] corrected for non-LTE versus [Fe/H] for our Sculptor sample (red
asterisks), EMP halo stars (Andrievsky et al. 2007, black filled circles), and two other stars
in the Scl dSph and one in the Fornax dSph from Tafelmeyer et al. (2010) (red triangles and
gray circle respectively).
Figure 5.9 — [Cr/Fe] versus [Fe/H] for our Scl program stars and results from other works
for Scl stars and very and extremely low-metallicity stars in other galaxies. References, color
coding and symbols are the same as in Figure 5.7.
and extremely low-metallicity regime. Our results follow this trendwithin error bars,
as is shown in Figure 5.9.
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5.7.6 Heavy elements: Ba and Sr
In Figure 5.10 we show that [Ba/Fe] is low for all our stars, but not unusually low as
compared to the other samples shown. An exception is Scl051_05, for which only
an upper limit could be derived. As shown in Figure 5.10, the Sculptor stars do
turn-over to lower Ba values than the Milky Way halo stars at similar [Fe/H] as can
already be seen from the higher metallicity sample (Hill et al., in prep.). Generally
we see the same behavior in the full Sculptor sample as in the Milky Way halo: a
narrow trend at higher metallicities and significantly more scatter in the extremely
low-metallicity regime. In the metal-poor regime barium originates from r-process
enhancement rather than s-process. Figure 5.10 shows that different trends are
followed by different mass systems (the black symbols compared to the gray and/or
red), whichmight be an effect of the different rate at which the chemical enrichment
occurs in different galaxies. However, more observations of stars with [Fe/H]∼−2.5
are needed to follow the exact trend of the Scl stars.
Although [Ba/H] shows a large dispersion at the extremely low-metallicities, a
much narrower trend can be observed in halo stars if one plots [Sr/Ba] vs. [Ba/H].
This is usually interpreted as evidence for a weak r-process which produces only
the lighter heavy elements such as Sr (but not Ba) very early in the Universe, thus
explaining the quick rise of [Sr/Ba] which then curves down again as the main r-
process takes over. In our spectra two strong Sr lines can be observed in the blue
wavelength regions. Unfortunately however, the abundances derived from these
lines have generally larger error bars, since both of the lines are blends. In Figure
5.11 we show [Sr/Ba] vs. [Ba/H] for those stars in our sample for which both Sr and
Ba could be measured. Within their large error bars, they follow the narrow trend
defined by the halo stars.
5.7.7 Comparison to the CaT predictions
Figure 5.12 summarizes the agreement of the abundances derived in this study
compared with the predictions from the CaT lines. This chapter presents the most
extensive test of this new calibration in the extremely metal-poor regime, and it is
important to look at it in more detail.
Both the calibration to [Fe/H] and [Ca/H] are used (see the appendix of Starken-
burg et al. 2010) and compared to direct measurements [Fe/H] and [Ca/H] from our
X-shooter spectra. The calibration to Ca shows less dispersion, suggesting that the
CaT lines do trace calcium better than Fe in these particular stars. This is consistent
with the behavior we find in the models (Starkenburg et al. 2010). However, we
know from other abundance studies that for highermetallicities, for instance within
the Fornax dwarf galaxy, a better agreement with [Fe/H] is found (Battaglia et al.
2008b). All metals can influence the equivalent width of the CaT lines through their
contribution to the electron pressure in the star (Shetrone et al. 2009). It is clear
that the CaT derived [Fe/H] can be used over a large range of metallicities down
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Figure 5.10 — [Ba/Fe] versus [Fe/H] for our Scl program stars and results from other works
for Scl stars and very and extremely low-metallicity stars in other galaxies. References, color
coding and symbols are the same as in Figure 5.7, except for the Milky Way sample for which
Ba abundances are measured by François et al. (2007). All symbols which coincide with an
error pointing down are derived upper limits.
Figure 5.11 — [Sr/Ba] versus [Ba/H] for our Scl program stars and results from other works
for Scl stars and very and extremely low-metallicity stars in other galaxies. References, color
coding and symbols are the same as in Figure 5.7, except for the Milky Way sample for which
Ba and Sr abundances are measured by François et al. (2007).
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Figure 5.12 — CaT predictions for both [Fe/H] and [Ca/H] versus their abundances derived
from the X-shooter spectra.
to the extremely metal-poor regime, but only to a limited accuracy, certainly when
chemically peculiar stars are observed.
5.8 Conclusions
We have presented direct measurements of Fe, Na, Mg, Ca, Ti, Cr, Sr and Ba abun-
dances in seven extremely metal-poor candidates in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal
which were selected from CaT samples. This work has clearly shown that the
CaT lines can be used as a metallicity indicator down to the extremely metal-poor
regime, since all stars are confirmed to have [Fe/H]<−2.6 fromdirectmeasurements
of Fe lines. Five stars have [Fe/H]< −3.0. This is the largest sample of EMP stars
studied in one galaxy which is not the Milky Way. It is therefore very interesting
to compare the abundance patterns to those of Milky Way halo stars, since any
differences can provide clues on the history of the galaxy and early star formation
in different environments.
In many cases, the observed abundances do follow the patterns observed in
the Milky Way. Nonetheless we see that the dispersion at similar metallicities in
alpha elements is larger than in halo stars, possibly indicating amore stochastic and
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less well mixed environment. Better quality data is however needed to confirm this
hypothesis, sincemost of our results are consistent with the halo abundanceswithin
1−2σ.
Significant differences from the halo population are however found in the lighter
elements. Both carbon and sodium are underabundant in some of our stars, as
compared to the existing halo samples. The lack of carbon-rich stars in our sample
is striking when taking into account that many (> 20%) of the halo stars at this
metallicity are enriched in carbon to a level of [C/Fe]>1. Additionally, the most
extremely metal-poor stars in our sample are more than 1σ away from the flat
distribution of [Na/Fe] found in the Milky Way halo.
Although the earliest stages of the evolution of heavy elements look very similar
to the halo pattern, [Ba/Fe] clearly reaches lower values at higher [Fe/H]. A more
complete sample at [Fe/H]∼-2.5 will be needed to investigate the precise trend of
[Ba/Fe] within the Scl dSph. The Scl giants do follow the less dispersed relation of
MWhalo stars for [Sr/Ba] vs. [Ba/H]. Also [Cr/Fe] matches the narrow relation of the
MW halo giants.
The more similar pattern of abundances between dwarf galaxies and the Milky
Way halo at low-metallicities compared to higher metallicities show that certain
properties of the very first stages of star formation are universal and less dependent
of the imprint of environment than later stages. Whether the differences we find in
the lighter elements are significant and related to the dwarf spheroidal environment





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The satellites around the Milky
Way - Insights from the Aquarius
cosmological simulations
Else Starkenburg, Amina Helmi, Gabriella De Lucia, Yang-Shyang
Li, SimonWhite, Andreea Font, Carlos Frenk, Volker Springel,
Carlos Vera-Ciro
Time is nature’s way of keeping everything from happening at once.
Space is what prevents everything from happening to me.
(Attributed to) John Archibald Wheeler
— Paper in preparation. —
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ABSTRACT
We use the six high-resolution Aquarius dark matter simulationscombined with a semi-analytic galaxy formation model toinvestigate the properties of the satellites of Milky Way-
like galaxies. We find good correspondence with the observed luminosity
function, luminosity-metallicity relation and radial distribution of the Milky
Way satellites. The star formation histories of the dwarf galaxies in ourmodel
vary widely, in accordance with what is seen observationally, with systems
that are dominated by either old or intermediate populations. Our model
satellites depict both continuous and bursty star formation histories, as
found for the Carina dwarf galaxy. There is a clear imprint of environment on
the characteristics of a dwarf galaxy that is manifest in a density-morphology
relation, and which is mainly due to modeling of ram-pressure stripping of
hot gas in the satellites. The internal metallicity distributions of our satellites
appear to be narrower than observed however. This may be an indication
of our limited treatment of chemical enrichment, which is based on the
instantaneous recycling approximation. We find a strong relation between
the number of satellites and the darkmattermass of the host halo. Ourmodel
prefers a dark matter mass of ∼ 8×1011M⊙ for the Milky Way, in accordance
with the lower estimates from observations, but about a factor two lower
than estimates based on abundance matching techniques. The galaxy which
resembles the Milky Way the most also has the best matching satellite
luminosity function, although it does not contain an object as bright as the
LMC. In comparison to other semi-analyticmodels and abundancematching
relations we find that our galaxies reside in less massive halos, but our halo
mass-stellar mass relation is consistent with results from hydrodynamical
simulations and recent observations.
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6.1 Introduction
There is much to be learned about galaxy formation and evolution from our own
“backyard”, the Milky Way and its satellite system. Resolved stellar spectroscopy of
the spheroid and the satellite galaxies provides us with “archaeological” evidence on
the chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium back to the earliest times. The
detail with which they can be studied make the Milky Way and its satellites a very
useful testbed of cosmological paradigms.
The star formation history of the satellites of theMilkyWay can be derived using
the evolutionary sequences of stellar populations in a colour magnitude diagram
(CMD) (see Tolstoy et al. 2009, and references therein). These CMD studies have
revealed a large variety in the star formation histories of Local Group dwarf galaxies,
ranging from solely old- to intermediate and even young stellar populations. These
histories may be very bursty, such as for the Carina dSph (Hurley-Keller et al. 1998)
or continuous over several gigayears in other cases, like we see in the Sculptor
and Sextans dSph for instance (de Boer et al., in prep., Lee et al. 2003). It is
currently not completely understood what physical mechanisms are responsible
for the exact shape of the star formation history and how the environment of the
galaxy influences the star formation process. Revaz et al. (2009) find from their
hydrodynamical simulations of isolated galaxies that its totalmass is themain driver
for its evolution. In this context, it is puzzling that satellites of the same luminosity
can displaywidely different star formation histories, as in the case of Carina, Sextans
and Ursa Minor, for example (e.g. Hurley-Keller et al. 1998; Carrera et al. 2002; Lee
et al. 2003).
With additional spectroscopical observations, several teams (e.g. Tolstoy et al.
2006; Battaglia et al. 2006; Walker et al. 2009; Adén et al. 2009b; Kirby et al. 2010)
have investigated the dynamical and chemical properties of both classical and the
relatively recently discovered ultra-faint dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Willman et al.
2005; Zucker et al. 2006a,b; Belokurov et al. 2007c;Walsh et al. 2007; Irwin et al. 2007).
The discovery of this new, very faint, group of satellites has revived the discussion on
the solution for the so-called “missing satellites problem” (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore
et al. 1999), which contrasts the huge amount of dark matter satellites predicted
around Milky Way-sized halos with the relatively modest number of luminous
satellites observed. In parallel to all the observational efforts, large cosmological
N-body simulations, like the Aquarius Project (Springel et al. 2008a), the Via Lactea
II (Diemand et al. 2008) and GHALO (Stadel et al. 2009), have greatly improvedmass
resolution and have now reached a regime in which the formation and evolution of
(satellite) galaxies can be studied in exquisite detail down to this ultra-faint regime
in a ΛCDM Universe. Following the early suggestion by Kauffmann et al. (1993)
that the reionization of the intergalactic medium at high redshift could suppress the
formation of faint galaxies, Bullock et al. (2000) were able to show, using darkmatter
halo merger trees and a 1-D gas simulation, that the effects of reionization could
indeed help to reconcile the distribution of subhalo circular velocities expected in
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the CDM cosmology with inferences from satellite data. Benson et al. (2002a) then
developed a detailed treatment of reionization and, using a semi-analytic model of
galaxy formation, showed that the combined effects of reionization and supernova
feedback could account for the observed luminosity function of satellites in the
Local Group. They also predicted the existence of a large population of ultra-
faint satellites. Several recent semi-analytical and hydrodynamical studies have
made use of the new generation of N-body simulations (e.g., Muñoz et al. 2009;
Okamoto & Frenk 2009; Okamoto et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2010;
Macciò et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010; Wadepuhl & Springel 2011; Font et al. 2011; Sawala
et al. 2011b; Guo et al. 2011b) to confirm the importance of reionization, and also
feedback mechanisms, to suppress the formation of small galaxies within all halos
and reproduce the observed number of dwarf satellites down to the ultra-faint
regime.
However, many issues remain. Relevant questions to be asked are for instance:
“How common is it for a Milky Way galaxy to host a LMC and a SMC galaxy?” (e.g
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011), “How many satellite
galaxies are still undiscovered in the Milky Way stellar halo?” (e.g. Koposov et al.
2008), “What is the mass of the Milky Way dark matter halo?” (e.g Battaglia et al.
2005; Smith et al. 2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2010), and “Are
the luminosity functions satellites around similar host galaxies also similar?” (e.g.
McConnachie & Irwin 2006; McConnachie et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2011a; Lares et al.
2011).
In this chapter, we study the formation and evolution of dwarf galaxies in and
around Milky Way-like galaxies using the Aquarius Project (Springel et al. 2008a) N-
body simulations. We combine these with semi-analytical modeling to study the
physical processes associated to the baryonic components of the galaxies. This
powerful techniquewhich has been used inmany previous works (e.g. Springel et al.
2001; Benson et al. 2002a; De Lucia et al. 2004; Macciò et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010;
Guo et al. 2011b; Font et al. 2011) allows us to explore the general physics behind
the formation and evolution of these small galaxies. In this work, we use the semi-
analytical model described in Li et al. (2010), now including new recipes to follow
the stellar stripping and tidal disruption of satellites.
Font et al. (2011) also used the Aquarius simulations combined with a semi-
analytical code to study the properties of satallite galaxies, but their focus lay in
particular on a more sophisticated treatment of reionization, while our interest is
mainly in the star formation histories of the satellite galaxies and isolated dwarf
galaxies. Because the two codes were developed completely independently, it is
instructive compare the results on the general properties of the satellites like lumi-
nosity functions, metallicity distributions and radial profiles. In Font et al. (2011) it
was already shown that the two models have many similarities in methodology as
well as results. In this chapter we will elaborate further on this comparison and we
will also show a comparison of our halo mass-stellar mass relation to that in other
works, including hydrodynamical simulations.
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The chapter is structured as follows. In Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 we describe
the Aquarius simulations and the particular semi-analytical model we use. Some
additional prescriptions have been implemented to account for the tidal stripping
and disruption of satellites, and these are described in Section 6.2.3. Section 6.3
gives an overview of the general properties of the main galaxies and satellites in
our best model in comparison to the Milky Way and its satellites. In particular, we
investigate the luminosity function, luminosity-metallicity relation, and radial and
spatial distributions of these satellites. Section 6.4 is devoted to a more in-depth
analysis of the star formation histories of themodeled dwarf galaxies, both satellites
and isolated galaxies, whereas in Section 6.5 we investigates the closest model
analogs to the dwarf spheroidal galaxies Sculptor, Carina and Fornax. In Section
6.6 we discuss our model and our findings; in particular we make a comparsion
with other semi-analytical but also hydrodynamical works. We summarize the
predictions of our model in Section 6.7.
6.2 Themodel
6.2.1 The Aquarius simulations
The six Milky Way-like halos (Aq-A to Aq-F) within the Aquarius Project were
selected from a lower resolution version of the Millennium-II Simulation (Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2009), a cosmological N-body simulation of a cubic region 125h−1Mpc
on a side with parameters Ωm = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75, σ8 = 0.9, ns = 1, h = 0.73 and
H0 = 100h km s−1Mpc−1. The parameters are the same as for the Millennium
Simulation (Springel et al. 2005) and were based on the first-year results from the
WMAP satellite. They are no longer consistent with the latest WMAP analysis
(Komatsu et al. 2011), but the shifts are too small to be of consequence for the topics
studied here. We refer the reader to Springel et al. (2008a,b) for further information.
The simulated Milky Way-like halos have dark matter masses in the range of 0.8–
1.8×1012M⊙, broadly consistent with the estimated mass for the Milky Way (e.g.
Battaglia et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2007; Li & White 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Guo et al.
2010). One halo, Aq-A, was simulated at five different numerical resolution levels
(summarized in Table 6.1). We focus on the high-resolution level 2 (common to all
six halos) anduse the lower resolution series Aq-5 throughAq-2 to test the numerical
convergence of our model.
Dark matter halos are identified within the simulations using a friends-of-
friends algorithm and the code SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001). The SUBFIND code
identifies subhalos even after they have fallen into a larger halo as overdense self-
bound sets of at least 20 particles.
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Name mp M200 r200 Nr. snapshots
(M⊙) (M⊙) (kpc) used
Aq-A-5 3.14×106 1.85×1012 246.37 128
Aq-A-4 3.93×105 1.84×1012 245.70 1024
Aq-A-3 4.91×104 1.84×1012 245.64 512
Aq-A-2 1.37×104 1.84×1012 245.88 128
Aq-B-2 6.45×103 8.19×1011 187.70 128
Aq-C-2 1.40×104 1.77×1012 242.82 128
Aq-D-2 1.40×104 1.77×1012 242.85 128
Aq-E-2 9.59×103 1.19×1012 212.28 128
Aq-F-2 6.78×103 1.14×1012 209.21 112
Table 6.1 — Some basic parameters for the Aquarius halos from Springel et al. (2008a) (see
the original paper for more information). The various columns correspond to the simulation
name, the particle mass (mp ), the virial mass of the halo (M200), the corresponding virial
radius (r200) and the number of snapshots we use for each simulation.
6.2.2 The semi-analytical code
We use the Aquarius simulations as a backbone for modeling baryonic processes
in galaxies. The N-body simulations provide merger trees and follow the dynamics
of the dark matter halos. Substructure catalogs are used to construct merger
history trees for all self-bound halos in the Aquarius simulations (Springel et al.
2005; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007) by determining one unique descendant for each
halo. These merger trees are combined with semi-analytical modeling to study the
galaxies that reside in the halos. The semi-analytical modeling technique follows
the relevant physical processes using simple but observationally and astrophysically
motivated equations. One advantage of this method is that it is applicable to large
cosmological simulations and provides relatively fast and complete predictions
on galaxy properties. The method also has some shortcomings, for example
baryonic physics is only described in global terms within each particular halo
and structural information about these baryonic components is largely missing, in
contrast to what is possible in fully hydrodynamical simulations. However, also in
a fully cosmological hydrodynamical simulation many processes are still handled
crudely (the so-called ‘sub-grid’ recipes) due to either insufficient resolution to
model relevant physical processes or to insufficient understanding of the processes
themselves (e.g. Wiersma et al. 2009). There have been also efforts to use a semi-
analytical approach in combination with spatial information by tagging the most
bound particles in the dark matter halos and populating them with stars (Bullock &
Johnston 2005; De Lucia & Helmi 2008; Cooper et al. 2010; Tumlinson 2010; Lunnan
et al. 2011).
The specific model we use in this chapter corresponds to the “satellite ejection
model” described in Li et al. (2010), with the addition of new recipes to follow the
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Figure 6.1— A schematic diagram of the semi-analytical modeling scheme for a main galaxy
within a dark matter halo and a satellite galaxy that has just fallen into the dark matter halo
of the main galaxy. The boxes linked to the galaxies represent all different “phases” of the
baryons (these are all modeled analytically) and the arrows represent all modeled physical
prescriptions that affect them.
stellar stripping and tidal disruption of dwarf galaxies as they become satellites (see
Section 6.2.3). This model builds upon the methodology introduced by Kauffmann
et al. (1999), Springel et al. (2001) and De Lucia et al. (2004) and has subsequently
been updated in Croton et al. (2006) and De Lucia & Blaizot (2007). The model of
De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) has since then been modified to follow more accurately
processes on the scale of theMilkyWay and its satellites by De Lucia &Helmi (2008);
Li et al. (2009, 2010). In particular, we use a different feedback scheme, and suppress
cooling in small halos.
A schematic diagram of the main processes modeled, is shown in Figure 6.1.
Below, we outline the main ingredients of the model, but for a full description and
the analytic expressions we refer the reader to Li et al. (2010) and references therein.
■ Reionization is modeled following Gnedin (2000), and Croton et al. (2006),
thus providing a stronger parameterization than suggested in Okamoto &
Frenk (2009). In the model, reionization causes the baryonic fraction to de-
crease compared to the universal value according to the halo mass compared
to a so-called filtering mass, which evolves with redshift. The reionization
epoch stretches from z0 = 15 to zr = 11.5.
■ Star Formation takes place if the cold gas, which is assumed to be in an
exponential disk with properties given by the formalism of Mo et al. (1998),
is above the density threshold as described by Kauffmann (1996). The star
formation rate is then proportional to the amount of gas in this state and
inversely proportional to the disk dynamical time. Star formation can also
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happen in a bursty mode during minor or major mergers, when (part of) the
combined cold gas is turned into stars.
■ Cooling of the hot gas is dependent on its metallicity and temperature. Below
Tvi r = 104 K (the atomic hydrogen cooling limit) cooling is forbidden since
we are assuming that cooling via molecular hydrogen is prevented by photo-
dissociation caused by UV radiation from the (first) stars in most cases (in
contrast to other semi-analytical work in for instance Madau et al. 2008;
Salvadori et al. 2008).
■ Heating and ejection of gas is due to supernovae feedback processes. In this
model we use the feedback recipe from the ejection model described in De
Lucia et al. (2004). The mass of gas reheated by supernovae is dependent
on the depth of the halo potential well (i.e. 1/V 2
vi r
) which implies that
smaller halos (with shallow potential wells) are more sensitive to the effects
of feedback. The material reheated is put in an ejected component that can
be reincorporated into the hot gas at later times.
■ Metals generally follow the flow of the mass in different components.
■ If a galaxy becomes a satellite (i.e. its halo becomes a subhalo) we assume
that its hot gas and ejected gas components are lost and transferred to the
corresponding phases of the central galaxy. This process crudely models the
physical process of ram-pressure stripping of hot gaseous components.
6.2.3 Implementation of stellar stripping and tidal disruption
Stellar stripping
In our simulations, the dark matter halo of a satellite may be so heavily tidally
stripped that also its stellar component should be affected. Here we implement
a novel approach to ensure that no very extended satellite galaxies reside within
much smaller, heavily stripped dark matter halos. This approach is thus only used
on satellites which still have a dark matter component, which we refer to as “Type
1”.
The half-mass radius of an exponential disk is related to its scale-length through
R∗1
2
= 1.67×Rd . At each time-step we now compare the half-mass radius of the stars
(and cold gas), R∗1
2





is measured by the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al. 2001) directly using





, we remove the stars (and corresponding cold gas) up to
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RDM1
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The updated exponential disk, consisting of the leftover cold gas, has a half-mass








The cold gas and stars stripped from the satellite, are transferred respectively to
the cold gas disk and spheroidal stellar component, which includes the bulge and
stellar halo, of the main galaxy.
Although the assumption that 50% of the stars should at least be contained
within the dark matter half-mass radius seems like a natural first guess, there are
very little direct observational constraints on the exact ratio. However there is
general agreement that the dark matter halo indeed has to be severely stripped
before stars are affected. For instance, the scale length of the Milky Way stellar thin
disk is∼ 3 kpc, whereas its darkmatter half-mass radius is thought to be in the order
of 100 kpc.
Tidal disruption
In our tree files a dark matter halo is ‘lost’ when it is stripped down to less than 20
particles (corresponding to a dark matter mass of ∼ 2.7×105 M⊙ in the Aquarius A
halo simulated at level 2 Springel et al. 2008a). We refer to these galaxies as “Type 2”.
The question arises, when their dark matter halo disappears, what should be their
fate.
We assume that the satellite galaxies residing at the centers of the fully (below the
resolution limit) stripped halos will merge with the central galaxy after a dynamical
friction time scale, as explained by De Lucia & Helmi (2008). However, for low mass
galaxies this time scale will be longer than the Hubble time. In some previous work
on semi-analytical models of Milky Way halos (e.g. Li et al. 2009, 2010; Font et al.
2011) these Type 2 satellites galaxies were not taken into account, since they were
believed to get completely stripped. However this needs to be checked explicitly
and in some cases we can expect the galaxies to survive the tidal forces.
Here we improve further the code, by comparing the average mass density of
Type 2 satellites to that of their host system. We do this only for those Type 2
galaxies that would otherwise survive, so will not merge on a dynamical friction
timescale with the central galaxy before z = 0. We compare the density of these
satellites, at the time they become a Type 2 galaxy, to the density of the host galaxy at
pericenter. In the case their density of the satellite is not sufficiently high compared
to the environment, they are (assumed to be) completely disrupted. A similar
tidal disruption mechanism was already followed in several semi-analytical codes
(e.g. Monaco et al. 2007b; Henriques et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2011b). The approach
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described here is in essence most comparable to the implementation of Guo et al.
(2011b), but there are some significant differences, most importantly we use a NFW
profile for the host halo whereas Guo et al. (2011b) assume an isothermal sphere.
To establish whether a Type 2 satellites will survive or not, we need to estimate








+ΦN FW (Rper i ), (6.2)
here the total energy, Etot , and angular momentum, L, are those from the last
recorded time.
Subsequently the density of the satellite, 〈ρsat 〉 is compared to the average
density of the host, 〈ρhost 〉, at the pericenter distance:
〈ρhost 〉 =




Since the satellite’s dark matter content has fallen below the resolution limit of the
N-body simulation it is not possible to evaluate its density precisely. Here we adopt
two approaches to bracket the true density of the satellite.
■ To provide an upper limit to 〈ρsat 〉, we measure the average dark matter
density within RDM1
2
in the last snapshot the satellite was still detected within
the simulation. To compute the satellite’s average density, we also take into
account a fraction of the stellar and cold gas mass of the satellite galaxy. This
































■ To obtain a lower limit to the satellite’s density, we assume all dark matter
is stripped and we take as the average satellite density that given by the full
stellar and cold gas mass of the galaxy within five disk scale lengths (within







We consider the satellite galaxy to be disruptedwhen 〈ρsat 〉 < 〈ρhost 〉, where 〈ρsat 〉 is
given by either Eq. (6.5) or (6.6). The cold gas component of the disrupted satellites
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is added to that of the main galaxy. We tested that the addition of this gas to either
the cold or the hot gas component of themain galaxy does not significantly affect the
properties of the main galaxies, since it might not be completely physical to assume
that all the cold gas from the satellite flows into the cold gas reservoir of the host.
The stars from the disrupted satellites are added to the spheroid component (which
includes the stellar halo of the main galaxy).
6.3 Comparison to theMilkyWayand its satellites: Gen-
eral Properties
6.3.1 MilkyWay properties
In Figure 6.2 we show the physical properties of the Milky Way-like galaxies residing
in the main Aquarius halos. We show the results of our basic model (Li et al. 2010,
filled circles) and the samemodel with our additional preferred recipes for stripping
and disruption (see Appendix A, open squares). Our more complex treatment of
satellite disruption changes some of the galaxy properties, but these shifts areminor
compared to the variations amongst the six different Aquarius halos.
Figure 6.2 shows that the galaxy modeled within halo B provides the best
match to the Milky Way galaxy over a large range of observable properties. For
instance, Aquarius galaxy B, and E, have very similar stellarmasses to theMilkyWay,
estimated to be in the range of 4.85−5.5×1010M⊙ (Flynn et al. 2006), one of themore
robust and important constraints for which the comparison can be made.
In our models the spheroid comprises the bulge and stellar halos of the galaxies.
Since in the case of the Milky Way, the stellar halo contains a very small mass, in
comparison to the bulge, in our comparisons, we refer indistinctly to bulge and
spheroid. The disk and bulge component of the Milky Way are thought to have a
mass ratio between 0.2 and 0.3 (Bissantz et al. 2004) so equivalently a bulge mass of
0.8−1.3×1010 M⊙ is consistent with the Milky Way value. This bulge-to-disk ratio
is well reproduced by the Aquarius galaxies, except in the case of galaxies E and F,
which have a very dominant bulge component.
Our modeling of spheroid formation is quite simplified which is why we do give
less weight to the comparison of the bulge component with that of the Milky Way.
As explained in more detail by De Lucia & Helmi (2008), spheroid formation can
occur in our model through both mergers and disk instabilities. In a minor merger,
the stellar component of the satellite is transferred to the spheroidal component
of the main galaxy. In a major merger (defined to have a mass ratio larger than
0.3), a significant starburst may occur, the stellar disk is completely destroyed and
a purely spheroidal remnant is left. Following the stability criterion of Mo et al.
(1998), an unstable disk can also transfer a fraction of its stellarmask to the spheroid
component, if the galaxy is disk dominated (Mspher oi d/Mdi sk < 0.1). The fraction
of stellar mass transferred in this case is another parameter of the model, and its
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Figure 6.2 — Properties of the main halos, A-F both for the “satellite-model ejection” from
Li et al. (2010) (as filled circles) and our fiducial model (i.e., this model complemented
with the stellar stripping and tidal disruption physics, open squares). The solid lines show
observed Milky Way values (see text for references). The properties of the Milky Way bulge
are compared to the spheroid component in our models.
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numerical value was fixed by requiring a morphological mix of galaxies in the Local
Volume in agreement with observations (De Lucia & Helmi 2008). The treatment of
disc instabilities is one of the least constrained physical processes in themodel. It is
very sensitive to small variations of the other prescriptions, but nevertheless is a key
channel for bulge formation in Milky Way size galaxies (see De Lucia et al. 2011, for
a comprehensive discussion).
The slight increase of the total spheroidmass, and thus also the bulge/disk ratio,
in themodelswith stripping and tidal disruption is expected, since the stars stripped
from the satellites are added to this component. Additionally, these processes can
affect the details of the disk instability phenomenon through an increase in the cold
gasmass in the disk. However, we find that for all halos themajor source of the bulge
mass increase is the addition of stellar mass from disrupted and stripped satellites.
For instance, the relatively large difference found in Aq-F is almost completely due
to one very luminous Type 2 galaxy which is tidally disrupted.
In all models, except Aq-E which shows almost no present-day star formation,
we find that the current star formation rate is above the current value of the Milky
Way. This is also true for the total amount of present-day cold gas, which is also
above the Milky Way values for most models (with the exception of Aq-F) (using
a total HI+H2 mass value for the Milky Way of ∼ 6× 109 M⊙, see Blitz 1997, and
references therein). Within the models showing significant ongoing star formation,
halo B and F give the closest match to the Milky Way. In general the values obtained
for the mass of the central black hole are higher than that measured by studying the
kinematics of the stars near the Galactic center, ∼ 3.7×106 M⊙ (Schödel et al. 2002).
This is expected since the model has been tuned to match the bulge mass to black
hole mass relation of local galaxies (Croton et al. 2006) and the Milky Way itself is
offset from this general trend.
The two bottom panels of Figure 6.2 show the average metallicities obtained
for all the stars and just the spheroid component. We stress here that we just
follow a total metallicity (and not for instance [Fe/H], which is what the solid lines
show for the Milky Way). Our semi-analytical model does not discriminate between
different kinds of metals (or supernovae) and assumes the instantaneous recycling
approximation thus ignoring the finite stellar lifetimes and returning metals from
supernovae and stellar winds to the interstellar medium immediately. Despite these
crude approximations, the overall metallicities are in quite good agreement with the
Milky Way values, with galaxy B, E, and F showing a good match to the measured
[Fe/H] for the disk, and halo B the closest match for the bulge stars (Freeman &
Bland-Hawthorn 2002).
6.3.2 Satellite luminosity functions
Figure 6.3 shows the luminosity function for all satellites of the main galaxies (solid
lines of different colours). Overplotted with black circles is the cumulative number
of MilkyWay satellites. Given that the SDSS footprint covers roughly a quarter of the
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sky, we may expect many more galaxies hiding in the Galactic halo which are either
outside of the SDSS region or too faint and/or too far away to be noticed even by
SDSS. The Koposov et al. (2008) (thick dashed black line) relation does take all these
effects into account and corrects for them.
In the top panel both the Type 1 galaxies (still embedded within a dark matter
halo) and the surviving Type 2 galaxies (for which their dark matter halo is stripped
below the resolution limit of the simulation) are plotted. We use our preferred tidal
disruption prescription with a lower limit approach for the density of the satellite,
as discussed in Appendix A. Both the data and the model counts of satellite galaxies
are restricted to a distance of 280 kpc from the center of the main galaxy, as used by
Koposov et al. (2008). This radius is comparable to, but generally a bit larger than,
the virial radii of the main Aquarius halos (see Table 6.1).
The shape of the luminosity function agrees well down to our estimate of the
resolution limit (see Appendix B for the discussion of this limit, the vertical dashed
line in Figure 6.3) for all Aquarius halos. Halo B shows clearly the best quantitative
correspondence with the luminosity function derived by Koposov et al. (2008). It is
interesting that the model run on the highest resolution level Aquarius B halo, has
both the most similar luminosity function as well as the best match to the Milky
Way galaxy, as shown in the previous section. However, as demonstrated in Guo
et al. (2011b) and Font et al. (2011), the number of satellites formed around any halo
is very sensitive to the choice of feedback scheme and reionization physics.
Most of the Aquarius halos do not contain any satellites as bright as the LMC.
This is in agreement with results from Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2010) and Busha
et al. (2010) who estimate from dark matter simulations that the probability of
finding both an LMC and SMC around a Milky Way sized halo is ∼ 10% (up to 25%
dependent on the Milky Way dark matter halo mass). Liu et al. (2011) find from an
analysis ofMilky-Way-like hosts in the SDSSDR7 catalog that only 3.5%of themhave
two such bright observed satellites within 150 kpc of their host. A further warning
against making a too strong statement from the comparison of the bright end of the
luminosity function inmodels and observations comes fromGuo et al. (2011a), who
find that isolated host galaxies of comparable luminosity to the Milky Way and M31
contain ∼2 times fewer satellites brighter than MV =−14 (see also the work of Lares
et al. 2011). In our models, 4 out of 6 halos have a satellite as luminous as or slightly
more luminous than the SMC (the exceptions are halo B andC). Aq-F hosts a satellite
galaxy slightly brighter than the LMC and one of similar luminosity to the SMC.Halo
D also hosts three very luminous satellites, but all fainter than the LMC.
Although all Aquarius halos have masses consistent with that of the Milky Way
halo, there still is a factor 2.25 in mass range. Aquarius B is the least massive with
MDM = 8× 1011 M⊙. Figure 6.3 suggests that this range of masses is reflected in
the number of satellites. This was noted also by Macciò et al. (2010), who remark
that their trend between halo mass and the luminosity function does not depend
on the particular semi-analytical model used. Within our semi-analytical model
this correlation is shown in Figure 6.4 where the number of satellites brighter than
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Figure 6.3 — Luminosity functions of all satellite galaxies within 280 kpc of the main galaxy
for all different Aquarius halos (solid lines), the cumulative Milky Way satellites (black filled
circles), with corresponding Poissonian error bars and the luminosity function of the Milky
Way satellites as derived and corrected for incompleteness by Koposov et al. (2008) (dotted
black line). In the top panel both Type 1 and surviving Type 2 satellite galaxies are plotted, in
the bottom panel only Type 1 galaxies.
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Figure 6.4— The virial masses
of the six different Aquarius
dark matter halos versus the
number of satellite galaxies
the main galaxy would have
according to our model. Open
black squares show the num-
ber of satellites brighter than
MV =-5 within the virial radius.
a certain magnitude is plotted against the dark matter mass of the host halo. The
trend is very clear and the scatter is small, although based on just a few points. We
plan to investigate these results further within the much larger volume Millennium
II simulation, where about 7500MilkyWay sized halos can be found (Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2010).
Since our models favor halo B compared to both the properties of theMilky Way
and the luminosity function of satellite galaxies, this would suggest a dark matter
mass estimate close to 8 ×1011 M⊙ for the Milky Way galaxy in agreement with the
work of Battaglia et al. (2005); Smith et al. (2007) and Xue et al. (2008), but a factor
two less massive than the best estimate of Li &White (2008) and Guo et al. (2010). In
terms of formation history, halo B forms relatively late, its mass accretion is slower
than the other Aquarius halos specifically at z > 2 (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2010). In
other properties like spin or concentration, halo B is quite average however (Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2010).
6.3.3 Luminosity-metallicity relation
TheMilkyWay satellites (including also the ultra-faint dwarf spheroidals, Kirby et al.
2008) follow a relation between luminosity and metallicity. It is not straightforward
to compare the observed abundances to the metallicities in our model, since these
are derived in a very simplistic fashion, as discussed in Section 6.3.1. In the left
panel of Figure 6.5 the comparison is made at face value, for theMilkyWay satellites
which have an average [Fe/H] available from the literature (see for instance the
compilation in Li 2009). The mean iron abundances (red asterisks) and their
dispersions (error bars) in the plot are taken fromWesterlund (1997) for the LMCand
SMC, Cole (2001) for Sagittarius, the DART survey (Helmi et al. 2006; Starkenburg
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et al. 2010, and references therein) for Fornax, Sculptor, Carina and Sextans, Harbeck
et al. (2001) for Draco and Ursa Minor, Koch et al. (2007) for Leo I and Koch et al.
(2007b) for Leo II, Kirby et al. (2008) for most of the ultra-faints, Böotes I and Segue
I are from Norris et al. (2010) and Böotes II from Koch et al. (2009). The filled
gray circles show the average metallicity for the modeled satellite galaxies within
280 kpc of their hosts. The black points are for the satellites in Aq-B, to highlight
the number of satellites and dispersion in metallicity found in this one simulation
(which represents best our Milky Way).
Although Fe is one of the most commonly measured element in stellar spectra
and a conventionally used indicator for chemical enrichment, it is not the best
element to compare since our model assumes instantaneous recycling for metals
and a large fraction of Fe is thought to originate in SNe Type Ia progenitors with
much longer stellar lifetimes. Instead we use Mg, a common SNe Type II element.
To correct the observed average [Fe/H] to [Mg/H] requires knowledge of [Mg/Fe].
Observations of red giant branch stars in dwarf galaxies and the Milky Way stellar
halo show clear trends of [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H], although these do vary slightly from
satellite to satellite and are distinct from those found in the Milky Way stellar halo,
especially at [Fe/H]> −1.5. Nontheless, we fit the following function based on
observed satellite data compiled by Tolstoy et al. (2009) for [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H]:
[Mg/Fe]=+0.4 for [Fe/H]<−2
[Mg/Fe]=−0.4[Fe/H]−0.4 for −2< [Fe/H]< 0
[Mg/Fe]=−0.4 for [Fe/H]> 0
Themetallicity given by ourmodel ismass-weighted, i.e. it is the logarithmof the
ratio of mass inmetals over the total mass in stars. The average observedmetallicity
to compare to should thus also be obtained by taking the logarithm of an average
over the ratios of metals to hydrogen, which will be different from the average of
[Fe/H]. We have tested the offset between the two estimates of the meanmetallicity
on the dataset of the Dwarf Abundances and Radial velocity Team (DART) (Tolstoy
et al. 2004), which contains (Ca II triplet derived) metallicities for the classical dwarf
spheroidals Fornax, Sculptor, Carina and Sextans. We found that the offset between
the two ways to calculate the mean was on average 0.23 dex, although ranging from
0.15 to 0.4 dex. In the right panel of Figure 6.5 we show [Fe/H] corrected with 0.23
dex and subsequently transformed to [Mg/H] values. For Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans
and Carina we do not use the 0.23 correction, but use the averages directly from the
DART data (see for a description of the datasets and methods Tolstoy et al. (2006),
Battaglia et al. (2008b) and Starkenburg et al. (2010)1) by taking the logarithm of
the average ratio of Fe to H for all stars. We find that both the overall slope and
normalization for themetallicity are reproducedwell in ourmodels. The two faintest
galaxies, Segue I and Böotes II, fall in the regime where the numerical resolution of
1Chapter 4 in this thesis.
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the simulation starts to play an important role and our results in this regime are less
reliable.
One remarkable feature of the modeled satellite galaxies, which is not present
in the data, are the satellite galaxies with metallicities below [Fe/H] =−3 or even
[Fe/H]=−4 (see the left panel of Figure 6.5). All of these galaxies have experienced
very few star formation events and we also find that they are relatively young,
i.e., they are formed late. Their very low metallicities can be explained partly by
our neglection of any kind of pre-enrichment, such as could be driven by a top-
heavy IMF for the first stars, since these events are likely to enrich the galaxy, or
even the intergalactic medium to a metallicity floor of [Fe/H] ∼ −3 very easily (e.g.
Salvadori et al. 2008). Instead in the very first star formation epoch in our models
zero metallicity stars are formed. Very low-mass systems, with their star formation
spread over very few time-steps, will therefore enrich very little (in contrast to higher
mass objects which can sustain star formation for longer periods). In combination
with other assumptions of the model, e.g. that all stars in one star formation
burst will have the samemetallicity, this explains the extremely low-metallicity faint
galaxies. In the right panel of Figure 6.5 we illustrate this by selecting only galaxies
which experience star formation in at least four time-steps. Most of the galaxies with
on average extremely low-metallicity are now indeed absent.
6.3.4 Radial and spatial distribution
In Figure 6.6 we show the radial distributions of all satellites brighter thanMV =−8.5
within theMilky Way, overplotted with the analogous population of satellites (MV <
−8.5) in each of the Aquarius halos. For the surviving Type 2 satellites, the position
is that of the most bound particle within the host subhalo before disruption. For
the observed classical Milky Way satellites, the distances are from Mateo (1998),
except for Canes Venatici I (Martin et al. 2008a). In this figure we assumed a
distance from the Sun to the Galactic center of 8.5 kpc. The uncertainty in the
radial distribution due to Poissonian noise is indicated by the gray area. For most
halos, the radial distribution of satellites is more concentrated in the inner parts but
broadly consistent with the observed distribution in the Milky Way in the outskirts.
Without taking Type 2 galaxies into account, the profiles get slightly less centrally
concentrated, since the Type 2 galaxies are mainly found in the inner regions. Note
that this distribution is different from that followed by the total population of dark
matter substructures which all show a less centrally concentrated profile (Gao et al.
2004; Springel et al. 2008a).
One interesting property of theMilky Way satellites is that most of them seem to
lie close to a plane, rather than being distributed isotropically on the sky (e.g. Kunkel
& Demers 1976; Lynden-Bell 1976; Majewski 1994; Lynden-Bell & Lynden-Bell 1995;
Hartwick 2000; Palma et al. 2002; Kroupa et al. 2005; Metz et al. 2007). Since the
faintest satellites were discovered in a particular part of the sky covered by SDSS,
their distribution may be biased. Nonetheless a clear planar configuration can be
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Figure 6.5 — Luminosity and metallicity for the satellite galaxies of all Aq-halos (gray solid
circles) highlighting those in Aq-B with black solid circles. Overplotted as red asterisks are
the average [Fe/H] values for the Milky Way satellites, taken at face value (left panel) and
corrected to approximate a mass-weighted average of [Mg/H] for a better comparison to the
models (right panel, see text for details and references). The error bars indicate themetallicity
dispersion found inside the galaxies. In the right panel we also show only systems in which
stars were formed during at least 4 time-steps.
Figure 6.6 — Radial
distribution of the bright
model satellites (MV < −8.5,
solid lines) compared to the
radial distribution of classical
Milky Way satellites (dotted
black line). The gray area
indicates the Poissonian error
bar on the number of Milky
Way satellites.
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Figure 6.7 — Spatial distribution of the classical satellites (MV < -8.5) in the Milky Way (left
panel) and of the model satellites for the different Aquarius halos A-F. The reference system
used is given by the principal axes of the satellite distribution, and we have plotted here the
distribution along the major and minor axes.
seen if one takes into account only the classical satellites, for which no very strong
observational biases should apply. In the left panel of Figure 6.7 we show the spatial
distribution of the classical satellites of the Milky Way, while the distribution of the
satellite galaxies with MV < −8.5 in each of the Aquarius halos are depicted in the
remaining panels. In all panels we have transformed the coordinate system to the
principal axes of the satellite distribution in order tomake a fair comparison. Figure
6.7 also shows that there aremore luminous satellites inmost of themodels than we
find in the Milky Way. Partly this could be due to observational biases in our Milky
Way halo, as discussed in Section 6.3.2, but while we might expect all sky surveys
to detect ∼2 other systems of MV < −8.5 (Koposov et al. 2008), the biases are not
expected to be significant enough to match the number of satellites in, for instance,
Aquarius halo D, to the number of Milky Way satellites.
Although some of the satellites distributions in the Aquarius halos are clearly
flattened, see for instance halos A and F, none of them shows the degree of flattening
which we observe for the Milky Way. Some other studies have shown however
that a flattening similar to that of the Milky Way satellites can be reached in a
ΛCDM cosmology (e.g. Libeskind et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2005; Zentner et al. 2005;
Libeskind et al. 2009; Deason et al. 2011) and that this alignment might be due
to the accretion of subhalos within groups (Li & Helmi 2008). Interestingly, the
distribution of the satellite systems follows generally the shape of the host dark
matter halo, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. In this figure the major axis of the host dark
matter halo is along the vertical direction and its minor axis is horizontal according
to the analysis by Vera-Ciro et al. (2011). The luminous satellites from our semi-
analytical model are overplotted as white open circles on top of the dark matter
density of the Aquarius halos. In some cases the alignment of halo and satellites
coincides with the orientation of the surrounding large-scale structure in filaments,
most notably in the case of Aquarius A where a clear, long and thin filament is found
and is coherent in time. In some of the other halos, however, where the filament
is either less well-defined or broader (such that it encompasses the whole halo)
or changes its orientation over time, the alignment is weaker, or even completely
absent (for a full discussion of the shapes of the Aquarius darkmatter halos and their
filaments we refer the reader to Vera-Ciro et al. 2011). Given the trends observed in
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this figure one might argue that, in order for our model satellites to display a very
flattened distribution, the filament in which the host halo is embedded, must have
been relatively thin and coherent in time.
6.4 Star formation histories
6.4.1 A comparison to Local Group dwarf galaxies
The stellar populations (hence the star formation histories) of nearby galaxies can be
studied in great detail photometrically with the help of (synthetic) colourmagnitude
diagrams (Tolstoy et al. 2009). The resolution with which the stellar ages can be
determined depends on the populations that can be used as tracers. Roughly the
resolution decreases with increasing age and ranges from a fewMyr at the youngest
end, to several Gyrs for the intermediate and old populations. In this work we
consider three different age bins which can be well separated in a CMD analysis:
An old population (> 10 Gyr), an intermediate population (1-10 Gyr) and a young
population, <1 Gyr (see also Tolstoy et al. 2009).
In the top left panel of Figure 6.9 we show the percentage of satellite galaxies
that contain populations in each of the age bins in the simulations Aq-A to F, where
red asterisks correspond to the old, blue diamonds to the intermediate and green
triangles to the young populations of stars. In the bottom left panel we plot the
percentage of galaxies for which a given population is dominant (i.e. more than
50% of the stars belong to it) as a function of MV . Table 6.4.1 summarizes the
available data for the Milky Way satellites (the first 5 columns are taken from Table
2 of Tolstoy et al. 2009). This shows that bothmodeled and observed satellites made
the bulk of the stars on similar timescales. A direct comparison can be made for
galaxies in the luminosity bin−12<MV <−8. Most modeled satellites in this bin are
dominated by an old population, while a significant minority (∼20%) is dominated
by an intermediate population of stars. This is very comparable to the results for
the satellite galaxies around the Milky Way where out of the seven galaxies in this
luminosity bin, only two are clearly dominated by an intermediate population.
However, ∼9% of all modeled satellites do not have an old population, while all
Milky Way satellites and all isolated dwarf galaxies observed with sufficiently deep
colour-magnitude diagrams do contain old stars. There are at least two possible
explanations for this difference associated to how we model star formation and
cooling.
Firstly, we do not allow cooling in dark matter halos with Tvi r < 104K. If,
however we relax this assumption and also allow cooling in such halos with the
same efficiency as a halo of Tvi r = 104K, we find that a larger percentage of all
galaxies (95% of all dwarf galaxies, and 97.5% of those that are satellites presently)
does form an old population. But as a consequence the faint end of the satellite
luminosity function is also much enhanced (most notably at MV > −5). A proper
implementation of the physical processes playing a role in the formation of the first













Figure 6.8 — Density of the dark matter in Aquarius halos A-F (gray maps). The boxes are
3 Mpc3 in size. The system is rotated following the virial contour of the main halo, with
the minor and major axis along the x− and y−direction respectively. The modeled bright
satellites from Figure 6.7 are rotated to the same frame and overplotted as white open circles.
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stars, however would require many extra assumptions, for instance on the IMF and
the interplay between H2 cooling and H2 dissociation in the host halos which we
prefer not to include in our models at this stage.
Another limitation of our semi-analytical model is that we do not represent
the stochasticity of star forming regions. In our modeling, for stars to form in a
disk, the total (global) surface density of the disk has to be above the star forming
density threshold which is proportional to the virial velocity of the surrounding dark
matter halo and inversely proportional to the radius of the gas disk, following the
prescription of Kauffmann (1996). However, in reality star formation processes can
be much more local events, i.e. one molecular cloud can have the required density
while its surroundings might not.
The right panels of Figure 6.9 show the contributions of the various populations
for dwarf galaxies from 400 kpc to 2 Mpc, well within the re-simulated high-
resolution volume for all Aquarius halos (Springel et al. 2008a). We focus here on
slightly brighter dwarf galaxies, with −19 < MV < −8.5, as these may be observable
with current instrumentation. It is immediately clear that these galaxies (even when
comparing the same luminosity bins) are very different to the satellite galaxies (that
populate the main galaxy’s halo). Most of these systems are the main galaxy within
their dark matter halo (i.e. Type 0), which means they are not affected by stripping
mechanisms, of which the instanteneous stripping of hot gas when the satellite
enters the host halo is themost influencial on its star formation history. The isolated
dwarfs are mostly dominated by intermediate age instead of old populations. Also,
a young population of stars is present much more frequently. Qualitatively, it is
clear that our model produces an age-density relation in agreement with the well-
known morphology-density relation of Local Group satellites. Gas-poor and older
galaxies are found in overdense regions near bigger galaxies, while the star forming
galaxies are found in isolation. This result is more clearly illustrated in Figure 6.10,
where we show the location of−19<MV <−8.5 galaxies overlaid on the darkmatter
distribution for the Aquarius A simulation. However, some galaxies outside themain
halos are dominated by old populations. We checked that these systems have never
been satellites in their lifetime, so internal processes rather than environment have
quenched the star formation. In the Local Group we also find a few examples of
passively evolving small galaxies, like the Cetus and Tucana dwarf spheroidals, with
no clear association to the Milky Way or M31. We have also checked that the results
shown in Figure 6.10 are not influencedby projection effects, the galaxies dominated
by an old stellar population show a very different distribution as function of the
density of their environment than the intermediate age galaxies.
A more quantitative comparison between isolated dwarfs in our models and in
the nearby Universe is difficult. Many of the well studied galaxies outside the Milky
Way are still associated to its nearest neighbor, Andromeda, or are at least are found
within the Local Group. Beyond the Local Group, at ∼ 1.3 Mpc, the observational
CMDs are much harder to interpret, since just the giant branch is bright enough to
be resolved. We havemade a tentative comparisonwith the ANGST survey, a project
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Figure 6.9 — The percentage of galaxies in each luminosity bin which have any (top panels)
old (red asterisks), intermediate (blue diamonds) and/or young (green triangles) populations.
In the bottom panel the lines with similar symbols indicate whether the old, intermediate or
young populations are the dominant one in the galaxy (that is, more than 50% of their stars
originate from this epoch). In the left panel the satellite galaxies, within 280 kpc of the main
halo are displayed, in the right panel the isolated galaxies of similar luminosity.
Figure 6.10 — The spatial distribution
of galaxies of−19<MV <−8.5. Symbols
and colours denote the age of the
dominant stellar population being old
(red asterisks), or intermediate (blue
diamonds). The grey map shows the
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Figure 6.11 — The percentage
of satellite galaxies withMV <-
5 which are dominated by old
(asterisks), intermediate (dia-
monds) or young (triangles)
as a function of their distance
to the main galaxy. The
gray histogram shows the total
number of galaxies per bin,
using the scale on the y-axis as
absolute numbers.
measuring the star formation histories of galaxies outside the Local Group out to 4
Mpc in a systematic manner (Dalcanton et al. 2009; Weisz et al. 2011). Only three
galaxies have reliable measurements of the dominant population in their sample
from 1.3 to 2 Mpc. Of these three galaxies, two are dominated by an intermediate
population and just one by an old population (Weisz et al. 2011).
Figure 6.11 shows that there is a clear trend in the fraction of galaxies that are
dominated by a population of a given age with distance from the host. Systems
dominated by intermediate populations are found preferentially in the outskirts of
the host halo while older systems are found closer in. We havemuch better statistics
in ourmodel than for theMilkyWay itself, sincewe have analyzed six different halos.
Nonetheless, we see a similar trend in the Milky Way satellites, where the galaxies
dominated by intermediate populations are located at greater distances than ∼ 100
kpc as indicated in Table 6.4.1.
6.4.2 The physics shaping themodeled star formation histories
Figure 6.12 illustrates the variety of star formation histories found for the different
satellites in Aquarius halo B (all satellites with MV < −5 are shown). The star
formation rates have been normalized in this figure (to the highest peaks), but the
absolute values range approximately from 0.2 M⊙/yr in the top row to 0.0002 M⊙/yr
in the bottom row. As can be seen from the figure, most stars in our satellites
are made after reionization (at z = 11.5 in our models), but before the time that
the galaxy fell into the main halo (and thus became a satellite) as indicated by the
vertical dashed blue lines. Taking all the stars in satellites brighter thanMV =−5 and
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Name MV Detected Pops Dom. Pop ref1
old im yng
LMC -18.1 yes yes yes ?
SMC -16.2 yes yes yes ?
Sagittarius -13.4 yes yes no ? [1][2]
Fornax -13.2 yes yes no im [3][4]
Leo I -11.9 yes yes no im [1][5][6]
Sculptor -11.1 yes yes no old [1][7]
Leo II -9.6 yes yes no ? [1][5][8]
Sextans -9.5 yes yes no old [9][10][11]
Carina -9.3 yes yes no im [1][5][12]
Ursa Minor -8.9 yes yes no old [1][5][13]
Draco -8.8 yes yes no old [1][14]
CVn I -8.6 yes yes no old [15]
Hercules -6.6 ? ? ? ?
Bootes -6.3 yes yes no old [15]
UmA I -5.5 ? ? ? ?
Leo IV -5.0 ? ? ? ?
CVn II -4.9 ? ? ? ?
Leo V -4.3 ? ? ? ?
UmA II -4.2 yes yes no old [15]
Com Ber -4.1 ? ? ? ?
Boo II -2.7 ? ? ? ?
Willman 1 -2.7 ? ? ? ?
Segue 1 -1.5 ? ? ? ?
Table 6.2 — Populations in Milky Way satellite galaxies. References are: [1] Dolphin (2002),
[2] Bellazzini et al. (1999), [3] Coleman& de Jong (2008), [4] Gallart et al. (2005), [5] Hernandez
et al. (2000), [6] Gallart et al. (1999), [7] de Boer et al. (in prep.), [8] Gullieuszik et al. (2008), [9]
Mateo et al. (1992), [10] Bellazzini et al. (2001), [11] Lee et al. (2003), [12] Hurley-Keller et al.
(1998), [13] Carrera et al. (2002), [14] Aparicio et al. (2001), [15] de Jong et al. (2008)
within 280 kpc in Aquarius halos A-F, we find that 99.7% of the stars formed after
reionization, and 96.8% before the satellite fell into the halo. If we first calculate
these ratios within the satellites themselves and then take the average (so not
mass-weighing by the total number of stars, since those numbers are completely
dominated by themassive galaxies) we find that on average 89.0% of the stars within
a satellite are formed after reionization has finished and 83.2% before infalling in the
halo. The small satellites make a larger percentage of their stars before reionization,
but also after infall. This is because they have just a few small bursts of star
formation each of which contributes a significant fraction of the stars. In the larger
galaxies the star formation rate is much higher and it extends over longer periods so
that the initial episode of star formation (i.e. before reionization) is not important
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Figure 6.12 — The relative SFRs as a function of lookback time for all satellite galaxies in
Aquarius B (black solid lines). We have indicated the infall time (vertical dotted line) and
the lines in the top of each panel indicate whether the critical density of the cold gas is met in
order to allow star formation in that timestep. In the top left corner of each panel, the absolute
V-band magnitude of that particular galaxy is given and the scaling factor by which the star
formation rates have to be divided to obtain the model values in MSun/yr.
in a relative sense. On the other hand the quenching of star formation after infall
ensures that a relatively small amount of stars will be made afterwards.
Infall onto a host system in our model quenches star formation, because we
assume the hot halo of a galaxy is stripped as soon as the galaxy becomes a satellite
and the hot component is added to that of the host. Some semi-analytical codes
follow ram pressure stripping processes more gradually (e.g. Font et al. 2008; Guo
et al. 2011b). Guo et al. (2011b) show that their implementation does not make a
significant difference for their smallest systems (which are more massive than the
typical satellites studied in this work). Some fully hydrodynamical simulations have
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also shown that the remaining gas in the satellite galaxies is (almost) completely
stripped once a galaxy falls into themain halo (e.g. Okamoto & Frenk 2009; Okamoto
et al. 2010) and that the cooling of gas onto satellites seems to be small and
important only for massive systems (Saro et al. 2010). A satellite can still make
some stars after infall, but only as far as its cold gas reservoir allows it. We find
that the amount of cold gas still present in the satellite galaxies, is in almost all
cases larger than is observed within satellite galaxies in the Milky Way halo (e.g.
Grcevich & Putman 2009). However, because this gas is below the star formation
threshold, it does not form any stars. It is quite likely that an additional prescription
of ram-pressure stripping also for the cold gas will remove some of this remaining
gas from the satellite galaxies. Additionally, a more realistic model of star formation,
not based on a global density threshold, but following the local density of the gas,
might also alter the amount of gas left in these galaxies.
In Figure 6.12 we also show the times at which the cold gas mass in the galaxy is
above the critical density threshold criterion (as the blue vertical lines in the top
of all panels). In all cases, stars are formed if this threshold is met, however in
some cases the rate of star formation is so small, relative to other star formation
episodes, that it does not show clearly in Figure 6.12. However, stars can form even
when the density criterion is not met (the star formation events which do not have
a corresponding blue line in the top of the panel) such as in a starburst triggered by
a minor or major merger event2.
We find that a change in the value of the threshold density criterion, or a more
stochastic implementation to reflect molecular cloud physics, does not lead to
continuous star formation history for most satellites, since the density of cold gas is
too far below the threshold most of the time. However, there are some cases where
the star formation threshold is barely notmet, and a small change in the value of the
threshold, could significantly change the star formation history. The most bursty
star formation histories are found in the galaxies which are constantly close, but
mostly below, the star formation threshold.
By testing of the model on Aq-A-4, which is available with varying numbers of
snapshots and by changing the timestep in the semi-analytic model itself, we find
that the bursty type of star formation histories are the most vulnerable to a change
in the number of time-steps taken in themodel or simulation. Although their bursty
character is maintained, the bursts can show changes in both time or amplitude
depending on the number of time-steps considered, but the character of their star
formation history is maintained.
2Our model does not account for starbursts that could be triggered by fly-by interactions.
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6.5 MilkyWay dwarf analogs
6.5.1 Star formation histories
In Figure 6.13 we show some model satellite galaxies that are comparable in either
brightness, average metallicity and star formation histories, or several of these
properties, to the Carina, Sculptor and Fornax dwarf spheroidals. For each galaxy
we show three examples to provide an impression of the variety in these properties.
We also indicate, similar to Figure 6.12, the times at which the cold gas is above the
critical threshold.
In the bottom panels of Figure 6.13, we plot the observed star formation history
for the particular dwarf spheroidal. Even though its possible to observe all three
galaxies down to their main sequence turnoff magnitudes, large differences are
found in derived star formation due to incomplete spatial coverage or the set of
model isochrones used (see for example Gallart et al. 2005). We have chosen to show
here the star formation histories as obtained by Coleman&de Jong (2008) for Fornax
and De Boer et al. (in preparation) for Sculptor, because these are the most recent
analyses, derived from photometry which covers (nearly) the entire galaxy. For
Fornax, we also show, overplottedwith a dashed line, the star formation as compiled
by Grebel (1998). The star formation history for Carina matches the one derived by
Hurley-Keller et al. (1998), with its characteristic three peaks. Other studies claim
different star formation histories, e.g. a more continuous star formation history was
derived by Dolphin (2002) while Hernandez et al. (2000) found three 1 Gyr peaks at
3, 5, and 8 Gyr, thus a significantly younger age for the older peaks in comparison to
Hurley-Keller et al. (1998). Of course, one needs to bear in mind that the error bars
on age are quite extensive for the observations (generally in the order of Gyrs for the
regime we are most interested in), so the studies are not necessarily inconsistent.
For Carina, we show several candidates selected on luminosity (−10.5 <MV <
−8.5) and their distinct bursty star formation epochs with a majority of the stars
formed at intermediate age. Amongst all our Aquarius simulations, we only find
six candidates that have a dominant intermediate population within the selected
luminosity bin. In Figure 6.13 we show three candidates which have a very bursty
star formation history. As discussed before in Section 6.4.2, most of these model
galaxies find themselves close to the threshold of cold gas needed tomake stars, and
are only above the threshold occasionally. This explains the bursty nature of these
star formation histories in our model, as can also be inferred from Figure 6.13 – all
(except some of the earliest) star formation peaks show cold gas masses above the
critical threshold (indicated by the lines at the top of the panel). We have explicitly
checked their merging history, but found no significant merging events causing or
preceding any of the bursts. All of these Carina’s fall into the main halo quite late.
This is intriguing, since previous work explained the three-peaked star formation
history of Carina as being due to the interaction with the Milky Way (e.g. Pasetto
et al. 2011). The Carina model shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.13, depicts a
star formation history that matches best the observed general properties of Carina,
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Figure 6.13 — Star formation histories for models which resemble the three classical dwarf
galaxies Carina, Sculptor and Fornax (top panels). The lines in the top of each panel indicate a
cold gasmass above the star formation threshold, similar to Figure 6.12. In the bottom panels
we show observational star formation histories for the same galaxies (see text for references).
Overwritten within the panels are the luminosity and the scaling factor by which the star
formation rates have to be divided to obtain the model values in MSun/yr..
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i.e. also matches themetallicity. Also this galaxy has a strong intermediate age burst
of star formation, but a lower peak at a young age.
For Sculptor we found many analogs for the star formation history, since a great
majority of our model satellite galaxies are dominated by an old population. How-
ever, most candidates of comparable luminosity have a slighter higher metallicity
than Sculptor. Three typical examples of comparable luminosity, and also average
metallicity (the largest offset is 0.5 dex), are shown in the middle column of Figure
6.13.
The Fornax candidate model shown on the bottom panel of the right column
of Figure 6.13 matches very well the observed star formation history from Coleman
& de Jong (2008) and the general properties of the galaxy. On the other hand the
models shown in the top and middle panels have star formation histories which
matchbetter older observations of Fornax inwhich the peak of star formation occurs
at an older age, such as that compiled by Grebel (1998). All examples shown here
were chosen to have a comparable luminosity and average metallicity (the largest
offset in metallicity is 0.2 dex).
6.5.2 Metallicity distributions
Figure 6.14 shows the metallicity distributions of the model galaxies chosen to be
relatively close examples of the Milky Way dwarf spheroidals Carina, Sculptor and
Fornax following the previous section. The bottompanels show the observedmetal-
licity distributions for these dwarf spheroidals as taken from the DART datasets (see
Starkenburg et al. 2010, and references therein). The black histograms correspond
to the observed [Fe/H] distribution as derived from the Ca II triplet calibration of
Starkenburg et al. (2010). The gray histograms give the metallicity distributions
corrected for [Mg/H] using the simplified relation of [Mg/Fe] as discussed in Section
6.3.3. We regard this as a more direct comparison to our model, which assumed
instanteneous recycling.
Generally the metallicity distribution functions for the model dwarfs are nar-
rower, although a typical error on the observed metallicities is 0.2 dex, which will
broaden the distribution. There is also a lack of extremely metal-poor stars in most
metallicity distributions of our models. In the case of the Carina model shown in
the top left panel however, too many very metal-poor stars are produced and the
global metallicity is too low. This also is probably driven by our modeling of the first
generations of stars, as discussed in Section 6.4. Since the first peak of star formation
is very small, it will only enrich the galaxy by a small amount leading to the formation
of very low-metallicity stars in the second burst, since these are assumed to form all
instantaneously.
Overall, the form of the distribution can vary significantly, depending on the
exact star formation history of the system as Figure 6.14 shows.
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Figure 6.14 — Metallicity distributions for the models displayed in Figure 6.13 which
resemble the three classical dwarf galaxies Carina, Sculptor and Fornax (top three panels). In
the bottom panels we show observational metallicity distributions for the same galaxies (see
text for references) in [Fe/H] from CaT samples (black solid lines), or corrected for a global
relation to [Mg/H] values (gray solid line).
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6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Comparison to the GALFORM code
The Durham semi-analytic model of galaxy formation, GALFORM (e.g. Cole et al.
2000; Bower et al. 2006), also has also been run on the same six Aquarius halos by
Font et al. (2011). These authors made a comparison of the luminosity functions
of their model and the satellite ejection model of Li et al. (2010). That luminosity
function is identical to the one presented in this work in the bottom panel of Figure
6.17 since in the comparison only Type 1 galaxies are used, and our stellar stripping
mechanism does not significantly alter its shape. Font et al. (2011) concluded
that both models are quite similar in methodology as well as results. However, it
is interesting to note that in Font et al. (2011), a novel and detailed treatment of
reionization is implemented. In their most successful model the proto-Galactic
region is completely photo-ionized by z = 10 due to the contribution of local
sources. In the end, this results in a comparable reionization history on the scale
of the Milky Way to that in our model, even though our treatment is much less
sophisticated (see Appendix A of Font et al. 2011, and references therein for a
complete discussion).
Our model and those resulting from GALFORM display some interesting differ-
ences. For example the total stellar mass in the main galaxies are generally lower
in the GALFORMmodels, ranging from 7×109 M⊙ to 1×1011 M⊙ (compare Table 1
from Font et al. (2011) and Figure 6.2 in this work). The number of satellites around
the main halo are very similar though, although there clearly are less very luminous
satellites (brighter than MV =−15) present in the GALFORMmodels. This seems to
be due to their slightly stronger feedback in this regime. In general the GALFORM
satellite luminosity function is slightly steeper, but consistent with Koposov et al.
(2008) and our results, in particular for luminosities fainter than MV = −15. Their
luminosity-metallicity relation flattens out significantly at the fainter end (see their
Figure 5, right panel), which is an interesting result directly related to their saturated
feedback scheme. Unfortunately, the errors on the available data are too large to
test this prediction. The radial distributions of satellites in Font et al. (2011) are
very similar to those shown in Figure 6.6. This supports the idea that our luminous
satellites occupy the same halos within the simulation.
6.6.2 A stellarmass-halomass relation: Comparison to abundance
matching and hydrodynamical simulations
An interesting issue in the context of the ΛCDM paradigm is which galaxies reside
in which halos. Several groups have quantified the relationship between stellar
mass and halo mass using N-body simulations combined with (semi-analytical)
models or observations (e.g. Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; Dekel & Woo 2003; Yang
et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2008; Conroy & Wechsler 2009; Moster
et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010). This comparison is made under the assumption that
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the dark matter halo mass and the stellar mass of a central galaxy follow a directly
proportional monotonic relation. For example Guo et al. (2010) combined the
abundance of galaxies with stellar masses in the range 108M⊙ < M∗ < 1012M⊙ from
SDSS (Li & White 2009), and the dark matter halo abundances from the Millennium
Simulations (Springel et al. 2005; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). The relation derived
from this analysis predicts a dark matter mass for a Milky Way-type galaxy of ∼
2× 1012M⊙, which is a factor of two larger than the favored result from our semi-
analytic model, but within the current observational constraints.
Sawala et al. (2011a) noticed that all current hydrodynamical simulations of
isolated dwarf galaxies produce an order of magnitude larger stellar masses than
the expected relation from Guo et al. (2010) when extrapolated to the lower halo
mass end. In Figure 6.15 we show the relation from Guo et al. (2010) and Moster
et al. (2010) as well as the results predicted by our model for all the central galaxies
(“Type 0”) in the Aquarius simulations3 and the hydrodynamical simulations from
Pelupessy et al. (2004); Stinson et al. (2007); Governato et al. (2010); Sawala et al.
(2011a), as compiled by Sawala et al. (2011a, see also their Figure 4.).
We see a strong relation between stellar mass and dark matter halo mass (taken
as their virial mass at z = 0, similar to Guo et al. 2010) for the central galaxies in our
model. Our results are in agreement withMandelbaum et al. (2006), who used SDSS
to derive stellar masses from spectroscopy and virial halo masses fromweak galaxy-
galaxy gravitational lensing. However, the relation predicted fromourmodel and the
one predicted byGuo et al. (2010) andMoster et al. (2010) are clearly offset: at a given
luminosity our model galaxies reside in smaller dark matter halos. The difference
is greatest for the lowest mass objects, for which the Guo et al. (2010) and Moster
et al. (2010) relations are extrapolations (i.e. these scales are poorly constrained by
the data used by these authors; and are indicated by the dashed and dotted lines in
Figure 6.15), but also at the regime of the main central galaxies (our “Milky Way”s)
there is a significant difference (with the exception of the main galaxy in Aquarius
E). Both Moster et al. (2010) and Guo et al. (2010) demonstrate that the relation for
the most likely stellar mass within a given dark matter halo changes with different
assumptions about scatter. The scatter within the Aquarius halos is larger than the
predictions from either Guo et al. (2010) and Moster et al. (2010), certainly at the
lowest masses, raising the question whether the relation stellar mass-halo mass is
indeed strictly monotonic in nature, or whether environmental stochastic effects
(such as those associated to the emergence time, the mass at reionization, the cold
gas density and the star formation threshold) may play a more important role for
lowmass systems.
Guo et al. (2011b) describe an extension of the De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) model,
which shows a good correspondence with the relation derived by Guo et al. (2010).
In order to obtain such a good correspondence, and to match the luminosity
functions over a large range inmagnitude, their model adopts a supernova feedback
3We have used a distance limit of 2.5 Mpc from the center of the box to stay well within the high-
resolution region of our simulations.
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Figure 6.15— The relation between stellar masses and darkmatter halomasses for all central
halos within 2.5 Mpc from the main halo in the Aquarius simulations (black filled circles).
The red symbols are results from hydrodynamical simulations, as compiled in Sawala et al.
(2011a), from Pelupessy et al. (2004); Stinson et al. (2007); Governato et al. (2010); Sawala
et al. (2011a). The blue asterisks are galaxies from an SDSS sample for which stellar masses
were derived from spectroscopy and dark matter virial halo masses from weak gravitational
lensing by Mandelbaum et al. (2006), the error bars give the 95% confidence intervals. The
black solid line represents the stellar mass-halo mass relation as derived by Guo et al. (2010),
constrained by SDSS DR7 data. The extrapolation into the low-mass regime is indicated by
the black dashed line, whereas the light grey area shows the maximum dispersion, σlog M∗ =
0.2 dex. The stellar mass-halo mass relation derived by Moster et al. (2010), including a
scatter of σlog M∗ = 0.15 dex (dark gray area), is shown as a black dashed-dotted line and
its extrapolation into the low-mass regime is given by the dotted black line.
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ejection efficiency which depends on the circular velocity of the underlying dark
matter halo with an exponent β1 =−3.5, whereas in our model β1 =−2.
Interestingly, while being offset from the results of Guo et al. (2011b) and the
relation from Guo et al. (2010), our model predictions are consistent with most
hydrodynamical simulations shown. This suggests, contrary to the statement by
Sawala et al. (2011a), that there is not necessarily an offset between hydrodynamical
models on the one hand, focusing on the physical processes and the structure of
individual galaxies, and semi-analytical models on the other, tuned to produce the
correct galaxy abundance.
6.7 Conclusions
In thisworkwehave confirmed that a fully cosmological approachwithin theΛCDM
paradigm complemented with semi-analytical modeling is able to match observed
relations on the scale of the Milky Way and its satellites simultaneously. We have
compared the results for the luminosity function, luminosity-metallicity relation,
radial and spatial distribution to observations of dwarf galaxies around the Milky
Way and investigated the morphology-density relation and star formation histories
within the model. Whether the same model used in this study also provides a good
correspondence on global abundance statistics formoremassive galaxies remains to
be tested. For example, Guo et al. (2011b) show that the model of De Lucia & Blaizot
(2007) significantly overpredicts the number of galaxies with stellar masses between
107 and 1010M⊙. Our model is based on De Lucia & Blaizot (2007), but several
changes have been made since. These changes are made to match in particular the
lowmass scales, but a careful analysis of its impact onmoremassive galaxies will be
part of future work.
Of course, the Milky Way, although in many ways the best studied galaxy we
know, is just one example and it might in several ways be extra-ordinary (e.g., Flynn
et al. 2006). We find that the same Aquarius halo in whichwe found the closestMilky
Way-like galaxy analog, also provides us with the best matching satellite system in
terms of its luminosity function. This galaxy does not resemble the Milky Way in
every respect. For example the radial distribution of satellites within this particular
simulation is more centrally concentrated than observed for the satellites around
the Milky Way and it does not show the same degree of spatial flattening. In fact,
none of the satellite systems hosted within the six different Aquarius halos have a
spatial flattening similar to that of the Milky Way. However, we find a trend between
the orientation of the satellite system and that of the host halo in most cases as well
as a connection to the large scale structure when a thin, stable filament is present.
This suggests that theMilkyWaymight be embedded in a filament which is very thin
and has been coherent for a long time.
We find a clear relation in our models between the number of bright satellites
and the host dark halomass. Within our current feedback and reionization prescrip-
tions, our Milky Way has a dark halo close to 0.8 ×1012M⊙, in agreement with the
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lower estimates from observations (Battaglia et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2007; Xue et al.
2008), but a factor two lower than the best estimates from Li & White (2008); Guo
et al. (2010). Additionally, over the mass range probed by the Aquarius simulations,
we find a different relation between dark matter halo mass and stellar mass of the
central galaxies than that derived by Guo et al. (2010) and Moster et al. (2010), and
reproduced by Guo et al. (2011b).
Based on their star formation histories, we find model satellites analogous to
the Sculptor, Fornax and Carina dwarf spheroidals, although none of the model
galaxies provides a match of all observable properties. It is interesting that also
bursty Carina-like galaxies are produced. In our models Carina’s very bursty star
formation history occurs before it becomes a satellite and is the result of an interplay
between gas density and star formation threshold, and is clearly not due to tidal
interactions with the host (such as suggested by Pasetto et al. 2011). However,
the metallicity distributions for these galaxies are generally too narrow compared
to the observations and they lack an (extremely) metal-poor population. It is
unclear at the moment whether this can be completely ascribed to the lack of a
detailed prescription of the chemical evolution of different elements and to the
instantaneous recycling approximation. This will be the subject of further work.
Also our model does not allow cooling via H2 in halos below the Hydrogen atomic
cooling limit, hence not providing a fully physical model for the formation of the
first stars. Another shortcoming of our current model is that our modeled satellite
galaxies have too much cold gas compared to observations. This could perhaps be
(partly) solved by including ram-pressure stripping of the cold gas when an object
becomes a satellite.
However, various predictions can be made from our model that are expected
to be independent of these shortcomings. We predict the ratio between galaxies
dominated by old- or intermediate populations of stars to be close to 1:2 beyond
the Local Group. We also expect a large majority of the satellite galaxies that are
dominated by intermediate age stellar populations, to have fallen into themain halo
relatively late, including a galaxy with a bursty star formation like Carina. Generally
a very small percentage of stars in a satellite is formed after its infall-time, due to
stripping of the satellite’s hot halo and thus preventing further gas to cool and form
stars. However, some galaxies within themodel have stopped star formation several
Gyrs before their infall, due to internal processes, such as supernova feedback,
which have expelled their gas. Ourmodel thus predicts the lastmajor star formation
event within a (classical) satellite to rather provide a lower limit on the time elapsed
since infall.
The class of (brighter, e.g MV < −5) ultra-faint galaxies, which could be well
resolved in our model, have formed a larger percentage of their stars in a single
burst, because feedback has a larger impact and prevents a continuous mode of
star formation. These model ultra-faint galaxies are generally older than the more
luminous counterparts, and hence contain a higher fraction of stars formed around,
and even before, the epoch of reionization.
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Figure 6.16 —Mass (left) and luminosity (right) functions for all satellite galaxies within 280
kpc of the main galaxy in Aq-A-2. Different models are used: the default model (“ejection”
model of Li et al. 2010, thick grey solid line), only the Type 1 galaxies within the default
model (grey dashed line), default model now including stellar stripping (black dotted line),
and default model including both stripping and tidal disruption with or without dark matter
(providing an upper and lower limit to the luminosity function, black dashed and solid line
respectively).
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Appendix A: The effects of the stripping and disruption
prescriptions
In Figure 6.16 we show the effect of the stellar stripping and tidal disruption
prescriptions, introduced in Section 6.2.3, on both the mass function and the
luminosity function in Aq-A-2. Overall, the stripping mechanism implemented in
the model has a small effect on the total luminosity function, only affecting a small
percentage of the bigger satellite galaxies (MV ∼−10). This is still true if we relax our
assumption on the percentage of stars to be contained within the dark matter half-
mass radius, and change this from 50% to 20 or 80%. In Aq-A-2, just 3 present-day
Type 1 galaxies withMV <−5 are affected by the strippingmechanism. Nonetheless,
the stellar stripping criterion is an important addition for the study of individual
galaxies since it prevents the unphysical presence of too massive galaxies within
very heavily stripped dark matter halos in the model. It also strips down galaxies
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which will become Type 2’s eventually, making the comparison of their densities to
that of the halo more realistic.
The implementation of tidal disruption affects Type 2 satellites, but not all of
them. By comparing only the Type 1 galaxies in the default models (the grey dashed
line in Figure 6.16) to results including tidal disruption (black dashed and solid lines)
it is clear that preferentially the Type 2 satellites with largermasses the last time they
were identified as Type 1 (i.e. the satellites which are losing mass quickly) are fully
disrupted within the main halo.
Appendix B: The effects of numerical resolution
The Aquarius Project halos have been run at different numerical resolution levels
and these runs show remarkable good convergence on the properties (mass, posi-
tion and kinematics) of the simulated halos (Springel et al. 2008a). This enables us
to explore the effects of numerical resolution on our models very directly. Figure
6.17 shows the effect of numerical resolution for both tidal disruption approaches
on the luminosity functions. The luminosity functions of Aq-A-2 and Aq-A-3 start
to diverge significantly for MV > −5. This justifies the choice used throughout the
chapter to use this magnitude limit in our comparisons to the Milky Way satellites,
which includes many of the (brighter) ultra-faint satellites.
We also choose to use the disruption prescription without dark matter (i.e.,
based on the lower limit estimate of the density of the satellite) in the rest of this
work. Either choice would be an approximation, due to the intrinsic uncertainties in
themodeling of Type 2 galaxies. However Figure 6.16 shows that the tidal disruption
without dark matter shows a convergence between Aq-A-2 and Aq-A-3 down to
fainter magnitudes. At the level of MV = −5 the lower limit approach predicts the
disruption of 20 additional galaxies (see Figure 6.16), while in Aq-B the difference is
only 7 systems, since this halo has a much smaller population of Type 2 galaxies.
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Figure 6.17 — Luminosity function for Aquarius A levels 2-5 for the two ways of estimating
the average density of a satellite for tidal disruption (see Section 6.2.3). In the top panel the
density estimate includes the contribution of the dark matter, while in the bottom panel it
does not. The dashed vertical line and gray area in the bottom panels indicate the luminosity
of satellite galaxies at which Aq-A-2 and Aq-A-3 start to deviate and thus the numerical
resolution be considered to affect the results.
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ederlandse samenvatting
In 1835 stelde de beroemde Franse filosoof Auguste Comte over het onderwerpvan studie naar de sterren: “Al het onderzoek dat niet reduceerbaar is totsimpele visuele waarnemingen zal noodzakelijkerwijs voor ons verborgen
blijven. Hoewel we ons kunnen voorstellen ooit de mogelijkheid te hebben om de
vorm, grootte en beweging van de sterren te meten, zullen we nooit en op geen enkele
manier hun chemische samenstelling kunnen bestuderen”.
Op het eerste gezicht lijkt dit een logische gedachte. De dichtstbijzijnde ster
voorbij de zon is immers 4 lichtjaren, of 4×1013 km, van ons verwijderd, een afstand
zo enorm dat geen mens of ruimteschip deze ooit heeft overbrugd. Zelfs al zouden
we een meetinstrument kunnen ontwerpen dat de hitte van een ster zou kunnen
weerstaan, dan nog is het ook in ons tijdperk van ruimtereizen onmogelijk om
simpelweg naar een ster te vliegen, er een hapje uit te nemen en dit te analyseren.
Toch had Auguste Comte ongelijk en het duurde niet lang voordat dit bewezen
werd. De natuurkundige Gustav Kirchoff demostreerde, slechts 14 jaar later, dat de
chemische samenstelling van een gas rondom een hittebron afgeleid kan worden
door het uitgezonden licht in alle verschillende kleuren te breken, met behulp van
bijvoorbeeld een prisma, en de donkere lijnen in het spectrum te bestuderen. Deze
analyse is onafhankelijk van de afstand tot het object (mits het helder genoeg is) en
maakt dus een reis naar de verre sterren overbodig.
Het duurde nog enige decennia, tot de quantumtheorie het inzicht bracht dat
de donkere lijnen verschijnen doordat elektronen in banen bewegen rondom de
kern van het atoom en dat het stelsel van mogelijke elektronenbanen uniek is voor
elk chemisch element. Elektronen kunnen van baan veranderen door de opname
(of uitzending) van een lichtdeeltje. Doordat de energie tussen de banen specifiek
is voor een atoom, is ook de golflengte (of kleur) van het licht dat de elektronen
gebruiken om een baan op te schuiven afhankelijk van het chemische element. De
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Figuur 1 — Een spectrum van de zon. De donkere lijnen veroorzaakt door de aanwezigheid
van verschillende elementen in de buitenlagen van de ster zijn goed zichtbaar. (Spectrum van
het Observatoire de Paris, http://bass2000.obspm.fr)
opname van specifieke golflengtes veroorzaakt de donkere banen in een spectrum.
De atomen in de buitenste lagen van een ster absorberen een specifiek gedeelte van
het licht dat geproduceerd is in het binnenste deel van een ster. Figuur 1 laat een
spectrum van de zon zien waarin de donkere lijnen duidelijk zichtbaar zijn.
Rond 1925 was de astronome Cecilia Payne de eerste die begreep dat hoewel het
spectrum van de zon gedomineerd werd door lijnen veroorzaakt door bijvoorbeeld
het element ijzer en andere zwaardere elementen, de zon eigenlijk voor het over-
grote deel uit waterstof bestaat. Om precies te zijn, bestaat de massa van de zon
voor 71% uit waterstof en voor 27% uit helium. Slechts 2% bestaat uit zwaardere
elementen. Astronomen noemen alle elementen zwaarder dan lithium “metalen”.
De relatieve hoeveelheid metalen in sterren kan sterk variëren. Vaak wordt als
representatief metaal ijzer gebruikt, omdat de hoeveelheid ijzer in een ster relatief
makkelijk te bepalen is door de vele ijzerlijnen in een spectrum. Er zijn sterren
waargenomen die een factor 2 tot 3 meer ijzer hebben dan onze zon, maar ook
sterren die erg metaalarm zijn. De meest ijzerarme ster die is bestudeerd (tot nu
toe) heeft slechts een fractie 1/250000 van de relatieve ijzerhoeveelheid van de zon.
Wij zijn allen sterrenstof
Bij de oerknal, het begin van het heelal, zijn alleen de elementen waterstof, helium
en lithium geproduceerd. Alle zwaardere elementen, zoals alle zuurstof in de lucht
en alle koolstof in onze lichamen, zijn later geproduceerd door kernfusie in het
binnenste van een ster. Op dit moment fuseert onze zon waterstof en maakt
daarvan helium, zoals alle sterren het grootste deel van hun leven doen. Een ster
die massief genoeg is zal, als alle waterstof in de kern opgebrand is, doorgaan met
het fuseren van helium tot koolstof. Dit proces kan zich herhalen totdat ijzer wordt
geproduceerd. Dan is het eind vanhet leven van een (zware) ster bereikt en terwijl de
kern ineen stort, worden de buitenste lagen van de ster afgestoten in een supernova
explosie. De zwaardere elementen, die de ster in zijn leven geproduceerd heeft,
worden hierbij ook het heelal in geslingerd. Door het samentrekken van stofwolken
onder hun eigen zwaartekracht vormen vervolgens nieuwe sterren en planeten
die een deel van het afgestoten materiaal van de gestorven ster kunnen bevatten.
Op deze manier wordt de fractie zwaardere elementen steeds groter naarmate de
generaties sterren elkaar opvolgen. Ook tijdens de supernova explosie zelf kan
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nog kernfusie plaatsvinden door de hoge energiëen die worden bereikt en de grote
dichtheid van deeltjes.
Dus alle zwaardere elementen, metalen, in de aarde en in ons eigen lichaam,
zijn ooit gemaakt binnenin een ster (of tijdens zijn stervensproces) van een eerdere
generatie dan onze zon en de aarde. Heel letterlijk zijn wij dus gemaakt van
sterrenstof!
De vingerafdruk van een ster
Het grootste deel van zijn leven fuseert een ster waterstof tot helium. De energie
die hierbij vrijkomt in de vorm van straling, voorkomt dat de ster ineenstort door
zijn eigen zwaartekracht. Gedurende deze fase veranderen de buitenlagen van de
ster niet of nauwelijks in hun chemische samenstelling. Dit betekent dat voor het
grootste deel van zijn leven de ster voor ons, waarnemers die alleen de buitenste
lagen kunnen zien, niet verandert. De chemische samenstelling wordt daarom
ook wel een “chemische vingerafdruk” van een ster genoemd. Deze chemische
vingerafdruk kan ons wat vertellen over de wolk waaruit de ster is ontstaan en de
geschiedenis van die omgeving. Sterren met verschillende massa’s produceren na-
melijk verschillende ratio’s van de elementen. Bovendien bestaan er ook meerdere
types supernovae die elk een specifiek mengsel van elementen produceren. De
meest voorkomende supernovae zijn te verdelen in twee verschillende soorten, Type
Ia en Type II genoemd. Type II supernovae zijn exploderende sterren aan het einde
van hun leven zoals besproken in de vorige paragraaf. Supernovae Type Ia worden
waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door het restant dat overblijft na de de explosie voor een
niet te zware ster, eenwitte dwerg, die een dubbelster systeemvormtmet een andere
ster. Door zijn gravitationele aantrekkingskracht kan de witte dwerg massa stelen
van zijn nabije buurman en dit kan ook leiden tot een explosie. De elementen
die de ruimte ingeslingerd worden bij een Type II supernova zijn voornamelijk
elementen die een even aantal protonen in hun kernen hebben, en gevormd kun-
nen worden door het invangen van meerdere helium-kernen (met twee protonen
en twee neutronen), voorbeelden hiervan zijn calcium, titanium en magnesium.
Supernovae Type Ia zijn daarentegen verantwoordelijk voor het overgrote deel van
de productie van ijzer, koolstof en zuurstof. De verhouding van elementen in een
ster die voornamelijk geproduceerd worden door verschillende typen supernovae
(bijvoorbeeld ijzer vergeleken met magnesium) geeft een beeld van de relatieve
bijdragen van verschillende supernova aan de chemische samenstelling van deze
ster.
De hoeveelheid metalen in de ster kan voor ons waarnemers ook dienen als
een soort klok, omdat de metaalhoeveelheid in sterren oploopt met opvolgende
generaties. Oudere sterren hebben minder metalen dan jongere. Dit werkt alleen
relatief gezien, omdat in dichte gebieden van het heelal de generaties sterren elkaar
sneller opvolgen dan inmeer geïsoleerde gebieden. Ook kanhet invallen van gas van
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buiten ervoor zorgen dat de tijdsbepaling aan de hand van de hoeveelheid metalen
in sterren binnen een systeem niet helemaal lineair verloopt.
De hiërarchische vorming van structuur in het heelal
In het heelal zien we miljarden sterrenstelsels, systemen in vele verschillende
vormen die typisch miljoenen tot honderden biljoenen sterren bevatten. Uit waar-
nemingen van de kosmische achtergrondstraling, een overblijfsel van het hele
vroege heelal, blijkt echter dat vlak na de oerknal de materie in het heelal veel
gelijkmatiger verdeeld was, met slechts hele kleine fluctuaties in de dichtheid.
Onze theorieën voor de evolutie van het heelal moeten dus ook verklaren hoe het
heelal zich ontwikkeld heeft van een heel homogene verdeling vanmaterie naar een
structuur waarin de meeste materie zich opgehoopt heeft in sterrenstelsels.
Sterrenkundigen denken dat de zwaartekracht verantwoordelijk is voor deze
structuurvorming. Doordat de miniscule gebiedjes met iets hogere dichtheid in
het begin van het heelal een iets grotere gravitationele aantrekkingskracht op hun
omgeving hadden, konden deze meer materie aantrekken. Dit effect versterkt
vervolgens zichzelf, de net iets dichtere gebiedjes groeienharder, waardoor zij steeds
meermassa aantrekken en de gebiedenmet een iets lagere dichtheid worden steeds
leger. Naast de gewonematerie, die wij kennen en waaruit atomen zijn opgebouwd,
is hierbij ook de bijdrage van de donkere materie belangrijk. Het is onduidelijk wat
donkere materie precies is, omdat het geen enkele straling uitzendt en dus slecht te
bestuderen is. Deze materie maakt echter wel het grootste deel van de totale massa
van het heelal uit.
Het effect van de grotere aantrekkingskracht van dichtere gebieden zien we ook
op grotere schaal. Grote sterrenstelsels kunnen door hun gravitationele aantrek-
kingskracht af en toe een kleiner stelsel aantrekken en volledig opslokken. Dit proces
wordt ook wel “kosmisch kannibalisme” genoemd. Ook stelsels van vergelijkbare
massa kunnen elkaar zodanig aantrekken dat zij uiteindelijk samensmelten tot een
nog groter stelsel. Het is waarschijnlijk dat op deze manier alle sterrenstelsels zijn
gevormd, door het samensmelten van kleinere stelsels, oftewel bouwblokken. Dit
noemen we hiërarchische groei.
DeMelkweg en zijn satellietstelsels
In dit proefschrift richt ik me vooral op de studie van ons eigen sterrenstelsel, de
Melkweg en diverse kleinere dwergsterrenstelsels die zich om de Melkweg heen
bevinden binnen zijn gravitationele aantrekkingskracht. Deze dwergstelsels worden
daarom ook wel satellietstelsels genoemd. Sommige van deze satellietstelsels zijn
erg lichtzwak, doordat ze relatief weinig sterren hebben. Steeds meer sterrenstelsels
worden ontdekt in surveys waarin telescopen een groot deel van de hemel zo
langdurig observeren dat ook lichtzwakkere objecten in kaart gebracht kunnen
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Figuur 2 — Links: Een schematische weergave van de Melkweg (het spiraalstelsel in het
midden) en verscheidene satellietstelsels. (Figuur van J. Bullock, M. Geha en R. Powell)
Rechts: Een simulatie van een donkere materie halo (halo B uit de Aquarius simulate serie)
met een massa vergelijkbaar met de Melkweg. Hoe helderder hoe groter de dichtheid
van donkere materie op dat punt. (Figuur van V. Springel en het Aquarius consortium,
http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/aquarius)
worden. Het linkerdeel van figuur 2 toont een schematische weergave op schaal
van de Melkweg en de meeste bekende satellieten.
Rond de Melkweg vinden we ook het meest aansprekende voorbeeld van kos-
misch kannibalisme; het Sagittarius dwergstelsel wordt momenteel “opgegeten”
door onze Melkweg. De gravitationele aantrekkingskracht zorgt ervoor dat het
stelsel uit elkaar getrokken wordt waardoor het lange slierten sterren aan de hemel
achterlaat die zichtbaar zijn met telescopen. Het zal enige miljarden jaren duren
voordat het stelsel helemaal uit elkaar getrokken is en nog veel langer voordat de
stromen sterren volledig zijn opgegaan in de Melkweg en niet meer zichtbaar zijn
aan de hemel. Behalve de slierten van Sagittarius vinden we nog meer duidelijke
achterblijfsels van uit elkaar getrokken kleinere stelsels in zowel onze Melkweg als
andere sterrenstelsels.
Galactische archeologie in en om deMelkweg
Het grote voordeel van de stelsels “in onze eigen kosmologische achtertuin” ofwel
de Lokale Groep (bestaande uit de Melkweg, zijn ongeveer even grote buur het
Andromeda sterrenstelsel en de vele kleinere stelsels rondom) is dat ze zo dichtbij
staan dat we de individuele sterren kunnen bestuderen. Door het bestuderen
van deze sterren leren we veel over hun geschiedenis, zoals archeologen oude
beschavingen bestuderen aan de hand van wat zij achtergelaten hebben.
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Sterren kunnen leeftijden bereiken vergelijkbaar met de leeftijd van het heelal
(ongeveer 13,7 miljard jaar) of zelfs langer. De leeftijd van een ster hangt voor-
namelijk af van zijn massa. Zwaardere sterren doorlopen namelijk sneller alle
evolutionaire stadia en worden daardoor minder oud. We hebben gezien dat een
ster het grootste deel van zijn leven dezelfde chemische samenstelling behoudt,
namelijk de chemische vingerafdruk van de wolk waaruit de ster gevormd is.
Daarnaast kunnen we de radiële snelheid (naar ons toe of van ons af) van een ster
bepalen op basis van de verschuiving van de golflengte van het spectrum. Met
al deze informatie kunnen we bijvoorbeeld sterren van een kleiner sterrenstelsel
identificeren die later in hun leven zijn opgegeten door een groter stelsel.
Dit proefschrift
In dit proefschrift komen verschillende aspecten van de vorming en evolutie van
de Melkweg en zijn satellieten aan bod. Met behulp van de achtergrondkennis uit
vorig onderzoek, dat in de voorgaande alinea’s beschreven is, onderzoeken we de
ontstaansgeschiedenis van de halo van de Melkweg en de (chemische) evolutie van
de satellietstelsels.
De zoektocht naar Galactische spaghetti
Hoewel er dus duidelijk bewijs is dat kosmisch kannibalisme voorkomt, is het
nog niet duidelijk in hoeverre dit soort gebeurtenissen de geschiedenis van de
Melkweg domineert. Zijn de buitengebieden van de Melkweg (de bolvormige halo
die zich veel verder uitstrekt dan de vele malen lichtsterkere schijf van sterren
en gas) helemaal ontstaan uit vernietigde satellieten of zijn er ook sterren in de
halo die daar ontstaan zijn? En wanneer is de halo gevormd? Doordat sterren
in de halo ver weg staan, kunnen alleen de meest heldere sterren goed worden
geobserveerd, zoals bijvoorbeeld de rode reuzen. Deze sterren zijn heel fel en
opgezwollen omdat ze net al hun waterstof in de kern gefuseerd hebben en nu
bezig zijn om waterstof te verbranden in schillen om de kern heen. De Spaghetti
Survey probeert de nog zichtbare sterstromen van uit elkaar getrokken satellieten
(een soort “spaghettislierten”) in de buitenste delen van de Melkweg te ontdekken
en onderzoekt daarmee hoe belangrijk dit proces is in de vorming van de halo.
In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift beschrijven we de resultaten van dit project.
Door een voorselectie te maken in de kleuren van de sterren kunnen kandidaat
rode reuzen worden geselecteerd. Vervolgens wordt een spectrum genomen om
te verifiëren of de sterren wel echt rode reuzen zijn en om hun metaalhoeveelheid
te meten. Op deze manier zijn ongeveer honderd rode reuzen gevonden binnen
een straal 100 kiloparsec (een gebruikelijke afstandsmaat in de sterrenkunde, 100
kiloparsec is vergelijkbaar met de afstand tot de dwergstelsels Carina en Sextans in
figuur 2, dus ver weg van de schijf van de Melkweg). Als we kijken naar de relatieve
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Figuur 3 — Een simulatie








Om een idee te krijgen van de
uitgestrektheid van de halo
van de Melkweg: de schijf
heeft een diameter van 30
kiloparsec (kpc).
hoeveelheid metalen in de sterren blijkt deze niet af te hangen van de afstand, in
tegenstelling tot wat uit eerdere studies gebleken is.
We hebben een nieuwemethode ontwikkeld om te zoeken naar groepjes sterren
die afkomstig kunnen zijn van kosmisch kannibalisme door de positie aan de
hemel, afstand en radiële snelheden van de sterren te combineren. We hebben een
groep van zes sterren en daarnaast zeven paren gevonden. Een aantal van deze
structuren is hoogst waarschijnlijk verbonden met al bekende sterstromen zoals
oudere sterstromen van het Sagittarius dwergstelsel. We vergelijken onze resultaten
met simulaties waarin de halo volledig is opgebouwd uit vernietigde satellieten, te
zien in figuur 3. Van deze vergelijking leren we dat, hoewel de resultaten van de
Spaghetti Survey laten zien dat minimaal 10% van de sterren in de halo structuren
vormt, onze resultaten ook verenigbaar zijn met een scenario waarin de hele halo is
opgebouwd uit sterstromen.
Demeest primitieve sterren in de dwergstelsels
Ook de studie van individuele sterren in de satellietstelsels is vanwege hun grote
afstand tot ons grotendeels beperkt tot de studie van rode reuzen. Het is cruciaal
voor dit soort onderzoek om de rode reuzen goed te kunnen onderscheiden van,
de veel nabijere en lichtzwakkere, dwergsterren in de schijf van de Melkweg. Een
selectie op basis van kleur is een eerste stap maar vaak niet afdoende. Een
verdere selectie kan gemaakt worden op basis van de radiële snelheden en/of de
sterkte van spectraallijnen. Rode reuzen hebben een vele malen lagere dichtheid
dan de dwergsterren, ze zijn immers helemaal opgezwollen, wat een effect heeft
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Figuur 4 — Een voorbeeldspec-
trum van een rode reus waarin
de relatieve hoeveelheid licht te-
gen de golflengte is uitgezet. De
twee sterkste calcium lijnen van
het triplet en de magnesium lijn is
aangegeven. (Figuur uit hoofdstuk
3)
op de sterkte van sommige spectraallijnen. In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we een
nieuwe classificatiemethode gebaseerd op een vergelijking tussen de lijnen van
geïoniseerd calcium, het infrarode calcium triplet, met neutraal magnesium (zie
figuur 4). Deze specifieke lijnen zijn gekozen omdat ze allemaal relatief sterk zijn.
Dit betekent dat ze ook goed waar te nemen zijn in sterren die lichtzwak (en dus ver
weg zijn). Het golflengtegebied waarin deze lijnen zich bevinden wordt verreweg
het meest gebruikt in studies naar dwergstelsels. Zowel de radiële snelheden
als metaalhoeveelheden kunnen relatief eenvoudig worden bepaald aan de hand
van de calcium lijnen en daardoor kan de schaarse telescooptijd effectief gebruikt
worden om zoveelmogelijk sterren te bestuderen. Uit een vergelijking vanmodellen
van deze lijnenmet waarnemingen blijkt dat deze nieuwe classificatiemethode zeer
bruikbaar is voor alle studies, maar zeker voor satellietstelsels met een radiële snel-
heid vergelijkbaarmet de snelheden van sterren in de schijf. Voor deze stelsels is een
classificatie op basis van snelheden lastiger en dus is een extra classificatiemethode
onafhankelijk van snelheid erg nuttig.
De vele studies van het calcium triplet in dwergstelsels brachten ook een ver-
rassend resultaat: uit de metingen van de metaalhoeveelheid in meer dan duizend
sterren werd geen enkele ster gevonden met een relatieve metaalhoeveelheid (om-
gerekend naar het standaard gebruikte element ijzer) minder dan een duizendste
van de zon, we noemen deze sterren “extreem metaalarm”. Dit was verrassend
omdat we weten dat extreem metaalarme sterren wel in significante hoeveelheden
aanwezig zijn in de Melkweg. Het was een raadsel waarom deze heel oude sterren
(want oude sterren hebben minder ijzer) wel in de Melkweg aanwezig zouden zijn,
maar niet in de dwergstelsels. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de algemene kalibratie-
methode die gebruikt werd om een meting van de sterkte van de spectraallijnen
om te zetten naar een metaalhoeveelheid bestudeerd met behulp van modellen
van sterspectra. De lineaire kalibratie die werd gebruikt om een relatie te leggen
tussen de intrinsieke helderheid van de ster, de sterkte van de calcium lijnen en
de metaalhoeveelheid bleek niet op te gaan voor sterren met minder dan drie
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Figuur 5—Een afbeelding van
het Sculptor dwergstelsel, ge-
produceerd door het licht in
3 verschillende kleurbanden te
combineren. De hele grote
sterren in het figuur bevinden
zich in de voorgrond, waar-
schijnlijk zijn dit sterren van
de schijf van deMelkweg, waar
we doorheen kijken. (Figuur
van Thomas de Boer)
duizendste van de relatieve ijzerhoeveelheid van de zon. We presenteren daarom in
hoofdstuk 4 een nieuwe kalibratie die niet meer lineair is in dit regime. Als we deze
nieuwe kalibratie toepassen op waarnemingen van sterren in de satellietstelsels
Carina, Sextans, Fornax en Sculptor, blijkt dat er wel degelijk sterren zijn die extreem
metaalarm zijn, zelfs in vergelijkbare relatieve aantallen als in de Melkweg.
In hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we enkele van deze extreem metaalarme sterren
in het Sculptor dwergstelsel in meer detail door een veel breder spectrum waar
te nemen met een relatief nieuwe spectrograaf bevestigd aan een van de vier
Europese 8-meter telecopen in Chili, waardoor we veel meer lijnen kunnen meten
dan alleen de directe omgeving van het calcium triplet. Een afbeelding van het
Sculptor dwergstelsel wordt getoond in figuur 5. Directe metingen van de zwakkere
ijzerlijnen bevestigen dat eenmeerderheid van onze kandidaten inderdaad extreem
metaalarm is (5 van de 7 sterren voldoen aan dit criterium). Hiermee is bevestigd
dat de nieuwe kalibratie van hoofdstuk 4 inderdaad goed werkt om deze, zeer
interessante, oude sterren op te sporen.
De donkere en lichtgevendematerie
Als we een simulatie van donkere materie op de schaal van onze Melkweg vergelij-
ken met een afbeelding van onze Melkweg en de satellietstelsels, zoals bijvoorbeeld
de afbeeldingen rechts en links in figuur 2, dan valt ons gelijk op dat er in de
simulatie veel meer substructuren te zien zijn dan in de sterren om ons heen. Dit
betekent echter niet dat de twee afbeeldingen elkaar tegenspreken, niet elke klomp
van donkerematerie hoeft namelijk sterren te bevatten. In hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken
we in hoeverre een (al bestaand) model van de ons bekende materie (ook wel “ba-
ryonisch”), gekoppeld aan de simulatie van donkerematerie zoals getoond in figuur
2 een goede representatie geeft van de werkelijkheid. Omdat de gedragingen van de
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baryonische materie worden gemodelleerd als relatief simpele wetten, kunnen we
hiermee onderzoeken hoe goed we de fysische processen begrijpen. We vinden dat
de gemodelleerde satellietstelsels in heel veel opzichten overeenkomsten vertonen
met de waarnemingen, bijvoorbeeld in hun aantal van een bepaalde helderheid
en in hun metaalhoeveelheden en hun verdeling binnen de halo van de Melkweg.
Veel van de donkere materie structuren blijven dus inderdaad donker, zij vormen
geen sterren. Ook vinden we dat de sterren in de gemodelleerde sterrenstelsels van
vergelijkbare leeftijden zijn als in de satellietstelsels rondom de Melkweg1. Kijkend
naar de leeftijd van de sterren zien we een duidelijk verband: in satellietstelsels,
binnen de halo van deMelkweg, komen vooral zeer oude sterren voor (ouder dan 10
miljard jaar), terwijl geïsoleerde dwergstelsels buiten de gravitationele invloed van
de Melkweg vaker gedomineerd worden door jongere populaties sterren. Eenzelfde
verdeling vindenwe in onsmodel terug enwordt veroorzaakt doordat hetwarme gas
van een dwergstelsel wordt opgenomen in de “warme gas halo” van de Melkweg als
het een satellietstelsel wordt. De satellietstelsels raken hun reservoir van warm gas
kwijt waaruit ze gas kunnen koelen en sterren kunnen vormen. Dit simpele model
blijkt dus goed in overeenstemming met waarnemingen.
Zijn de dwergstelsels de bouwblokken van de halo van deMelkweg?
Een simpel model van hiërarchische groei zou zijn om aan te nemen dat de
bouwblokken die lang geleden onzeMelkweg gevormd hebben, er ongeveer zouden
uitzien als de satellietstelsels die we nu nog om ons heen zien. Ze hebben immers
een kleinere massa en een oude populatie sterren. Een analyse van de chemische
vingerafdrukken laat echter duidelijk zien dat dit simpele model niet opgaat. Het
merendeel van de sterren in de dwergstelsels heeft bijvoorbeeld bij een gelijke
hoeveelheid ijzer, veel lagere hoeveelheden calcium, magnesium en titanium. Dit
betekent dat demix van supernova die deze sterren gemaakt heeft verschillend is en
dat de halo van de Melkweg nooit gevormd kan worden door een combinatie van
dwergstelsels (zoals we die nu zien). Vooral voor de metaalrijkere sterren in dwerg-
stelsels is het verschil in chemische samenstelling erg duidelijk. De metaalarmere
populatie lijkt qua chemische samenstelling meer op de halo van de Melkweg. Dit
zou erop kunnen wijzen dat het begin van de sterevolutie in de dwergstelsels en de
bouwblokken van deMelkweg vergelijkbaar waren en dat het verschil pas later in de
evolutie is ontstaan.
Slechts weinig extreem metaalarme sterren zijn in detail bestudeerd in dwerg-
stelsels. Alleen al daarom vormen de zeven (extreem) metaalarme sterren in het
Sculptor dwergstelsel uit hoofdstuk 5 al daarom een belangrijke aanvulling. In deze
sterren onderzoeken we behalve ijzer ook calcium, magnesium, titanium, barium,
strontium, koolstof en chroom. Ook deze sterren lijken in hun hoeveelheden van
1Ook deze informatie kunnenwewaarnemen in echte sterrenstelsels. Door de kleur en helderheid van
een hele sterpopulatie binnen een sterrenstelsel te bekijken kunnen we ruwweg bepalen hoeveel sterren
in welk stadium van hun leven zijn en dus de verdelingen van leeftijden bepalen.
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bijna al deze elementen erg op sterrenmet dezelfde hoeveelheid ijzer in deMelkweg.
Een interessante uitzondering is koolstof. Een significant percentage, ongeveer 25%,
van de extreem metaalarme sterren in de Melkweg hebben relatief veel koolstof, zij
worden koolstofrijk genoemd. In onze Sculptor sterren zien we geen enkele ster
koolstofrijke ster, maar juist zelfs vrij koolstofarme sterren. Dit kunnen we nog niet
verklaren.
Wat de toekomst ons brengt
In de toekomst zullen meer uitgebreide surveys en de ruimte-missie Gaia de hoe-
veelheid sterren die gebruikt kan worden in dit soort onderzoek vele malen ver-
groten. Niet alleen de hoeveelheid gemeten sterren zal toenemen, maar ook de
informatie die we over elke ster kunnen verkrijgen. Voor een groot aantal sterren
zal bijvoorbeeld niet alleen de radiële, maar de gehele drie dimensionale beweging
van sterren in kaart worden gebracht. Bovendien zullen we veel meer verschillende
elementen kunnen onderzoeken. Dit zal de zoektocht naar Galactische spaghetti
vergemakkelijken en onze kennis van de chemische evolutie van zowel dwergstelsels
als de Melkweg uitbreiden.
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Mevrouw Julia doet de ramen open
en ze weet geen woord voor de lucht die haar wangen aanraakt
en de zon heeft de kleur van honing
en ze weet
vandaag gaat het gebeuren
en ze denkt
maar eerst blijf ik nog even staan.
Tjitske Jansen uit: ’Het moest maar eens gaan sneeuwen’
